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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

THE OLD RELIABLE
SKW ADVEKTIHKiHKNTN THIS WKEK

County Savings Bank,

Hancock

Fxee notice—K*t David B Flint.
In bankruptcy—Kst Cnas B White.
—Kst Geo W Kenney.
"
—E*t Edward Swaaey.
"
—Kst Llnwood H Campbell.
Lost —Eye glasses.
’’’hltlng Bros—Carpets, curtains, dress goods,
**

ORGANIZED MARCH 17, 1873,
has paid regular semi annual dividends amounting to
.....
Surplus above all liabilities

N. I).
C.

on

—--

To Our Tire Insurance Customers.

C.

WK

W.

At

MASON,

t.

F.

very glad to report that the losses sustained in the Baltimore
fire by Insurance Companies represented by us will not exceed
arc

$6,000,000,
they will lie paid in full,
policy holders of over

ami

the

as

assets to

Moral

Place your business in the

:

H.

The

CO.,

GRANT

leading

agency—

Ellsworth mid

Baltimore

Bar

Harbor.

Fire!

The following telegram was sent to the agents of the old Hartford Fire
Insurance Co., Feb. 8:
"Following the honorable course pursued by the Hartford Fire
Insurance Company in all precious conflagrations, it is already
adjusting and paying Baltimore losses.— U EO. L. CHASE, Brest.
The "Hartford” is represented in this vicinity by O. W. TAPLEY.

half CARLOAD of Drop-head

a

Wheeler & Wilson

Going East—6.10 a m and 5.30 p m.
Going West—11.20 a m and 6 and 9 p
No Sunday trains.

Estey. Single copies,
5
cents;
subscription price
$1.50 per year in advance.

Mary Somes,

Rotary Sewing Machines,
our

Cash,
payments of $3 down and $3 per month, for $:10, delivered at your home.
This offer is strictly limited to thirty days. Old Machines not taken with
tliis coupon.

or on

CRIPPEN

T.

this evening.

vestry
N. P. Cutler, j*\, of Boston, was In the
city Saturday on business.
Mrs. D. L. Yale left yesterday for New
Haven to join her husband.

Mrs. Alice

MAINE.

ordering

Rotary Sewing Machine,

Wilson

drawer

drop

CASH,

at

or

t \0 on payments.

May Bonsey is the guest of
McTaggard in Dover this week.

Gentlemen:—Flense find enclosed.dollars for which please
to me one Wheeler A Wilson Hotary Sewing Machine, as per

above offer.
P. O. Address.

Monroe

Monday.
Y.

and

McGown

wife

are rea

special meeting

of Lejok lodge was
Monday evening when five candidates were given their degrees.
held

Is

The

announced

in the

engagement
Herald of Miss Beatrice E.
and Fred P.| Whittaker.

finer

meeting of the literary club was
from Monday evening to last
evening. It met with Miss Mullan.
The

postponed

Howard F. Whitcomb and wife
are
receiving congratulations on the birth of
a daughter, born Sunday, Feb. 21.

sewing circle of the Congregational
Friday afternoon at the

The
• mmwuii

111

■ 1 ■

meeting of the Baptist
society was again posponed from Monday
evening to Tuesday evening, March 1.

THIS

LITTLE

HANK

business

Tne

quarterly conference of t tie Methowas held Monday,
Rev. F. L
Hay ward, presiding eider, of Bucksport,
presided.
Drs. Lewis Hodgkins und N. C. King

dist church

HAS

MADE ITS WAV INTO

the banquet of the Penobscot
county medical association iu Bangor
Monday evening.

attended

15 0 0
HOMES
SINCE

LAST

ine

entertainment,

wmun

was

to

De

given to morrow evening by tbe members
of tbe blah school baa been deferred to

OCTOBER.

Friday evening, March 4.
We wish to thank those who have

already opened

and to say to those who have not, that

we

have a

an

new

account,

supply

of

banks and would like to swell the uumber of accounts to 2,000 before

April

1.

These banks are in the hands of both old and young.

young need to be told, and the old

ought

The

not to be, the merits of

saving.

William A

Brady’a “Way Down East”

and the Bemiet & Moulton
toire

are

some

of

The

painless extraction of teeth and my
ten year guarantee.

l»r. F. O. BROWNF,

FULL SET, $7.

Manager,

Ellsworth Dental Parlors.

Porcelain Inlays.

MISS N. F. DRUMMEY,

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge

Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

H. GREELY

Prompt

Reasonable Prices.
Giles*

Office,

Hank

rant

in

Service.

Hlock, Bllnwortb.

Subscribe for Thk Amjckican

Uoggins

on

restau-

a

Manning building

tbe

bridge.

the

on

shop.

DENTIST.

county

paper.]

|3

flue of of

to meet Mrs.

Carolyn

nurse, while she

were

Bangor,

hone in

M.Gallert

after

privileged

short illness.

a

returned

Boston where

he

this

went

morning from

to

attend

the

keenly felt by Mr. Gallert, whose close

personal

friend

he had

been

for

many

years.

Tot* orange party given by the ladies of
February committee of the CongreWedgational church in the vestry last
nesday evening proved a novel affair, and
was thoroughly
enjoyed by the large
the

The

number that attended.

committee,

the

the

members of

of which

names

were

printed iu The American last week, demuch credit for the

serve

of

success

the

entertain meat.
The concert, ball and supper by Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., held iu Odd
Fellows hall Monday evening was not
well attended on accouot of the bad
Miss
travelling. The concert was good.
Drink water, of B-tngor, contralto soloist,
was exceptionally good and the uumerous
encores to which she responded showed
that her efforts
concert

up till
served

a

dancing

the

The music

appreciated.

were

late hour.
in

was

A

At

After

started and

kept

turkey supper
hail at

banquet

was

11 o’clock.

by Monaghan’s orchestra

w’as

pieces.
the quarterly

of six

of

conference

the

Methodist church held Monday evening
K. T Howie, John F. Kuowltou, H. L
Lord, F. 11. Mace, W. W. McCartney, M.
B Gerrish, William T. Moor, R. A. Alexand Waller A.

ander

Bonsey

were

elected

The stewards were also elected at the meeting as
S. L Lord, B. T. Howie, R. A.
follows:
Alexander, William T. Moor, F. H Mace,
F. F. Simonton, Mrs. Fred E Blaisdell,
Mrs. Fannie Hopkins and Mrs. L. T.
M. B. Gerrish was elected chorSilvia.
t

rustees for

Tne

ister.

ensuing year.

t he

meeting

presided over
L.Hayward, of

was

Presiding-Elder
Bucksport.

F.

by

They

G.

Phillips, of
a few days
the banquet of

A.

in town for
attended

Bar
this
tbe

Penobscot county medical association at
Bangor last Monday. Dr. Phillips wa«
tbe poet of tbe occasion.
The board of registration will be in session at tbe aldermen’s room in Hancock
hall Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and

Friday

of uext

week

for the

purpose of

enrolling
revising the voting
voters. Tbe board will also be in session

new

Primroses,

Roman

Hyacinths,

this

city.

will

Austin

Mrs

be

remem-

as.Miss Helen Slmpsou, of Sullivan
Harbor: *‘Tne marriage of Paul Austin
and Miss Daisy Hinckley, which occurred
on Wednesday last is the consummation
bered

of

a

dates from school-

love affair which

has
grown up in
Mr. Austin
days.
Fresno, and is a deservedly popular felHe

was

a

construction of

prominent figure

in the

many

personal

our new

charms and

a

very

Daffodils.

EllsworthGreenhouse
TSLJ&l'HOKJB

OOMHKOTIOX.

”

guaranteed
keep the same sharp
charge. They sell for $1.50 each.

have a RAZOR that is
and

we

agree to

two years, free of

W1GGIN & MOORE,

Druggists, Corner

opp. Post Office.

society

dine

house

packing

plantB

in

Washington

county, and in which county the case is
A hearing was held before
now pending.
Chief-Justice Wiswell at the courthouse

bile

and

the

various

10.30.

quarter
century, that
debt.
of indebtness has been
a

and

the

thereof,

evidences

the

Trenton— Preaching

church,

Prayer meeting Sunday evening
Rev. David

Sunday, Feb.

instrumental

asked for

match of the

a

Preaching

in

demurrers

Judge Wiswell

Feb. 26, at the
The attorneys
are L. B. Deasy, of Bar Harbor, and A. W.
King, of Ellsworth, for the platntiff;
[leorge M. Hanson, of Calais, Hale &
Hamlin, of Ellsworth, W. M. Bradley, of
Portland, and Herbert M. Heath, of
Augusta, who are the attorneys tor the
various res, ondents.

service at 7 p.

UNITARIAN.

presiding elder,

supplied with
it, aud applied

been

mortgages and notes, and
cended, the choir sang

as

the

MOUTH OF THE

to

ping in the woods

the

the flames

while

chop-

day last week.

Bartlett, of Bartlett’s Island,
guest of Irving Garland recently.
Capt. John Kay who has been ill all
winter, is still confined to the house.
was

anthem.
After

m.

Millard

as-

appropriate

an

one

a.

RIVER.

WilliH Sadler cut his foot

match,

it

m.

Rev. S. IV. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, Feb. 28—Service at 10.30
Sunday school at 11 45 a. m.

Mr. Sowle

church debts.

Having

Kerr, pastor.

28—

Prayer meeting Friday at 7.30 p. m.
Trenton—Sunday at 2.30. Mr. Kerr.

who held up a match-box, saying that he
carried it about for the purpose of supmatches
to the cancelling of
plying

Mr. Sowle lit

7,30.

Sermon

bringing about this debt extinguishment.
remarks

at

Morning service at
hy the pastor.
Sunday
school at 11 46
Junior C. E. at 6 p. m.
10.30.

early struggles, and
tributes not only to
former members, now dead, but also to

At the close of his

m.

BAPTIST.

its

wbo had been

at 2 p.

a. m.

well-deserved

living

Sunday

Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Sunday, Feb. 28—Sunday school at 10.30

by a bounteous
The exersupper served in the vestry.
cises took pluce in the church. Toe master of ceremonies was B. T. Sowle.
Mr. Sowle briefly sketched the history
the

a. m.

EPISCOPAL.

Mr. Simonton.

from other churches.
The event was preceded

the

Sunday

school at 11 45

J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Sunday, Feb. 28— Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Junlot
league at 3 p. m. Preaching at 7.

the presence of the pastor
of the
church, Rev. J. P. Simonton, the presiding elder of the district, Rev. F. L. Hayward, and a large and enthusiastic audience, among which was a large sprinkling

paid

Feb.

Rev.

in

of

26—Prayer meeting.
28—Morning service at

Feb.

METHODIST

cent

mortgages and notes, were burned Monday evening—Washington’s birthday-

the

Mr.
applause had ceased,
remarks, and the following responded: John H. Brimmer, who
spoke for the Congregational cburch,
Capt. S. L. Lord, for the Methodist, Rev.
S. W. Sutton, for the Unitarian, Rev. F.
L. Hayward, for the district, John F.
Knowlton, who paid a glowing tribute to
Mr. Simonton, and F. W. Rollins.
The beloved pastor of the church, Rev
J. P. Simonton, was the last speaker;

the

So Ale called for

he

been

has

past

six

in

Ellsworth
and

years,

to

for

bis

LAKEWOOD.
Master Cecil

over

School closed

the

every

now

Mrs.

breaking

out

a

meet-

purpose
a candidate for mayor to
at tbe annual election March

at

2 30.

Immediately following, the caucuses of
wards 1, 2, 3 and 5 will be held to nominate candidates for aldermen, wardens,
etc.

Tbe

at 3

p.

caucus

m. at

for ward 4

Agricultural

will

be held

hall, North

another lot of choice Vermont

Yellow Eyed

COMING EVENTS.

Friday,

BEANS

26, at Odd Fellows ball,
District couvention of Odd

Feb.
—

10c PER QUART.

Fellows.

at the NEW

Hancock hall—
Annual concert by St. Joseph’s Catholic
society. Supper served at 6 o’clock in
Odd Fellows hall.

Thursday,

Xew York

Ellsworth.
j Apothecary.
For This Week,

Ellsworth.

Ellsworth

of

on

Geo. A. Parcher,

7, will be held in Hancock hall to-morrow
afternoon

Compound Syrup

by Acme Chemical Co.,
City. For sale by

nominating
on

bottle of

my desk,
and every time I felt like coughing I
took a sip—just enough to wet my
throat—and by night my cough was
gone.” 25 cents a bottle. Prepared

Itepubllcan Caucus.
The republicau caucus for tbe
be voted

term of ten

seriously ill.

White Fine and Tar

ing and unanimously voted to request the
conference, at its next meeting, to return
Mr. Bimonton to the cburch in Ellsworth.

of

a

1 got my feet wet.
The next
morning I had a bad cough. I kept a

a
was
most
It
altogether
happy
occasion, and the entire city joins the
Methodist society In its good fortune.
Immediately following the celebration,
a

after

“Washington’s
Birthday

and then.

the members of the cburch held

pneu-

Shbatisniunta.

to be
programme, therefore, had
omitted, but the accident did not prevent

singing

with

Jacob Frost finished hiB lumbering
operations last week, and went home
Thursday.

the

into

Friday

John Moore is still

Harvard

the entire audience from

ill

weeks.

untiring

which

Moore is

monia.

infinite tact 1b mainly due the
of the debt on the property.
bitch In the exercises was the

giving out of the organ,

during the January term of court for the
purpose of fixing a time for the hearing
the

Friday,
Sunday,

is free from

The last

paid,

of

a

CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.

bright

Friday the hearing
of Charles P. Kemp vs. Seacoast Packing
Co., et ala, will take place. The cause of
the hearing is a bill in equity brought to
set aside the transfers or conveyances by
the Seacoast Packing Co. of various sarAt the court

which have been filled.

\m/E

than

Greely, the accomplished organist, usually presides. The musical part of

on

to shave any beard that grows,
and ready for use for a term of

more

YORK.

CHURCH NOTES.

parents of the groom,
Edward Austin and wife, formerly of
who remember the

NEW

MORTGAGE BURNED.
Ellsworth Methodists Celebrate Cancellation of Church Debt.
For the first time in the history of the
Methodists of Ellsworth, extending back

wiping out
The only

fixed the date at Friday,
court house In Ellsworth.

Potted Plants

BAKING POWDER CO.,

__ROYAL

efforts aud

mind. May good luck and happiuess attend them in their new life.”

Mrs.

perfect buckwheat cake, and
dainty dishes, see the
Mailed
Pastry Cook.”

a

following clipping from the Fresno
(Cal.) Morning Republican wilt be of
Interest to the older citizens of Ellsworth
The

do so, will be welcomed.

were

To make

Preble, a trained
caring for A. M.

Hopkins during his serious illness a year
ago, will be pained to learn of her death,
which took place last Monday at her

in-

thousand other
“
Royal Baker and
free to any address.

a

H.

was

set-

no
cause

digestion.

and costs.

Ellsworth people who

perfect

a

cold weather breakfast food.
Made in the morning; no yeast,
ting” over night; never sour, never

11 o’clock.

at

electric road, and
is still with the San Joaquiu Power Co.
The bride is a young lady possessed of

Dr. and

Arc delicious and wholesome—

winter.

Char.es Clough ana John Rernick were
arrested by Night-Officer Morrison last
evening for intoxication.
They were
given a hearing before Judge Peters this
morning. Clough was given thirty days
In jail and costa, and Rernick received a

low.

Ellsworth festival chorus will hold
rehearsal at Manning hall next
week, Wednesday or Thursday evening.
Members will be notified in ample season.
Those who have not joined, but desire to
The

Kllswortb.

Main Street,

this

by Monaghan’s
pieces. Supper was

Its first

list and

(The only

the

north side of Main street, in rooms formerly occupied by Marks Hertz as a tailor

week.

Typewriter...

...and

of William

lamp in the billiard

a

John H. Donovan has opened

Harbor,

Public Stenographer

season.

Margaret Hall, daughter of Henry
M. Hall and wife, celebrated her seventh
birthday last Haturday by delightfully
entertaining a party of her young friends
There was a false alarm of fire at 6
o’clock Saturday evening. It was caused
Miss

rooms

OLD FRIENDS

Co., in repeP. Halpin’a

Charles

bookings for the coming

by tbe explosion of

|

served

held

furnished

was

orchestra of three

The

ELLSWORTH, ME.

dancing parties

the

A large attendance is desired.

Vestry.

First National Bank

The sociable given by Esoteric lodge, F.
M., in Manning iiail last Thursday evening was one of the most successand A.

is

Adams, who has been spending
few days with his parents here, returned
Martin

church will meet

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT,

of the

noon, March 2.

Gent

deliver

of several

The woman’s alliance will meet at the
Unitarian parsonage Wednesday after-

home.

Daraarlscotta

J. T. Crippen Co., Southwest Harbor, Me.:

Name.

visit-

ceiving congratulations of the birth of
boy, born Saturday.

head Wheeler &

for the accommodation

of Julius
funeral, held in that city,
Watorman, who died in California last
week, and whose remains were brought
East for burial.
Mr. Waterman’s death

A

oue 3

are

Miss Prances W. Grant, who has been
spending the winter in Baltimore, Is

to Bostou

SPECIAL SALE COUPOX— Limited to HO Days.
This coupon is good for

and wife

MIbs Alice

a

CO.

HARBOR,

SOUTHWEST

of

Htockbridge

with

members.

Music

Somesville, is the
guest of Mrs. T. E. Hale.
There will be a circle supper at the Unitarian

fourteen hand*

in

society in the public library next Tuesday
The
afternoon, March 1,‘ at 3 o’clock.
change Is made from Monday to Tuesday

ful

visit.

C. D. Wiggin, the Maine Central station
agent, is seriously 111.
Mrs. A. P. Wiswell la expected home
from Portland to-day.
Mrs.

They returned Mon-

The regular meeting of the Associated
Charities will be held at the room of the

THE AMERICAN is on sale In
Ellsworth at the news stands of
C. II. Eelnnd, J. A. Thompson

a

Patten’s pond.

urday.

m.

ing relatives and frieuds iu Bar Harbor.

and for HO Days, if this Coupon is used in ordering, we will sell you
regular $10 machine, warranted by us for ten years, for

J.

m.

MAIL CLOSES AT POST OFFICE.

Albert

We have just received

a

and

Miss Emma Fitts is home for

$40,000,000.
THE GEORGE

POST-OFFICE.

6.13 p m.
m, v-6 and 9.46 p

m

Buckwheat
Cakes

sotfe trout and salmon.
The funeral services of Mrs.
Mary
Mabre were held at the home of her son,
•Samuel Moore, Sunday afternoon, Rov.
J. I* Si monton officiating.
Mrs. Moore
died suddenly in Bangor Friday, and the
remains were brought to Ellsworth Sat-

effect October 18, 1903.

Going East—7.16 a
Going West—11.66

The ladles'auxiliary of the Congregational church met with Mrs. J. T. Giles
yesterday afternoon instead of with Mrs.
A. B. C. Dutton, as previously announced.
Thii paper was read oy Mrs. P. B. Day.

day morning, bringing

and H. AV.

companies have surplus

same

In

board in person to be enrolled.

at

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT ELLA WORTH

ADtomtBraentB.

th#evenings of Tuesday, Wednesday and
Ttraraday from 7 to 9 o'clock. Persons
qualified to vote must appear before the

Refreshments were served.
lllm^r E. Rowe, William P. Woodward,
Harry C. Woodward, F. M. Rowe, and A.
L. William spent Saturday and Sunday

market.

K1 -worth Dental Parlors—Dentistry.
C W A F L Maaon—Insurance.
Stetson, Me:
B Pratt Hubbard—Notice of foreclosure.
Worcester, Mass:
Puritan Mfg Co—Copying At home.

In view of the fact that there is naturally some inquiry by the assured as to
the effect of the recent disaster at Baltimore and the financial condition of
lire insurance companies, we are pleased to announce to our customers that
we have been advised bv all of our companies that the recent losses will not
impair their capital and that a large surplus will be left for the protection of
We suggest that you look over your policies at this
all their policy-holders.
time, and if in need of further protection we tender you the services of our
Yours respectfully,
office.

meat

Pnrrhor—Apothecary.

Cl A

unquestionable security (not names alone).
John* F. Whitcomb, vice-president,
Coomdge, President,
Bint rill, treasurer,
F. C. Burrill, assistant treasurer.

Loans only
C.

$201,811.01 groceries, etc.
O I* Torrence—New
88,305.70

n71T"

|“™s

March

17,

Monday, April 4, Hancock hall—Annual
show, ball and supper of the
City Hose Co.

MARKET, east end

Bridge, Campbell

at

& True

Building.

0. P. TORRENCE
__

natnstrel

!

Subscribe for The American.

<

HlilSTlAN

VM'tTtiarmmt*.

Mutual Benefit (Tolumn.

ENDEAVOR.

Topic For the W v-% k flefcinnlnj^ Feb,
2H_< oiuuioiit by |U*v. S. »I. Uoylr.
Topic.—Heroism ar><.i «.lh«-r basons from
China —Acts xiv. 13-CO
mission m-itl
There is no
that has not its stories of self denial
and heroism to tell. The* characteristics are sc» n in ti e apostle Paul upon
his first great missionary journey, as
Illustrated iu the passage before us.
Paul Is at Lystra and has been re-

"AUNT MADGE"

EDITED BY

*■

——————

"Helpful

Its Motto:

and

(Original.)

Hopeful

BIBLE

READINGS.

Hr'* My

Brother.

A

gentleman once met a little girl
carrying in her arms a sturdy little
baby brother and inquired if the burden was not somew’hat heavy. “Why,
he’s my brother; he’s not heavy,” was
the simple bnt beautiful reply.
How
love lightens burdens, and how much
easier all life is when lived in the
^Jirit of love.
Pennsylvania

State Song.
[Tune—“Trust and Obey.”!
Pennsylvania for God!
By the help of the Lord
Ws will reach every village and home,

ThR*

For the Master says, “Go!”
And His love fills us so
we gladly will herald His “Comer

CHORUS.
Come to the Lord!
Oh. believe in His word.
And the Saviour will cleanse you
From all sin by His blood.
To the rich and the poor
Christ has opened the door,
And He sends us to tell them the way.
"With a heart full of Joy
Tell each girl and each boy
That the Saviour will save them today.

Then, with Christ in the lead,
To His voice giving heed.
We will fight till we conquer the foe.
8o we’ll all lend a hand,
And together we’ll stand
True to “Christ and the Church*’
below.

bundle lying on tbe
sidewalk In front of my house. I picked
it up and was fingering 11 to discover

with

use ess

Perhaps

postcard**.

the

thought

next

which sug

gests itself to my mind is not exactly
connected with tbe above, but it was something “Esther” wrote me in a personal
letter which tbe rtOcnt minu
of

senator’s

late

a

e

illness

particulars
and

death

brought to my mind.
of bring
ing out and publishing in the magazines
She ai uded to tbe late fashion

and papers,
the
journals and private
correspondence, the particulars of tbe
private life and even,of the love affairs of
various public person* -authors,
poets,
statesmen, etc.—ytara after
they have
done with e-rthly things, and so of course

knowledge

without lhe>r

and

particulars of tbe life and the

death of those

who fill

public places,

given to the public that the family
friends mu-t fesl that their gr-et is open

public gaze; that w hatever if said
done in the sick room, or whether they
bear their sorrows with calmness, or with

successful wife, to retain the love ■
and admiration of her husband should be a
Mrs. Brown and
woman’s constant study.
Mrs. Potts tell their stories for the benefit
of all wives and mothers.
f To be

possession.

a

‘‘Drab Mbs. Pixkha.ii :— I.ydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable Comwill make every mother well, strung, healthy and happy. I dragged
through nine years of miserable existence, worn out with pain and weariness.
I then noticed a statement of a woman troubled as I was. SDd the wonderful
results she had had from your Vegetable Compound, and decided to try what
it would do for me. and used it for three months At the end of that time I
was a different woman, the neighbors remarked it. and my husband fell in
love with me all over again. It seamed like a new existence. I had been suffering with inflammation and falling of the womb, but your medicine cured
that and built up my entire system, till I was indeed like a new woman.
(sincerely yours. Mbs. Chas F. Bbow.v, Si Cedar Terrace, Hot Springs. Ark.,
Vios President Mothers’ Club.”
women tihould not fail to profit by Mrs. Brown's exlust as surely as slie was cured of five troubles enumerated iu her letter, just so surely will Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegetable
Compound cure other women who suffer from womb troubles.
Inflammation of the ovaries, kidney troubles, nervous excitability,
and nervous prostration. Bead the story of Mrs. Potts to all
mothers:
M
Dear Mrs. Pikkham :
During the early
delicate
part of my married life I was veryand
both
fn health. I had two miscarriages,
my husband and I felt very badly as we were
anxious to have children. A neighbor who
had been using Lydia E. Pinkliam's
Vegetable Compound advised me to try
it, and i decided to do so. I soon felt that
my appe tite was increasing, the headaches
gradually decreased and finally disappeared,
and my general health improved. I felt as
If new' blood coursed through my veins, the
sluggish tired feeling disappeared, and I became strong and well.
Within a year after I became the mother
of a strong healthy child, the ioyof ourhome.
You certainly have a splendid remedy, and I
wish every mother knew of it.
Sincerely
yours. Mils. Axxa Potts, 510 Park Ave., Hot
Springs, Ark.”
;

—

—

ley.
Up

—

If you feel that there ia anything at all
unusual or puzzling about your case, or
if you wish confidential advice of the

ham, Lynn, Mass-, and you will be advised free of charge. Lydia E.
Pinkliam's Vegetable Compound has cured and is curing thousands
of cases of female troubles
curing them inexpensively and absolutely.
Remember this when you go to your druggist Insist upon getting

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

of all in

few hours?

a

you will not agrte with
Esther’s and mine.

Perhaps some
these thoughts

of
of

And

now I urn reminded of something
Maria” wrote me in a private letrer
awh le ago. Now, please don’t one of you

Mad«>e,

“Aunt

say:

have

after such

a

talk

as

bringing private
correspondence to the light of day, what
are you doing yourself?”
And I answer:
“Esther” and “Aunt Maria” will both
yon

trust
I

given

on

me.

am

not

love affairs.

subject,
see

us

going to tell you about their
1 asked about

and Aunt

how

we are

starting

Maria says:
going to start a

a

new

“I don’t
sub-

new

Not many of the sisters try to anject.
swer when a body asks ever so ea-y a question. What’s the reason they don’t, think
you? Well—we will ‘bide a wee’till we
hear from Esther I wish-would write.
She thinks she

thing
thing
My

to

will

say—the

when she has someidea! I never have any-

to say that counts.”
latest from Aunt Maria is

received this week.
as

you

fhrud
one

vast

hint

cur yard
to-day 1
snowdrift from two tc

tee

from
in the

in

the

picture,

and

misses it

as you do.
The cow and pig
vicinity you mentioned.

it

are

Dear Aunt Madge:
I am enjoying the M. B. letters, and If my.
own New Years greeting Is a little out of sea
son, 1 have no doubt of Us hidng welcome. The
letter from Ego’s personal friend and neighbor
was especially welcome.
Tht-re are others of us who live In the valley
and have to get Into the hill-tops to view the
sunsets in all tbrir beauty; still in the lowlands
we may find many sweet and beautiful things
and fragrant flowers as well as loving and appreciative words as the letter from Ego’s friend
plainly Indicates. Come ag&iu, please, and help
us to rejoice that she is
From which

none ever wake to

Aunt

Meenguy—John!

Malkie.

baby

has

a penny!
What on earth shall
Mr. Meenguy—Ob, well, let him
have it. Next Thursday is his birthday

swallowed
I

do's

anyway.
Hives are a terrible torment to the little folks,
and to some older ones. Easily cured
Doan’s
Ointment never fails.
Instant relief, permanent cure. At any drug store, 80 cent*.—Advt.
A

Brewer— Recent

Local Items.
Horace Arey is ill with pneumonia.
Both Col. and Mrs. L. P LaGroe are re-

Deaths-Crisp

Miss

quite seriously

as

E.

C.

Snowman

ill.

organized

has

a

clans in

dancing, and lessons are given on
Tuesday evenings.
G. H. Wentworth
has resigned
his
position as delivery clerk for B. W. Delano.
C. M. Delauo takes his place.
N

W.

ized
will

Littlefield, of Bangor, has organ-

chorus of about

a

give

a

sixty voices,

and

“Concert of Nations”.

Judge C. A. Austin, of Washington, D
C., and Dr. A. C. Gibson, of Bangor, were
tbe guests of Hon. and Mrs. P. P. Gilmore

last week.

Bert

Tripp,

for

some

time

master and assistant

at

tbe

goue to Lincoln
similar position.

where

he

place

His

baggage-

station,
will

has

take

a

here is taken

oy Arthur McCormick.

She has helped me so much by her cheery letit seemed almost like losing a personal
friend.
Our column has been so well filled of late
there has seemed no space for me or a storiette
from Aunt kladge; still your bister B. does not
feel entirely wlillDg to be left out, as she knows
there are many in the far-away homes to whom
“The American” comes as a weekly visitor
who look eagerly for a line from the old time
friends.
Thanks to Aunt Madge and all others for
Christmas and New Y'ears souvenirs, aud the
glad baud of welcome to all the new comers to
I am still your loving
our column.
Sister B.

the

in

Students

Mrs.

weep.’’

ters

Mrs.

8cm.

ported

It is good to have a letter from our dear
Slater B. She, too, ha- bad her sorrows and
losses to besr; a brother has been taken
from earth, and she baa our sympathy.

postal

Pasadena, Cal., Feb. 4, ]<J04.
Dear Aunt Madge:
I received to-day from you a photograph of
We (our family memyour beautiful home.
here) enjoy it very much because it’s New England.
There are four of us, and we were all
I thank you very much for your
born there.
thoughtfulness and kindness in sending the
is
It
before me now as 1 write.
picture.
With my reading gla-s I have studied the twc
persons on the piazza and stoop, and say that
the one in the chair must be “Aunt Madge”, and
the other her daughter.
I have tried to get s
peep around the corner of tbe barn to see 11
were
in
if
the
maid was milking
“bossy"
sight,
“Spotty” or “Lineback”, or the family nag b<
hitched to the buggy, ready for a drive to thi
office of The American. And I have listeuet
o hear plggie grunt.
1 can imagine it all true
I think this photo must have been made before
your recent blizzards, as 1 see no snow drift »
about.
I would like to see a little sleddlnj
there, and a load of wood going past, drawn
“Bonny” and “Buck”, with the teamste:
swinging his gad.
I think It must be summer time in the picture
with sweet clover and dandelions growing
about, and robin hopping along the path. A
any rate the picture gives us a very pretty Nev
Susan.
England scene.
If

b*en

FROM BUCKSPORT.

glad you liked the

“Asleep In Jesus, blessed sleep.
a

I shall take the

soon^as I get time.

would be

am

picture.
“Uncle Madge” wishes the “family nag”
had

“Aunt

1

warning—to feel tired before exertion is
laziness—it’s a sign that the system lacks
vitality, and needs the tonic effect of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. Sufferers should not delay. Get
rid of that tired feeling by beginning to take
Hood’s Sarsaparilla to-day.—Aavt.

Benjamin Blodgett

and wife

have goue

New York with their eldest son Hugh,
a specialist, the little fellow being troubled with is bearing.

to

to

consult

Notice has

been

voluntary petit!

received

here of tbe

bankruptcy of Edward Swazey, whose assets are giveu as
|13,975, and liabilities as f40 398
u

in

Several

seminary students of tbe department of elocution will present the play
“A Regular Fix”, in Brewer city hail on
the 26th for tbe benefit of the Brewer
Methodist church.

Harriet Ann, widow of Peter Mooney,
Feb. 16. She was nearly seveuiyseven years old.
The funeral was held on
Friday in G. A. R. hall with the burial
service of tbe woman's relief corps and
prayers by Rev. William Forsytb.
died

Patten died Feb. 16 at tbe
home of his parents, M. P. Patten and
wife, in theSaotiago district, of the grip.
He had been 1U but a short time. He was
William P.

unmarried,

and leaves besides his

parents
Katherine Hanson, of
Orland, and Mrs. Edward Long, of Watertown, Mass., also one brother, Samuel.
two

The funeral

was

held

My

first

thought

was

to

“Heavens, how white you are* What’s
the matter?**
Then I knew that If found with the
goods on my hands my appearance
won Id he strong proof against me.
I
told her the story, and she was at once
thrown Into the same state of anxiety
We hurriedly talked over differas I.
ent plans of action and finally decided
that I was to make an effort to get the
goods out of the houre.
Ours w as separate from other houses,
standing in a yard by Itself. The four
sides of Its sloping roof culminated In
a platform, from which one could see
In every direction.
My wife went up
on to this platform, and when the const
was clear, so far as uniformed officers
or the law were enneernod. she called to
me, and 1 dashed out with the bundle
through the back door and into an al

Suffering

deep.

not

ing:

—

four feet

wns

burn them« Unfortunately It is very
difficult to burn such fabrics without
creating an unpleasant odor, and I
could not tell when the policeman who
had followed me might enter the bouse.
The next exj»edient I conceived was to
hide them. That would never do. If
the house were searched It would be
searched thoroughly. The** plans were
abandoned as soon as conceived.
I tied up the bundle and. going upstair* to my wife, was about to tell
her wbat had happened when she
showed me that matters were even
worse than 1 had supposed by exclaim-

pound

periences

yon. I

racing a problem of securing their value. All I
cared to do was to get them out of my

or

emotion, will be known and read

was

Mind

Friday.

not

...-=

Subscribe tor 'I'mit Ambkxca>
[The only county paper.]

IU. (£. 4. U.

Column.

I The editor invite* secreuuiea of local unloa.
of the W. C. T. U. In Hancock
county,
white rlbboner* generally, to contribute to
thU
column report* of meetluge or Items that will
b«
of Interest to workers In other part* of
the
ronntT. We would like this to be a Hve
column
but It needs some effort on the part of W. c.
t
U. women to make It so. It Is a column of
tbeir
making, not our*, and will be what they make
Items and communications should he
U.
short,
and are, of course, subject to approval of
the
editor.]

a

possible.

to tbe

intense

saw

When 1 reached my door us 1 took out
my key 1 glamnl down the street.
There was the policcumn eying me
with a very suspicious look on his face.
Ouee Inside I op ned the package. It
coiilnined a piece of aiik. some handkerchiefs and stockings. At first I supposed some one had bought the articles. but on second thought concluded
that a "shoplifter" had stolen them
and. finding it dangerous to have them
In his or her keeping, had dropped
them.
I felt very uncomfortable at my position. 11Kir,*! I became much alarmed.
I must get rhl of the parcel as soon as

—

are

fully

so

day I

inside when I saw a policei didn't wish to
man looking at me.
turn over my find to him, and even if I
did so lie might accuse me or stealing
it Assuming a careless air, 1 walked
on past my house and around the block.
what

consent.

I agree with
Esther’s” opinion of the
matter, and docs it not »e-ui sometimes
that the

One

aitd

_

here

about ft.

its success depends largely
on'the support given it in this respect Com
i*e
mud
signed, but the. name of
munications
ion t»,

com mu <tca(

—

Ps. Ixxii, 8, IV-19; Isa. vi, 1-8; xxxv,
1-10; Matt x. 16-33; Luke x, 1-12; xxiv,
45-48; Acts 1, 1-11; xv, 26; Rom. x, 14,
15; II Cor. xi. 1S-33.

People wonder when they hear of the
blundering method* thieve* tukc to realize on their plunder that th*y art r
stupidly, t— it stupidity or have they a
difficult problem to solve? I've “bedu
there" myself and know something

The purposes of thl- column htb Mwlsdly
stated in f**e title and motto-itl« tor the mutu*'
benefit, and alms t<» l* helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It 1* for ti»e corn
muD use—a pub ic eervaut, a purveyor of information and suggestion, a medium for the in.
terchangeof ideas. In this capacity It soMclta

ceived with favor for his work’s sake.
But enemies come from Antioch and
writer will not In! p luted ex **pt by permissionThe people are stirred up Communications will l*e subject to approval or
Iconiuin
against the aposile. They stone him rejection by the * dltor of the column, but none
and carry him out of the city, suppos- will be rejected without go*»d reason Address
to
ing him to he dead. But he was not all communication!*
The AMERICAN.
K1Uworth. Me.
so, and as the disciples stood about him
he arose, went back into tin* city aud
thence to Dcrbe. <*oui uing to preach
A SONd or TRUST
is not this heroism? And
the gospel,
.• »h»* way that leads
I cannot alw-.yyet it is but the s ry that may be to hi
To height!* ai>ove;
*
of every missionary li .d.
I sometimes quite forget He leads me on
Turn from Asia Minor to China ami
With hands of love;
to modern missions, and you w ill find
But yet I know tin- pdh must lead me to
Imminufl s laud.
this assuredly true. I have on the wail
of my study a picture containing the And when I reach life’s summit I shall know
Amt understand
portraits of five comparatively young
people, two ladies and three men. I 1 cannot always face the onward course
Their faces are
look at them now.
My ship must take.
handsome, intelligent and cheerful in But, looking backward, I behold afar
Its shining w ike,
Their every expression
appearance.
Be- Illumined with God’s light of love, and so
shows culture and refinement.
I
onward go.
neath this little group I read these
In perfect trust that He who bolds the helm
words: "Martyred Missionaries of PanThe course must know.
tingfu, China. June 30, 1900.”
June 30. 1900! Over 1.800 years since I cannoi always see the plan on which
He builds my life.
Paul was supposedly martyred at
For oil the sou no ol hammers, blow on blow,
Lystra. yet still the work of martyrThe noise of strife.
dom goes on in leading the world to
Confuse me till I quite forget He knows
Christ, and without going further this
And overse*.*s,
"heroteach
us
of
may
martyrs
group
And that In all details, wl.h Ills good plan.
ism and other lessons from China.”
My life agrees.
The names of these missionaries are
I cannot always know and understand
Rev. F. E. Simcox and wife. Dr. C. V.
The Master’s rule;
Hodge and wife and Dr. George Y. I cannot always do the tasks He gives
Taylor.
In life’s hard school;
L Missions in China teach heroism, But 1 am learning with tils help to solve
and nowhere is this better illustrated
Them one by one.
than In our group of martyrs.
They And wheu I cannot understand to say
'•Thy will be done."
knew of the Boxer movement and of
Gertrude Benedict Curtis.
their dagger, yet they heroically stood
Selected by Aunt Emma.
at their post of duty. When their misdaa house was attacked Mr. Simcox
Dear M. B. Friends:
had firearms, with which he might
I wish to thank Mrs. Young for her
caused
baee
great destruction among
last week,
hi# persecutors, hut he threw them letter In The American
donro, refusing to use them. The house referring to the “chain-postal’ cigarette
question. 1 have been one of the victim*
waa aet on fire, and there they stood,
thaae five heroes and their children, and —not to the cigarette habit, but the sodied as heroically as any martyrs ever called petition. I received my card from
died for Christ. The last seen of them a most reliable lady in another state, sod
returned mine as directed to Philadelphia.
waa Mr. Simcox holding the hand of
hia little child as the flames leaped all In a few days it was returned to me
a bent them.
Such examples should marked “no such address known”, or
simi ar.
spur ns all to Christian heroism. We something
I hope tbe letter Mrs. Young wrote will
should dare to » » our duly no matter
what may be the difficulties or dangers be copied into other papers, as those who
send tbe-e cards to friends do so in good
that surround us.
faitb, and uo benefit is derived from it,
Where duty calls or danger,
Be never wanting there.
only the po-toffice department is buidened
2. Missions in China teach lessons of
sacrifice and self denial. These young
people were all from Pennsylvania. Dr.
and Mrs. Hodge were Philadelphians
and members of two honored Philadelphia families. They all left homes of
comfort—yea, even of luxury—to go to
China to preach the gospel and heal the
sick for Christ’s sake. None but those
who go knows what it eosts to leave
home and country and to go to a foreign mission field, where you are cut
off from all familiar associations except with the little band of people at
the mission station. We speak of our
self denial for Christ, but what is it
In comparison to the sacrifices of those
who leave all for Him and risk all for
Him? Let us think of the Ilodges and
Simcoxes occasionally and ask ourselves, What have we done for Christ
In comparison to those who have died
for Him in distant lands with no human eye to pity and no human hand to
save?
3. Missions in China teach lessons of
loyalty. This is beautifully illustrated
In our little group of martyrs.
I>r.
Taylor was absent from the missiop
house at Pantingfu when the danger
became most imminent. He had gone
away on a business trip, but had promised to return.
But before returning
he heard of the danger that threatened
his friends.
Other friends pleaded
with him not to return, but he listened
not to their entreaties, but went back
to keep his promise and to face life or
death with his associates, as the case
What a story of loving
might be.
loyalty and how it should teach us to
be loyal to our friends, and especially
to our greatest friend, the Master Himself!

STOLEN GOODS

the moment *>f finding myself
free from my own premises without interruption I had supposed that the rest
would be very easy. I did not find It
so.
To drop the bundle in the alley in
the rear of my own bouse would be n
bad giveaway.
I must reappear with
It on the street.
Fortunately 1 was
able to get on an avenue where I
would not be liable to encounter the
man who had suspected me.
Summoning what coolness there was left in me.
I emerged upon this avenue and entered the throng.
I could not have regained much of
my equanimity, for my telltale appearance caused j>eople I met to glance at
me. This made matters worse, and the
farther ! walked the more I was notieed. I turned into a recess between
several buildings and was about to
drop my bundle when a door opened
and a woman came out. I dashed out
of the place and made no further effort
till I had gained the outskirts of the
city. Coming to n bridge. I tied a stone
to the bundle with a view to dropping
it In the water. Just as 1 was about to
do so who should drive by but my
friend Charley Iteeves.
“Hello. Tompkins.” he said, reiuing
up. “What are you doing away out

SOUTHWEST HARBOR
Another

number added

lo

t.

r-

list at

our

meeting. *We now number fifty,
member*. In good standing.
We wish our honorary members would
come out more. At tbe meeting ibis
week
three bonorarfew were present, and about
a dezen active
The thiee were lonesome
.'ast

our

three

let others come and keep them
compaij
Tbe next m iting on Thursday. pt|,
^
is with Ealhrr rvjron.
i’KK.KH HUIT.
Mr. Gay—You may ssy <*hat you
please
but Miss Dasi away is certainly beautifulher eyes are like stars.
Mrs. Gay—I can
readily understand that they would sectn
like stars to you men, they wink at
you
so.

Towns-The last time I

Nervey

saw

going

was

and

be

option

her fortune.

on

has

that

be

up to propose to Mias Koxley,
bebavtd as if be actually had an

Browne—Ob,

changed.

been

He

got tbe

all
re-

it since then,

fusal of

“Bill,” said the tall tramp with »qo!verI’m afraid ] am ruinej.”
“What is It, pard?” asked bis companion
of tbe
haystack
“Why, radium has

ii>g voice,

dropped
pound.”

f1.000,000

from

to

$900,000

per

“I admire the technique which the artist
displays in tbe picture,” said tbe gentleman wbo was visiting tbe
gallery with bis
bride, “bat it seems to me that tbe motif
is faulty.”
“Ob,” the sweet thing exclaimed, “I thought that was meant for
•«*'*
•»»•«**■
a
ebon1'
...
■••.I
«uk. ..t the Cold
Laxative Uromo Vlalnlae Tableu cure a cold
•aeriav. »o t.'or
no pat
Price ?s rest.

Iproftssumal Catb*.

JjR

BIN KER,
OF BAR

HARBOR.

wtabev to announce that hereafter be ;»|1|
igtre
apeetal attention to the treatment of diseases of
the

Eye, Nose, Throat and Ear.
OfBce equipped with all the modem Instruments and appliances for the examination and
treatment of these diseases.
Easy access u> Bar Harbor hospital, where
patients receive the best of care at reasonable
rates.

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

Y.

PHYSICIAN

SURGEON.

and

Office* In Manning Block,
formerly occupied'by
i»r J. r -Manning. Office open
«!ay uiul night
except when absent on professional call*.
Tri.KI'HONK.

iJanhing.

to

uere:

1 stammered out something incoherent, and Reeves, looking at me searchingly, made op his mind that I was 111
and out of my head.” He forced me
Into his wagon and drove me home.
By this time I had given up in despair
and concluded to go bnek without resistance and submit to arrest. I entered
my house, expecting to find the police
there waiting for me. I was relieved
that they were not and had not been
there. My wife made me lie down and
battled my temples with cold water.
The bundle lay on the table, and I
could not compose myself till she had
put it where I couldn't see it. I was
getting quieied down when there came
a sharp ring at the door beil.
“Now, keep up. dear," said my wife,
“for my Rake.” Then she went downstairs and opened ttie door. 1 listened
from the landing and heard a boy's
voice say;
“Will you please sign for the goods
yon bought this morning? I didn't get
the receipt when I delivered them.”
There was silence for some moments,
then my wife seemed to have recovered
sufficiently to say:
“I hare not received them."
An idea shot Into my bead. “What
(Id you buy?" I called.
“Five yards of silk, a dozen handkerchiefs. six pairs of stockings”—
“Well, I have made an ass of myself.
Tlie boy must have dropped the things,
and I picked them up.”
I Then my wife came upstairs and for
the first time examined the bundle.
No; 1 don't think thieves have an
easy time disposing of their goods. I’d
rather saw wood than be tn that bustI
MARTIN C. HUNTER.
| ness.

6%

Uwhut your money will
Invented In nharea of the.

Ellsvortb
A
Is

earn

If

Loai_atj_Bilj iB£ te’e
NEW 8EKJKS

open, Share*, tl each; monthly
payment4, 41 per «aare.

now

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on
your
a flrut mortgage and
reduce It every month
Monthly
payment* and IntereM together
will amount to hut little more
than you are now
paying for
rent, and In a!>out 10 year* you
will

•hare*, glee

OWN TOUR OWN HOME.
For particular* inquire of
llENKT W. CUM!MAH.
Scc’y.
nrBI S‘*tM Bank Bldg.
IV
IF.
w
Rtwft.
President.

*

JACOB

BEJRKY.

H. L, RENNET.

Jacob Berry & Co.

Members of New

York Conaolnlated Eichange.
Kielmnge and Phlladel-

nhS' Mock
Jnr£ Exchange.
phia

EMablbM

1 HO.%,

STOCKS. BONDS,
GRAIN, COTTON.
R. O.

Hopper, Manager.

19

Congre-sISt., BOSTON.
42 Broadway, New York.
wires In onr brauebes at HARTDfrectpriifaje
FORD, NEW
HAVEN. BRIDGEPORT
MONTREAL OUK
w

PH 11.A DELPHI A,

bec, albany.

“A

Brooklyn.

Glimpse at Wall
Street and Its market”

containing revised fluctuation tahles and deaeriptlons of active securities, issued
upon request.

I —...—j-—Advertisers.
Publishers and Printers.
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time and
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( hallen’s Record Rooks.
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U Dover
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STEAM

LAUNDRY

and bath rooms.
"NO

PAY, NO

WASH Eg,"

Of laundry worn done at
tai^SS!?
lee- Goode called for and delivered
H. B. E8YKY
Weat End Bridge.

A

abortoc-

CO..

Kll.wr.rte

wa.

Pauper Notice.
undersigned hereby gives not'<* that he
has contracted with tho
THE
Ell,, worth,
city
the
of

ior

support of the poor, during th« ensuing

*Pad® BmV,e provision for their
hw?*
He
*orbM# «1» person- from
SEK2*w
,b‘T.efore
furnishing supplies
to
htn acany pauper on
count, as without ids written order he will
pay
for no goods so furnished
(Tarry 8. Junks.

Tf.k America*:

Jr

VVkiEN
AR3ERW0CK
H9DZ
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There was nothing at all extraordinary In ‘.ta nppeu ranee, and it arIn other
rived in the un-ini way.
words, it vvns a letter In u square
white envelope, and the stolid postman stuffed it into that one of the row
of mail boxes which bore the name
“Lorlng” Just ns Indifferently ns he
tucked an advertising circular into
Smith's box and an envelope bearing
all the outward and visible sigps of a
MM into the Lymans'. Then he blew
a shrill note on bis whistle and continued on bis impersonal errand down
the block.
Barbara beurd the whistle nnd wondered with mild iuterest whether there
was any mall for her.
Being a mutter of fact young person, she went
calmly on about her affairs, having
lenrned from experience that her tiny
share of the United States mall was
not usually of a character to make a
trip down four flights of stairs worth
while.
Having no presentiment that
something superfine was hanging over
her head, it was fully an hour Inter
when she was ready to go out on nn
errand. She fished a small key out of
the brass bowl that stood on the mantelshelf and. making her way in an
unhurried manner to the vestibule,
fitted it Into a narrow slot in the mail
box and took out the letter.
Even then, with the momentous document in her fingers, she fnlled to
“feel It in her bones." as her greatgreat-grandmother would have done,
that something unusual was about to
A gleam of curiosity did.
happen.
however, light up her face as she
glanced at the .superscription and.
ten ring the edge of the envelope on
daintily, passed ont Into the street,
reading the note as she went.
When she had finished she stopped
quite still and looked about her In a
dared way. She felt that it was the
aort of letter that could only arrive
by a page on a silver tray, heralded
by a fanfare of trumpets.
Still she seetned to be awake. All the
familiar landmarks were there—the
church across the way, the bouse opposite where the Ivy was Just tlngelng
the walls with a faint green and the
Inevitable group of children of assorted ages and nationalities scurrying
hither and thither with small regnnl
for the usurping pedestrian. It looked
street, Town.
precisely like West
She began to rend the note a second
time, moving automatically down the
Street. The blood rose in ber cheeks,
and her eyes sparkled with excitement.
An elevated train thundered by just
ahead of her with as much fuss ns If It
were
the Cyclone limited. It disappeared, and the commotion of its passing died on the air. lint it had served
Sts purpose and established the reality
of things.
In the next block she ran Into a portly colored woman, with a large bundle.
“Twenty million." she began in extenuation of her awkwardness. Them
as the woman stared at her In astonishment. “I mean I beg your pardon!”
and she continued on her way toward
Fifth avenue with a somewhat flusOnce there she
tered countenance.
swung along us If she were walking on
air, saying over and again to herself,
“Millions—do
understand—milyou
lions?”
Then she tried Impatiently to get
away from that thought, to think of
what the note meant in more concrete
things. It would mean cabs and violets
and a maid. That was her first thought,
and she laughed outright at its meugeruess. An Imagination Inured to poverty could not reach the possibilities of
such a fortune all at once. It would
have to be trained np to It, Just ns
contralto voices were sometimes trained
up to sopranos. Cabs and violets. Indeed! Orchids and a victoria, with two
qien on the box, was more like It.
But what were those things? Mere
bagatelles. It meant Fnrls. London, St.
Petersburg and Rome; aye. and India
and Egypt! It meant all the dreams of
her life come true and In addition
splendors that she had never even
thought of In her wildest flights of
——

lancy.

Slu* drew her breath iu sharply. The
realization of what It would mean to
be the wife of a man with a score of
millions was almost oppressive. Even
now she was beginning to feel the responsibility of wealth, and ns she
turned Into nn art gallery at the corner
of Thirty-fourth street, where in the
silence she meant to sit anil think it
out. there was a little frown upon her
forehead.
For the third time within the hour
she read over the note. Now that the
first dizziness of the magnificence offered her was over, she began to have
an acute sense of something else than
the twenty millions meant
It meant being the wife of a man
older than her own father would have
been had he lived and one for whom
In her most enthusiastic moments she
bad never more than an Indifferent toleration. Still, with the glamour ot tils
great fortune about him, he did not
seem repellent Shi* tried to think wlmt
their life together would be like. But
In spite of her best efforts It was another face—young, strong and frank—
that rose before her.
Sbt* summoned
Peter Mllward, but It was Jack Carrnthers that aptiearcd and Insisted
upon taking Ids place at her side.
She shook herself Impatiently, and
from the expression of her face It was
evident that she willed Satan not to
get behind her. hut to come out Into the
open with all his most alluring teinptntlons

"I ve been poor so long," she wag
Ai hiking. -of course it won't be—won't
he —she .'aught her breath and then
fore (si lea self to think the untbiuk
hie "it won't be like marrying .Inc.,
But 1 should have everything In the
world besides him. No life is all bee;
and skittles, and. after all. If I bad
never met him I should have lived am!
been happy without him. I shall tual;
believe that I never did."
Having reached this worldly coneln
sion. she leaned back In a more com
fortnble position and gazed at a dreamy
Claude Monet on the opposite w:ill.
Then her self communion began again.
“But there's Mr. Mil ward.
1 shall
not he able to forget him.
I wish he
were not quite so
Decemhery. If ouly
he seemed a little more alive!’’
With a quickened breath she fnnoled
herself alone with him In a beautiful
borne. Rervants moved noisily about,
but he was always cold and prim and
still. Hbe felt stilled. She felt like a
prisoner. Rbe belonged to him, for he
had bought her with his twenty millions. Oh, the horror—the degradation
of it!
Once mbre she took herself to task

augrlly.
"It’s perfect nonsense!" she told herself vehemently.
"He Is a very nice
old man, and In time you'll get used to
him.
All your life you’ve longed for
wealth, and now when it Is laid at your
feet you must quibble! Walt until the
Interest payment Is due on the
You'll wish then
mortgage at home.
that you had forgottep sentiment."
Thus she went on goading herself,
but to no purpose. There was not another person In the room, and she hid
her face In her Impels and murmured
in desperation: "Oh, .lack! Jack!”
Restlessly she rose and emerged Into
the street again. The clouds hung low,
and there was a slight fog. The gray
of the stone walks, the pavements and
the sky all seemed to melt together
Into one sad toned picture.
Vehicles
of all descriptions, from the butcher's
wagon up, filled the street, keeping so
close together that even the most daring person did not venture to cross,
and Barbaru stood at the edge of the
walk waiting for a breuk In the line
next

to occur.
»ue

knew

long she stood
there—long enough to listen to some
new' whisperings of his Satanic majesty telling her how much good she
could do with all that money for the
people she loved and the sufferers of
the earth. She was beginning to believe that It was her duty to sacrifice
her feelings whether she wished to or
not
She might throw away fortune
for herself, but she had no right to
deny it to the others who would benefit through her.
Her eyes, which had been staring
fixedly at the procession of carriages
without seeing them, were suddenly
attracted by an approaching coupe.
The blood tingled in her veins, for she
recognized the Mil ward livery.
It was a handsome carriage, with
the curved glass front which enables
the occupant to get a more extended
view than can be had in the other
kind, and tiie men on the box sat very
Hut it was none
straight and stiff.
of these things that held Barbara's
glance fascinated.
It was a pair of glittering, fiendish
eyes leering at her from the dark interior as the carriage drew near, a
pair of eyes so horrid in their glare
that her blond ran cold, and she star
ed in stupefaction, thinking she saw*
the outlines of a grotesque, shadowy
face around them.
Not until the coupe was opposite
her did the illusion fade and explain
itself. Then she drew a breath of relief, for what she saw' then was only
the reflection of the two large silver
buttons on the back of the coachman’s
coat and Peter Mil ward bowing to
her in his most gallant manner.
"I never expect to see anything so
much like the Jabberwock again.” she
laughed to herself, and then she grew
never

now'

suddenly grave.
Perhaps if she accepted Peter Milward that skeleton In the coupe would
be quite real after all.
•

••••••

A month later, when Jack Carrutbers, whose salary had been raised to
$1,800 a year, asked her to share it
with him, she accepted without taking
any time for consideration.
“How much do you really love me,
dear?" he asked fervently for the
twentieth time, after the manner of
lovers who like to hear the same asAnd
surances over and over again.
at last, lu desperation, she replied:
“Well, if you want to know how
much In dollars and cents, I can prove
that I love you at least $20,000,000
wdrth."
And then she told him how she
thought of him, and the glimpse of
the Jabberwock had kept her from accepting old Peter MUward and ills for
tune.
A Cruel Criticism.
She was an amateur artist and. like
most of her kind, considered herself
several laps in advance of the average
She was eager, however, to
umuteur.
know how her work would impress one
of the musters who hud managed to
grasp fickle fame by the back of the

neck
One day a real painter called at her
home, and she immediately conceived
She would
the Idea of testing him.
show him a specimen of her handiwork, but would reveal nothing that
might lead him to suspect her as being
the creator thereof.
So the fair amateur proceeded to
guide the real painter toward her mus-
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COFFEE.*

(li«* I’roilnct In DeIn 11n Flavor.

▲ bushel of Liverpool *a)t *bail weig
<«
rurk* Island m*> >*•
ounds, and a bushc'
•t»gi. >>' wounds.
t be standard weight of a uushei of potatoo*,
! u. goon ordei and dt Tor shipping, isen ».ou
ot apples, 44 pounds
rne rtiamtar" weight ol « uushei of weans in
*ood order and fit tor shipping, Is tv- wounds
; Of wheat, tieets, ruutim*;: turnips and peas, u
>e pounds; of onion*. 6.
ounds, of corn,
; ounds; of carrots, English turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds, of parsnips, 46 pounds,
ot barley anu buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
1 *v pounds, or even measure as
by agreement
T *e prices quoted oeiow are the retail prices
B laworth. Farmers can easily reckon from
| hi
tie-* what they are likely to receive In trad*'
[ or «aeh for their products.

To make the perfect cup of Turkish
coffee is, like many other things, very
easy when the maker knows how to
do it, but unless the art has been learned in Turkey it is difficult.
No one cau make a perfect cup of
coffee unless he has been to Turkey.
There is as much difference between
the ordinary cup of coffee and the
exquisite and alluring leverage with
all its subtle aroma as made by the
artist as there is between horseflesh
aud the best English beef. The Turks’
Country Produce.
method is simple.
Buttar.
They have many
If they
Creamery per i.... little pots of various sires.
Dairy .189.6 want to make two cups only they use
Cheese.
the smaller one, and if three cups a
Beat factory (new) per 9.1691larger one. When the water has boiled
Best dairy (new)...
Dutch (Imported.i*0 they fill the little pot almost to the top
Neufcbate!...«* with
water, then put in three lumps
«*gs.
Frusk laid, per dor
10 486 of sugar and put the pot on the Are to
boil. When it is hot they put In two
Poultry.
Chickens.80 teaspoonfuls of coffee
ground very fine
Fowl. 14ftU»
and then stir it round until It is thorMay
Best loose, per ton. 12§i4
oughly mixed with the water.
Baled.Is
The next step is to place the pot on
straw.
the Are again and watch it very careLoose
8 911
Is
Haled...
fully until the coffee bubbles up to a
froth, and before this froth escapes
Vegetables.
20 Turnips, Ik
08 over the side you take the pot from the
Potatoes pk
I Squash,
6 Beets, Ik
08
fire and tap the bottom gently on the
<4
Toma oes, Ik
Oh Cabbage.
9 a eel potatoes, 9
04
02 stove till the froth goes down.
Once
Carrol*, Ik
1
Beans —perqt—
l/ettuce,
again the coffee is allowed to bubble
60
Spinach, pk
12@16
Yellow-eye
over
the
and
the process of tap2o
10
Pea.
fire,
Celery,
I
Fruit.
ping the pot on the stove is repeated
26 Oranges, doz
.86 9.4.'
Apples, pk
three times.
12 Lemons doz
26 §8
Cranberries, qt
When the froth rises to the surface
Groceries.
for the fourth time the pot should ue
oilee— per k
.08 9.u.'
Klee, per k
Klo.
.169 25 Pickles, per gal .•454.6. taken from the fire and the coffee
35 Olives, bottle
Mocha,
.25g.7f- should be
poured first into one cup and
86 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
then into another, so that each cup
Pure cider,
.2*
Tea—per k—
.06 contains a
.469.66 Cracked wheat,
Japan,
portion of the froth on the
.04
.309 05 Oatmeal, per k
Oolong,
.20 top.
Buckwheat, pkg
Sugar—per Ik—
.04
06* Graham,
Granulated,
The Englishman cannot make coffee
Coffee—A & B, .06 s Kye meal,
.04
at all.
lie tries bard, but never suc.05 Granulated meal,k 02*
Tellow, C
Molasses—per gal—
OH—per gal—
ceeds either in making a perfect cup
.35
.654.7')
Havana,
Linseed,
The
.50
Porto Blco,
13 915 of Turkish or French coffee.
Kerosene,
.60
flyrup,
Frenchman, on the other hand, also
Lumber and Building Materials.
tries hard to make a perfect cup of
1 25
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
Turkish coffee, but he meets with lit18 914
136
Hemlock.
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 13 314 Clapboards—per M—
! tie more success than the* Englishman.
16920 Extra spruce, 249*
Spruce,
One thing must never be forgotten—
20925 Spruce, No. 1, 20§40
Spruce floor5
Clear pine,
Pine,
209(0
25fM the coffee must be freshly roasted and
Matched pine.
Extra pine.
5*
20326
ground. It must not be roasted too
M—
Laths—per M—
Shingles—per
black. A dark brown Is the ideal color.
extra
3 25
2.iW
Cedsr,
Spruce,
**
2
75
2
00
Hemlock,
clear,
Then the flavor is divine.
Boston
«*
2d clear,
2 25 Nalls, per k
.043.06
"
Globe.
1 50
extra one,
1 60 Cement, per cask
**
125 Lime, per cask
9f>
No. 1,
"
.75 Brick, per M
scoots,
7911
White lead, prk .069-<t*
Lord Roberts' Dish of Ortolans.
...

—
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Beef, ft
Steak,

.159-30
12 0.25
.080.10
18

Roasts,
Cornea,
Tongues,
Tripe,

Tongues, each
Mutton,

Lard,

1
<6
.06
16 0.20
.18
18
iO
10

C5
10 015

IO3I8

Spring lamb,
supply

Salt

100.14

Roasts,
!>anib:

ft

Bacon,

20

Steak,

The

Ham, per
Shoulder,

.05008

Veal:

<

Pork, ft.
Steak, ft
Chop,
Pigs’ feet,

Freeh Fish.
of fresh fish Is very limited.
06
0«

od,

Ilmllock,
Halibut,

Clams, qt
Oysters, qt

16018 Lobsters, lb
25 080
l)lueti*h,
12 Sea trotrV,-^"

Mackerel, each
finnan Huddle

Smelts,

20
50
25

14016
14
12 s

Fuel.

vVood—i*jr cord

5 00 06 50
3 00 05 00
Roundings per load
00 01 %
5.00
Buttings, hard

Dry bard,
Dry soft,

Coal—per
Broken,
Stove,
Bgg,
Nut,

ton—

"50
7 50
7 5
7 50
7 0*

Blacksmith's
Flour, Grain and Feed,
bbl—
56
Oats, bu
Flour—per
4 2506 75 Shorts—bag— 1.1501 25
1 10 Mixed feed, bag
Corn, 100 ft bag
Corn meal,bag
I 80
1 ‘2501 30
Cracked corn,
130 Middlings, bag
1.6The Cradle.

Peter Cooper had fifty-five years of
domestic happiness and morning fire
Mr. Cooper was an ingenbuilding.
ious man. When a cradle became necessary in his home, as was sometimes
the case years ago. Peter rigged a self
rocking cradle, with a fan attachment.
Afterward lie patont(*d the device and
sold the patent. There were many op
portunities “in those days.”
The I.o.er.

"He's whut I mil a 'good loser.’"
“He didn’t seem that way to me.”
“Why, I saw him lose $150 at poker
last nljjht, and he didn't kick at all.”
“Funny! You should have heard him
today when he dropped a half dollar
and It rolled down the culvert.”—Catholic Standard and Times.
Quickly

Solved.

“Yes, for a year and a half slie was
In doubt as to whether she loved him
enough to marry him or not.”
“And how did she succeed in finding
out?”
“There was another girl who got to
acting as If she wanted lilm.”—Chicago
Record-Herald.
The

Meann.

Old Lawyer—Why do you feel that
four client will lose his case? Have
you exhausted every means at your dls-

posal to—
Young Lawyer—No. but
lmusted all the

means

at

I have ex
his disposal.

Keep In the sunshine And go where
men
and women are hopeful. If it
rains keep enough sunlight in your
heart to last till the sun beams again.—
Schoolmaster.
Nasal Catarrh quickly yields to treatment
by Ely’s Cream Balm, which Is agreeably aromatic.
It is received through the nostril-,
cleanses and heals the whole surface over which
It diffuses Itself. A remedy for Nasal Catarrh
which Is drying or exciting to the dl-eased
membrane should not be used. Cream Balm Is
Price 90 cents at
recognized as a specific.
druggists or by mall A cold In the head Immediately disappears when Cream Balm Is
u*?ed.
Ely Brothers, 96 Warren street, New
York,

Many advertisers forget that advertising space in a newspaper is valued acterpiece.
cording to the circulation of that paper
“Of what school would you call this
Advertising space in a journal without
painting?” she a hod expectantly.
circulation is dear at any price the pub
"Of the boarding school.” promptly
Without circulation
lisher may demand.
replied the real painter.
there can be no results, and without re
And a large dark spot suddenly apsuits the money whioK the advertiser in
peared on the brilliant future of the vests is lost.
Leavenworth (Kansas
—

fair amateur.

MAKE

Times.
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When Lord Roberts was out in India
he went to visit a hill station where
there was much difficulty in securing
a variety of food.
In fact, as far as
meat went, the officers were practically reduced to living on ortolans, which,
as every one kncws,
are tiny
birds
much esteemed us a table delicacy. On
the evening on which the commander
in chief arrived he was asked what
he would like for breakfast. "What is
there''” asked the visitor. “Well,” was
the answer, “we have ortolans.” “That
will do,” replied Lord Roberts. “Let
me have some ortolans."
Now, the officer who superintended these matters
was In the habit of going out every
morning and shooting his own ortolans,
but as be was busy on this occasion
with extra parade und staff duties he
gave his gun and cartridges to his
"boy,” bidding him go out and shoot as
many ortolans as possible for breakfast.
The "boy” went off and after a time
returned, not with dainty ortolans, but
with common hedge sparrows. There
was nothing for It but to serve them
up. and when the cover was removed,
lo and behold, thirty sparrows cooked
on toast!
The commander in chief, it
Is said, ate four of them with a good
appetite and without making any observations.— London M. A. P.

The Or Ik: on
llie Tim*'

I
of

Version
Oliver

lour husband will never
again mention “mother^
”
bread j/~,jyou will uso

Dates Prum
Cromwell.

The lively strains of “Yankee Doodle” are heard at every patriotic celebration. says a writer ill Collier's Weekly. y<*t perhaps few of those whose
pulses stir at the sound of the familiar
notes are aware that it dates from the
time of Oliver Cromwell and crossed
the seas wdtb the Puritans.
“Nankt'p Doodle” was one of the nicknames bestowed by the Cavaliers on
the hated Roundhead, and a verse written upon Cromwell’s entry into Oxford,
riding on a small horse with a plume
twisted into a sort of knot called a
“macaroni.” runs as follows:
Nankee Doodle came to town
Upon a little pony.
a feather in hi* hat
Upon a macaroni.

With

The transition from Nankee to Yankee—which came from Y'engee, the Indian word for English—was very easy,
and the Itayn lists used it as a Jeer at
all New Englanders.
When the Colonials in Boston, preparing for the coming war, smuggled
muskets into the country, concealing
them in loads of manure, the Tories
8ang to the old tune of “Lucy Fisher:”

WASHBURN-CKOSBY'S

riouimnout

Yankee Doodle came to town
For to buy a firelock;
We will tar and feather him,
And so we will John Hancock.

When the British forces marched to
the battles of Concord and Lexington
their upproacb was heralded by “Cod
Save the King,” but when (he “Yankee
farmers” saw the foe in full retreat the
strains of “Y’ankee Doodle” accompanied their flight, and from that hour,
wherever the stars and stripes have
floated, the ouce despised tune has been
heard.
Galileo** Wit.

Galileo s wit. according to a biography, got him 'nto trouble when he put
into the mouth of Simpllcio. the foolish
opponent of the Copernlcan theory in
his ‘•Dialogues,’’ an argument that
Pope Urban VIII. had himself devised
and insisted on Galileo incorporating in
the work. Galileo made Simpllcio quote
it as an argument he had from a “very
eminent and learned personage." The
enemies of Galileo persuaded Urban
that he had been "made game of.” and
this was the offense of which Galileo
was guilty.
It was not for upholding
the theory that the sun stands still and
the earth moves that Galileo was tried
by the inquisition. Urban himself had
supported the Copernican doctrines
both as cardinal and as pope.

FREE'
To Boys!
I

ment and a circular
taken from the GOLD MEDAL Flour pack^M
and we will send you, postpaid, our
Boy's Jack KnUK
It has two cast steel blades,
spring bolster, Cm2
liolo handle, and Is fully warranted. If your deelM
does not handle GOLD MEDAL Flour, send m
this and four other GOLD MEDAL ad
which will appear in this paper during the next 1mm
weeks, and give us your grocer's name, and w# mm
without the circular from mi
??lUti®Anife
GOLD
MEDAL package. Address,

vertlsemMS

BROWN St JOSSELYN, Portland,MS.
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All dealer* tell it.
Prepared by the

Co.
Norway t'odicine
Ma:ne.
Norway,

Have Used Them
ILflUILO
iniFC Reoommend
as the

BEST

In the Philippines the use of tobacco
is universal. The native child acquires
the tobacco habit as soon as it is able
to walk. In the northern provinces especially it is no uncommon sight to pee
a child five or six years old puffing vigorously at a big cigar. The women
smoke fully as much as the men and
commonly smoke cigars where the men
use cigarettes.
In the northern parts of
Luzon immense cigars often a couple of
feet long and as thick as the wrist are
used. Such a cigar is suspended from a
rafter of the house by a string and
smoked during the day by all the members of the family as desired.
Impossible

DR. KING'S
Star Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Iamedlata relief, no danger, no pain.

U»ed for /ear* i.y leading special!**. Hundred*
ofta*|*
tnonial*. A trial will convince
yon of their intrinsic vale*
in case of suppression.
Send ten cent* for sample m2
book. All Druggist: or bv mail jl.50 box.

KING MEDICINE CO.. Cjx 1930. BOSTON. MASS.

Bilious?
Dizzy? Headache? Pain
back of your eyes? It’s your
liver! Use Ayer’s Pills.
—

Shakespeare.

For colds or sore throat we have
Brown’s Instant Relief to be the best
we ever used.

Buckingham’s Dye

50

druggists or R. P. Hall Ac Co., Nashua, N.H

Or. Emmons’

found

remedy

fere nee with work. Have relieved hundreds of
most aim*
cases where others have railed. The
cult cases successfully treated by mall,and ben-

eficial results guaranteed in every instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladle*
whom we neversee. Write for further partlco.
lars and free confidential advice. Do not put off
Retoo long. Allletters truthfully answered.
nndeff
member, this remedy is absolutely safe leave®
every possible condition and positively
no after 111 effect upon the health. Sentby mall*
securely sealed, $2.00. Money letters should DO
registered. Dli. J. W. EMMONS CO., 170 Tr^
rnont St., Boston, Mass.

CATARR

\ ^<>*wTprompUy^btaiiru^V^d,>Foreig^V1>

o

GIVE

SATISFACTION.

sirs mm
Gives Relief at once.
It cleanses, soothes
and heals the diseased
membrane.
It cures
catarrh and
drives
away cold in the head
It
is at),
quickly.
sorbed.
Heals
and
Memprotects the
brane.
Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell.
Full size, 50c at druggists’ or by mall; Trial
ELY BROTH ERS. 56 War
Size, 10c by mail.
ren St., New York.

> Send
model, sketch or photo of invention for'
(> free report on patentability. For free book, <'

<
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Bad

/Dreams

Too often seemingly trifling complaints of children are
action
put off us things of no consequence. Every unnatural
Is a symptom of disorder and deserving of careful investigation.
Worms more than anything else are the cause of childhood sickness.
Attacking, us they do, the stomach and bowels, the effect of
known
their presence Is felt throughout the whole system and made
erratic appetite, weak
by nervousness, peevishness, disturbed sleep,
stomach and generul lassitude.

er
Trylna: Them On.
new p*ay is sure to make

n

hit.”

said the eminent actress. “It gives uv*
an opportunity to show twenty superb

W
W
I

'

Dr. True's Elixir

gowns.”
“Gracious, how many scenes do you
appear in?”
“Only five, but one of them’s a scene
at the dressmaker’s.”
Too

Much

For

Him.

that after seven rehearsals Charley Swimminytnn actually stumbled through the wedding

“They

say

ceremony.”
"Overtrained. 1 suppose."-Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
7t Is useless to attempt to reason a
out of a thing ho was never rea
■cued into.—Swift.
man

t

ure

of

ator has brought happiness to.
hundtfctls of anxious women. Ihere is positiveno
other
remedy known to medical science
ly
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstinate irregularities front
Success guar*
any cause relieved immediately
anteed at any stage. No pain, unnger.orinteiv

Strfjerttsrmcnts.

I

cts.

Montkly Regul

“A dose in time saves lives.”
Dr. Wood’s
Pine 8yrup; nature’s remedy for coughs, colds,
diseases
sort.—Advt.
of
every
pulmonary

REMEDY

——

Want your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black? Use

Critic—Marvelous drama of yours,
sir. There’s a scene in that play that
Shakespeare himself could not have
written.
Author—Indeed! You are too flattering.
Critic—I was referring to that railway smash in the third act.—London
Tit-Bits.

Business View of Health.

“My

i

Form
FAMILY
MEDICINE

Continuous Smoko.

A

“Old fellow, you ought to eat more
fruit. It's cheaper thau paying doctor
bills.’’
“But I don’t have to pay any doctor
bills as it is. I am never sick.”
“That may be. but if you’d eat more
fruit you would be able to draw dividends on your health.”—Chicago Trlb
une.

England mothdepend upon

BROWN’S
INSTANT
RELIEF

Very Easy For Her.

A “woman's reason,” with all its traditional lack of logic, came out in an
nmusing fashion at a recent dinner
party in Brooklyn.
In the course of the evening the conversation drifted around to those odd
little mathematical bits of the “How
old is Ann?" variety, when one of the
company, with explanations that the
next problem would not be a very difficult one, questioned as follows:
“If a bottle and a cork together cost
f 1.10 and the bottle cost u dollar more
than the cork, bow much did the cork
cost?”
Almost instantly one of the ladles
was ready with the answer:
“Why, the cork cost 5 cents and the
bottle $1.05. That’s too easy.”
The lady’s husband, familiar through
years of experience with her woeful
lack of skill in figures, looked up in
astonishment.
“Heavens!” he exclaimed. “How did
you come to get that so soon?”
“Why. my dear.” was the reply,
“corks always cost 5 cents, don’t they?”
—New York Times.

era

it
the surest aud safest worm remedy ever compounded—but it
than that. As a tonic and general corrective ft is unexcelled.
It tones stomach and bowels, cleanses and enriches the
blood and sends renewed health tingling through the veins.
For over 50 years the most popular home remedy. Kold
at all druggists, Hoc. Write for free booklet on
“Children and Their Diseases.''

is

DR. J. F. TRUE

&

CO., Auburn, Me.

more

write <1

$ l)c Q;ll0iuovtl) American.
A LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

Hay

and Taft.

Unique Record.
The terms of service of Maine’s
senators are unique. On March 4 both
A

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BT TUB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
Price—$2 00 a year; $1 00 for six
fcabacript
months; 50 cents for three months; If paid
strictly In advance, $1 50, 75 and S> cents
respectively All arrearages are reckoned at
the rate of |i per year.
Advertising Kates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.
ion

Business communications should be addressed
to, and all money orders made payable to The
Hancock county publishing oo.t. Ells
worth Maine.

.—.

1904

as

FEBRUARY

1904

Bn. Mo. Tu. We. Th. Ft. S,.

will have

completed thirty-three years

in Congress, both Senate and House.
Mr. Hale entered the House March
4, 1869, and Mr. Frye was elected and
March 4,
began service in the House
1871. Mr. Hale was not a member of
the

Forty-sixth Congress,

Frye

was.

but

Mr.

Blaine,

field’s cabinet as secretary of state.
Mr. Hale, therefore, has had fourteen days’ more service in the Senate
and Mr. Frye has
than has Mr.

Frye,

i
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MOON'S PHASES.
11:33
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IjpMoon

1

sum.

gr *fhird
X. Quarter

q
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a.m.
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\ First q4
I ^Quarter

edition

of

The

American is

2,650 copies.
Issue of Feb. 3:
Issue of Feb. 10:
Issue of Feb. 17 :

2,525 oopies.
2,575 copies.
2,625 copies.

Average for four issues in Jan., 2,425.
Average for four issues in Feb., 2,594.
To-morrow.
Calls have been issued for caucuses
to be held to-morrow. The republiCaucuses

will be held at Hancock
hall at 2.30 p. m., to nominate a candidate for mayor, and immediately
following this the ward caucuses of
can

caucus

wards 1, 2, 3 and 5 will be held at the
same

place.

The caucus of ward 4 will be held at
Agricultural hall, North Ellsworth, at

3p.

to a

day.__

The Woman suffrage convention
which has been in session in Wash17th.
ington closed its labors on the
It decided to concentrate all energy
in the hope of securing a sixteenth
amendment to the constitution, giving full suffrage to women. Its next
annual meeting will be held in Port-

land, Oregon.

m.

There is a rumor that Count Cassini,
may be
the Russian ambassador,
recalled, the reason given being that
he has failed to establish such relations with the executive as to secure
cordial sympathy for Russia in connection with the war in the East.
COUNTY* GOSSIP.
spring is in the air, and in
the words of the immortal poem, “We’ll
be happy yet, you bet!"
The Bucksport board of trade is going
to get out a booklet advertising the attractions of the good old town that Jed
Prouty made known to the modern world.
time in fourteen years the
ice is strong enough to allow teams to
Lamoine to Mt. Desert
crons from East
For the first

Many teams cross dally and
people are taking advantage of this
opportunity to convey tbelr bay, straw
Island.

and wood to Bar Harbor.

Our

Deer

South

same

When

time to

Isle

be

few

a

My wife has thought
that she would

Jack Frost, frith the aid of the

wind and snow, has pfcyed some unusual
pranks bare this winter. One has been \p
pack the stretch of road leadtag from the

see

a

if I

down

would

sleep

over

water.

I

heveeald:

village schools, except the Spoff ord school, closed on Friday.
Mrs. A. DeF Snowman entertained the
XX whist club on Monday afternoon.
Conner A. Perkins has been elected
treasurer of the senior class of the U. of
M.
Fred H. Moses has gone to Bar Harbor
the

completion

of hie

new

policies, just as Senator Hoar
always agree with President
ley.

did not
MoKin-

The death of the great Ohio senator,
so widely lamented, has hushed all
opposition to the President, at least
within his own party, and he has little
to apprehend from democratic opposition since that party is all at sea for
issues, rent by many fissures, with no
policy and no candidate.
Thus far, out of some forty delegates chosen for the convention at
Chicago, thirty-six have been instructed to vote for President Roosevelt. The suggestion that Robert T.
Lincoln may be a candidate for the

vice-presidency is merely the afterglow of admiration for the great Lincoln.
Nor is it at all

likely

that any mem-

etr,”

“And

yet It ia also provided by law,”
continued Mr. Pettigrue, that the sheriff
must wear *a cocked hat and a sword’,
ia it not?”

“Yes, yea,”

was

the somewhat

impatient

answer.

“And does

Pettigrue,
as

well

as

the court bold,” questioned

“that the sword must be oocked
tbe bat?”

“Eh—er—h’m,”
—er—may—er
Mr. Pettigrue.”

—

honor, “you
your
speech,

mused his

continue

Trolley Cars Without Tracks.

Annie

and Mrs. A. F. 9tubbs
place at Hick’s landing, and have
gone to New York on a visit.

Capt.

their

Meade, of Dexter, baa bean in
week, called by the illness of
hia mother, Mrs. Charles Lawrence.
Frank

town

this

the only electioneering being
by Isaac Homer, who is looking
for third place on the board of selectman.
Capt. E. E. Harvey baa Bold his farm

done la

Addle

Maddocka la ill with rheumatic

Mrs. Lucy Watte, of Baogor, la viaiting

daughter

and wife Feb.
Beaaie

was

boru to

Eugene Moore

17.

Stuart, of

Ellsworth Falla,

ia

viaiting relatives here.
Mrs.

Emily

Clement and

daugbter,

Mrs.

Elvira Ellis, who have been in Massac
setts this winter, are home.
Anna

Googlns,

who baa been

hu-

spending

dsys bere with her parents, haa
turned to Ellsworth, where she ia
ployed.
few

Leach

came

Saturday

Smith, of Surry, acid Miss
Blodgett, of Brouksvtlle, students
at the normal school, were guests of Cipt
J. B. Blodgett and wife last Saturday and
Mine Hattie

Anna

Sunday.
which

ice-king

The

holds

in

sway

hay has left

Penobscot river and

open
in tbe Bagan

#P*ce, just below tbe narrows
It proved a boom to tbe
aduce river.
scallop fishermen when last week they
struck

bed and

a new

made

belter

hauls

previous time.

L.

HULL’S COVE.
A

burn

son was

to

Mr. and Mrs.

John S

Feb. 16.
wife, of Lamolne,
Haslem’a slater, Mrs.

William Haalem and

Mr.

visiting
McGown.
are

Is

Gray's grandfather, Cbrialopber Gray,

lived to be 106 yeara old.
Three children have been

horn

to

Mr.

aod Mra.

at

the

birth of their first

child.

the child was but twenty four
old. the mother waa awakened by
She awoke ta find the
the cry of fire.
house full of smoke and flame.
With her infant In her arms, the mother

John Salisbury entertained a few
people at bar borne last Tuesday
evening.

fled from the
winter

burning

bouse out

Into the

in her

night clad only

night-

clothes.
followed her with her bed,
which she was placed and taken to a

The husband
on

neighbor's
cared

house where she

waa

tenderly

for.

In that Ore, but
Everything
since that time, by bard labor, Mr. and
Mrs. Gray have built a nice house and
now
hAve a fine homo in which to pass
their decllnii g years.
was

loat

1*100 Reward, 1*100.
The readers of this paper will Ih- picked to
learn that there la at least
n« dreaded dl-ea*e
that science has Iteeo able to cure In all it*
II ill** Catarrh
stage*, and that la Catarrh
Cure 1* the only poaltlre cure now known to
the medical fraternity
Catarrh. twin* a constitutional disease, require* a constitutional
tn-Htment.
Had'* Catarrh Cure la taken tnier
nallv. acting directly upon the blood and mu
coua surface# of the ay-tem. thereby destroying
the foundation of the dlaeaae, and giving'the
patient strength l>y bulldlug up the constitution
and assisting nature In doing It* work
The
proprftto s have ao much faith In Its curative
power* that they ollVr (hw Hundred Dollar* for
anv rase that It falls to cure
Send for list of
teat 1m mini*
Address F .1 CHKNKY A <XK Toledo, O.
Sold Uy all DrugvUta. 75c
Take Itair* Family Pills for constipation.

Mr*.

young

Dr.

Kev

Bartlett, of Kockport, Mass., is
Rev. Mr. Green duriog tbe

here to assist
lenten

“statesman’s

Friday

Shirtwaist
PATTKKN8

are on the
and will be here In a day or
This lot is the ssine as the
vious one whtcli gave such

season.

The Stevens

improvement iesgue gave
day” entertainment last

a

afternoon.

The woman’s auxiliary has begun Ite
general missions. Tbe
society will meet with Mra. Alms Brewer
every Saturday sferooon.
Feb. 22
AVV*.
SWAN’S ISLAND.

at

week.

Thomas MoDonald, of St John, N. B., ts
calling on friends here.
The fishing veaael Sylph, of
in for

8 l-4c per

harbor

a

visiting ber ancle, Everett Qroee.
The V. I. society met with Mrs Mary
Gott. There was a large attendenoe.

7 1-4c.

Notwithstanding

yard.

Lockwood
on

the

market,

quoted above

prices
cheaper than
prices. We bought
and the

are

roaring

the wholesale
before the advance of the raw
material, and are going to give
our customers the benefit.

Charles H. Wood and wife, Philip
Wood and Mis* Hattie Fh»w left Toes*
\ iginla.
day for a month’s trip
Mrs. Cornelia W. Ptneo died Feb. 20,

Hamburgs.

Tbe

HARBOR.

“Way Back”

feature of the
success

ball

was

week, and

the social

was a

in every way.

aged seventy-one

years and twenty days.
She leaves one son, Dr. Willard B. Plneo,
of Minneapolis, and s sister, Mrs. Wass,
of Portland, interment was at Columbia
Falls.

Feb. 24.

day

be

another

Thursday evening, March

in Kllsworth of this line of

the

acknowledged lead-

Hamburgs,

and In

this stock may be found many
pleasing novelties and effects. A
specialty in this line is our

(our large salmon

last week.

There will

are

ers

In our stock of

EAST OKLAND.
one

We

goods for the spring and summer trade. We have already laid

Spec

Fred Blake caught

grange dance
3.

Mias Bernice Mason, of Bangor high
school,
turned

came

home

Monday.

Saturday

and

re*

The long* wished for rain ia here, and
the tnillraen are hoping to start the
which have been idle for so long.

Feb 23

mills,

Hamburgs
for

M.

white

dresses.

We also have them for all wash-

Sptdal Noticra.

able goods.

PORTLAND lady of experience, will
purchase for customers dry good*, wearapparel, household furnishings, etc., free
of charge.
Orders solicited.
Address PubcHAMaa. 683 Congress 8t., Room 411, Portland,

A
ing

EYE-GLA88E8—A

8PKC1AL NOTICE.
not trespass in Ouniculocua Park. I
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the state of
Maine, and the United States of America.
Mary C. Prbtx Austin.

DO

Notice of Dissolution of
is

a

reem-

Partnership.
that the part*

her«byby given
NOTICE
nership heretofore existing
of Ha»lem A Bussell

under the
was on the sixth
dissolved by mu-

day of February,

a. d. 1904,
tual consent of the undersigned, being the
individual members of said partnership.
A. K. Hah lam.
Howard R. Buxxbll.
Waltham, Feb. 12. 1904.

®lantc6.
cheese, eggs and potatoes in car
lota.
Live and dressed poultry, hides
and pelts. Lumber, box boards, wood, slabs
and edgings. If you have anything to sell it
will pay you to correspond
ith us. We pay
the full market price. Make prompt returns
and charge no commission, tub Lawmkncb
Produce Co., 244, Methuen 8t., Lawrence.
Mass.

BUTrER,

»

and gentlemen—we pay $15athouJ sand cash; copying at borne; send stamp.
Puritan Mvo. Co., Worcester, Mass.

IAD1E8

Are impure matter* which the *kin,
liver, kidneys and other orgnns can
not take earo of w ithout help, there i*
such an accumulation of them.

They litter tlte whole system.
Pimple*, boil*, eczema and other
empUous, los* of appetite, that tired
feeling, bilious turns, fits of indigestion. dull headache* and many other
troubles are duo to them.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and Pills
Remove all humor*, overcome all
'their effect*, strengthen, tonG and
Invigorate the whole system.
“I had salt rheum

on

my bands

could not work. I took Hood's
and It drove out the humor.

so

that I

Sarsaparilla

1 continued
tin the sores disappeared." Mu.
las O. Biiowk, Kumtord Falls, Me.

Its

use

Hood’s Sarsaparilla promlsea ta
and koepa tha promise.

euro

legal Notices
NOTICE or rORRCLOSURK.
AH. Harry I. Moulton, of Bucks■port, in the county of Hancock, by
hU mortgage d-ed dated May 26, a. d. 1IM, and
recorded in the Hancock county regist y of
deed*, hook MA, page 29.', conveyed to Benjamin T. Hubbard, of Bangor. Maine, a certain
situate in said Bnctsport, and
piece of land
being part off lot No. 157 in the Nevemh (7)
NorthwestRange, bounded as follows, vlx
erly by the county road leading throu h the
Long Food settlement; northeasterly oy land
of Amos H Moulton, former y of Amos Hmith;
southeasterly and southwesterly b> land formerly of N. Carpenter, and being same premises conveyed to said Harry L. Moulton by Leslie C. Homer by deed dated May 25. IMK» and.
whereas, the condition of said mortgage nas
been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the conditipn thereof. I, B. Pratt
Hubbard, administrator of the estate of said
Benjamin T. Hubbard, late of said Bangor deceased, claim a f reclosure of said mortg*;e.
B. PastT HvnsARb.
By T. W. Vote, his attorney.
Stetson. Me., February 29, 1904

WHERE

Bankrupt s Petition for Discharge.
In the matter of
1
Cmakks H. Whits,
J fa Bankruptcy.
I
Bankrupt.
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
B. WHITE, of Eden, in the
./
county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
in said district, respectfully represents that
on the 19th
day of December, last past, he was
duly adjudged bankrupt, under the Acts of
Congress relating to bankruptcy; that hs
has duly surrendered all hit property and
rights of property, and has tally complied
with ail the requirements of said acta and of
the orders of court touching hit bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays that he may be dacreed by the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acta, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this Mb day of February, a. d. 1904.
Charles B. White.

CVHAKLKS

Bankrupt-

Order of Nolle* Thrrruu.
District or Maine as.
On this 20th
day of February, a. d. 1994, on
reading the foregoing petition, it i»—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the Uth day of March,
a. d. 1904. before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published In the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district, and that all known creditors, and othsr
persons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner shoals
not be granted.
Aod it is further ordered by the court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditor# copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Wituess the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, In said district, on the 29th day
of February, a. d. 1994.
James B. Hrwrv. Clark.
IL. 8.)
A true copy of petition end order tnereoa.
E. Hrwrv. Clerk.

Bankrupt's Petition for
In the matter of
)
Grorok W. Kehnry,
In

J

)

Bankrupt,

Dlecliarge.
Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dfair let Court of the United Htates for the District of Maine.
( 1 KOROK W KENNEY, of Ellsworth, la
*ke county of Hancock, and Htate of
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents,
that on the 5th day of December last
past, hs
was
duly adjudged bankrupt under the
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully complied
with ail the requirements of said acta and of
the ordersof court touching bis bankruptcy.
Wherefore he pray* mat be may be decreed
the court to have a full discharge
from ail debts provable against his estate
under ssid bankruptcy nets,
except such debt*
as are excepted by law from suen
discharge.
Dated this 15th day off February, a. d. 1994.
Groror W. Krnnky,

Cotton is by far the best cotton \JT

Tbeateamsr W. G. Butman was in tbe
tbe 19tb on her way to Prospect
Hsi’bor for lobsters.
Feb 22.
David.

harbor

BAR

Jill Humors

K, 38-inch, for 7 l-4c per yard,
and Lockwood A, 40-inch, for
_Attest:-James

Boeton,

Sunday.
Mra Blanche Stevens, of Brooklln, is

came

pre-

good

the recent advances in ail grades
of cotton, for the next few days
we are going to sell I -ockwood

quite ill last*

was

two.

Cotton

Sert Smith la home from Brunswick,
Qa.
Mra. James McKay

road

satisfaction to our customers.
The patterns are from $1 toll.SO.

Lenten work for

name

Much of the expense of installation of
a trolley system liee In the solid
lost.
andcoetly
track, wbleh must be adapted to the high
part of a pair of goldspeeds now reached. For many routes this
Will finder return
bowed eye-glasses.
cost is prohibitive, and it is therefore
in- same to Ambkic«n office, and be rewarded?
teresting to learn that tbe so-called
“trackless trolley”, or trolley
omnibus, is
JFor Sale.
being seriously taken up and that several
lines are in successful
operstlon abroad.
One of these, in tbe
Cook’s Point, East BluehUl, 8
valley of the Biels, is
acres land, 1*£ story house, stable, carsix miles long; another, from Samois
to riage house, hennery; good water in house
Fontainebleau, France, is three miles. and out doors. Good place for summer rusti|
—ouccess.
cation. Apply to M. D. Cook, Lamoine, Me.

FARM-At

born in Brooksvllle, Feb.
therefore tight? years old.
His father waa James Gray. Both Mr. and
Mrs. Gray come from long-lived families.
was

Another

which will be found in
store in the

city is

specialty
no

other

our

Maine.

relatives here.
A

E

Tremont until tbe river opens.

Hamor

have closed

of age.
Mr. Gray

hours

Roy E. Webster left Thursday for Bel
fast, where he will care for the steamer

Cobb district has closed
sfter a successful term taught by Miss
Lida Green, of Brewer.
School in the

Staples, who Uvea with her new In Brooksville. Mrs. otap.es is eighty-eight years

than

Portland to spend s week at home.
The members of Castine grange have
invited Highland grange. North Penob
cot, to visit them Fab. 27.

than at any
Feb. 22.

fever.

answered bis honor.

Miss

greenhouses there.
Fort Knox lodge, I. O. O. F., will send a
large delegation to the district meeting at
Eiiawortb the 26tb.

_

the gown and tbe coat must be black?”
‘Csrtainly, Mr. Pettigrue, certainly,

H.

Ira Webster, who hea been very
ill, is improving.
Mrs. E. R. Domsnsky bss returned
from s visit to Boston.

j

—

superintend

tame

from

All the

to

Feb.

Mrs.

day.
M. V. Babbidok.

March 7
Schools
Meeting
Close-To Advertise the Town.
Col. and Mrs. 8. P. LaUros, who have
been 111, are improving.

Gray ws* bo”*i at West Sedgwick
1839, the daughter of Mrs. Druetl'a

Mrs.
In

When

or

FROM BUCKSPORT.

tHied farm.

Mr.

NORTH CASTING.

account, yet 1 do not pretend to

of the night

harvesting
It Is now

wife, who were
10, received
evening at their

and

anniversary to-morrow.
Mr. and Mr*. Gray were married Feb.
25. 1854, b.v Col. Reuben Gray at West
Sedgwick, and since I hat time they have
lived In the vlc’nlty of Brooksvllle, where
Mr. Gray Is tue owner of a large and well-

people 17,1824, and

Feb. 22.

guess at the time of day so readily aa I do
of waking out of a good, sound sleep at
any hour

been

the

Itogors L. Gray and Wife, of Brooksvllle, will Celebrate.
Rogers L. Gray and wife, of Brooksvllle, wl>l celebrate their fiftieth wedding

Gray, bat only one la now alive—
Miss Loemma Gray.
Refreshments were served
home here.
Daring tbelr many yeara of married
daring the evening. Mr. and Mrs. Young
wersthe recipients of many pretty and life this couple have bad many thrilling
useful presents.
experiences, but none more so, perhaps

“You can all turn In; 1 will call you when
It Is time,*' and 1 am certain that 1 never
failed once in all of the twenty years of
my sea life.
With me it Is en Instinct for which I
cannot

have

Ellsworth

at

their friends the

before the

high

the

on

weeks

Young

Herbert
married

mast, when it
was necessary to work tide work, such as
hauling into a wharf, etc., the captain
has often spoke of keeping watch so aa to

work

two

their ice from Blunt’s pond.
twenty-three Inches thick.

he time 1 set for my nap, but she never
has had to call me yet.
When 1 followed theses, even when a
sailor

past
vicinity
the

this

of

t

common

William Haslam and wife, and Mrs.
Dyer Young and son Edward spent Sunday with relatives at Hull’s Cove and

During

moments to sle> p.
number of times

to the bouse

Hanna was loyal to President Roosevelt, as he was to all of his friends,
although he may have doubted the
wisdom of some of the President’s

|

I
|
j

Henry 9tanley and wife, of Otter Creek,
have been the guests of Capt. F. L. Winter hot bam and wife for the past few days.

at the

at North Bucksport, and purchased a
place in Bangor, where he will make bia
Seth
of
Capt.
The board of registration will begin main road
future borne.
of
a
load
that
Hatch so densely
heavy
its sessions next Tuesday. Evening
Mias Annie Stetson waa elected an alwood was driven over the top of it one
j ternate
sessions will be held Tuesday, Weddelegate to the meeting of the nalast week.
day
tional convention of the Woman’s Nanesday and Thursday to accommodate
West Gouldsbom can boast of a smart tional relief corps.
voters who cannot present themselves
old lady, Mrs. Samuel Buuker. She was
during the day.
The schooner Maggie Molvey, bound to
Her son poster
old Feb 20.
this port with phosphate, is reported as
Up to date but little interest has ninety years
came for bar to spend her birthday with
been manifested in the coming munibeing towed into Vloyard Haven with
bis family. She had nqt been a quarter
cipal campaign, but after the caucuses of a mile from her bom* for fifteen years. loss of sails and head-gear.
to-morrow the fight will be on in
Quite the proper thing this week baa
She has a daughter next door, and It has
earnest, the lines drawn, and the been two years since stte visited ner. She bean to croaa on the ice to tba Prospect
which has not been possible for
issues discussed.
reads without glasses and knits and eews- shore,
many years. It has also been possible to
It is probable that the republicans
croaa from Sandy Point to the Penobscot
will renominate the present boaid,
Democratic C aucuses.
shore.
Will
hold
The democrat* of Ellsworth
with possibly a change or two in the
list of aldermen. But if any change caucuses to-morrow evening at Hancock
CONVENTION
is made, it will not be because of any hall. The caucus to nominate a candi
be held at 7; the ward Of Odd Fellows to be Held In Ellalack of satisfaction with the retiring date for mayor will
caucuses of wards 2 and 5 at 8.
worth Friday.
members.
The present board bas
Ward 3 caucus will be held at the Falls
Friday will be Odd Fellows day in Ellaworked throughout the year in the uton Friday at 7.30 p. m., and ward 4 on th^
worth. It ia expected that the city will
most harmony, and the results of their
same day and at the same hour at Agri
welcome a larger number of the order
work are, in a general way, already cultural hall. North Ellsworth.
than ever before In its history.
well known; the printed report, soon
In the afternoon Island lodge, of Bar
to be issued, will simply confirm this.
He Wasn’t f^uite Sure.
Harbor, will work the initiatory degree;
It was
The present administration
has
comparatively s short time Oceau lodge, of Northeast Harbor, will
given the city of Ellsworth a clean, a go that theold ruieent the English courts work the first. Supper will be served In
vigorous and economical year's work. were in full force and vigor in the con- r be banquet hall at 6 o’clock. In tbe
servative state of South Carolina, says evening, Lej k U dg
of Ellsworth, will
With the funds it has had at its com
Success Tqub it was distinctly provided work tbe s»c>ud degree, aod B uehill
maud, it has done all that could be ex- that each
attorney and counse or, while lodge tbe third.
pected, and has done it well.
engaged in a trial, must wear “a black
Supper will again be served at midnight,
The matter of tax-collections has
But on one occasion and after that hour a general good lime
gown and coal".
been a feature especially deserving of James L.
Pettigrue, one of the leadera of will be had by as many as care to stay.
commendation.
the bar, appeared dressed in a light coa*.
“Mr. Pettigrue," said the judge, “you
Election day is Monday, March 7.
Flour and Feed Higher.
have on a light coat. You cau not apeak.
The sudden rise in the price of wheat
sir.”
baa already bad a perceptible t fleet on the
Loyal to tlie President.
“Oh, your honor,” Pettigrue replied, local flour market, and price* have made
Those who for some months past
have been using the name of the late “may It please the court, I conform to the a sharp advance.
law.”
The range in the local market for flour
8enator Hanna to conjure with, as a
“No, Mr. Pettigrue, you have on a light 1s now from |5 50 to f7. according to
for
the
discomfortnre of pos- coat. The court can not hear
weapon
you.”
grade, aa against |4 25 to f5 75, the prices
sible defeat of the nomination of
But, your honor,” Insisted the lawyer, that have recently been quoted.
President Roosevelt for the Presi- “you
me
Allow
to
Ulus
misinterpret.
Grain and feed are alao higher. Corn ia
dency, now declare that the senator’s trate. The law says that a barrister moat fl 35, oats 60c per bushel, aborts, per bag,
death was “inopportune”, which is wear ‘a black gown and coat’, does it f 1.20 to fl 30, mixed feed, fl.30 to fl.35,
virtually a confession of their inten- not?”
middlings, fl 65.
“Yea,” replied the judge.
tions and wishes.
“And does your honor bold that both
It is now known that
NORTH MLL8WORTH.
Senator

evening.

1

A. Bird Cough and wife, of Bar Harbor,
.p«nt Sunday wltb Mr*. Cough’* parent*,
G. Des Isles and wife.

Bar Harbor.

Me

About

correspondent

citis.

minute.

a

1 often

tired,

hour for

noon

The smell of

writes:

The democratic caucuses will be
held at Hancock hall to-morrow

waking, but when I have been awake in
morning and think it too early to
nae, will lie awhile, and morning after
morning for weeks at a time, when I got
the

Town

a.nJ

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1904.
This week's

had fourteen days’ more service in the
House than has Mr. Hale, but the
aggregate service of each is the same

EAST LAMOINE.

your issue of Feb 3.
1 can wake within five minutes of any
desired time, and it is to myself a mysAnd it is not all in
tery how I do it.

the

County Neurn,

Mies Nathalie Gilman has been seriously
111, threatened with an attack of appendi-

I was very much interested in the Article taken from the New York Timei,
on gueeeiug the time of day, published iu

upend looked at the time it would

Mr Hale succeeded Hon. Hannibal
Hamlin in the Senate March 4, 1881,
but Mr. Frye continued to be a member of the House till March 18 of the
same year, when he succeeded Mr.
who entered President Gar-

Additional

tor

Waking I p.
Jhland, Feb. 18, 1904.
To the Editor of The American:
Gott’s

oth** paQfi

iw

xttrtjrrtistmcnta.

GOLDEN WEDDING.

COUNTY NEWS.

Corrrspcmbnuc.

ber of President Roosevelt’s cabinet
will be put upon the ticket, notwithstanding it contains such popular men

5c Lace.
WHITING BROS.
i-tgal Haliers.
subscribers hereby give notice that
they have been du*y appointed executors of the will of David B. Flint, late of Boston, 8uffolk county. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and given bond aa the
law directs.
All persons having demands ayainst the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same lor settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately. Our residences being outside the
State of Maine, we have appointed Luere B.
D aay, of Eden
Hancock county, Maine,
whose postofflee address is Bar Harbor, Hancock county, Maine, our agent and attorney
for purposes specified in R. 8. chapter M.
section 48.
Almkna J. Flint,
Feb. 17, 1904.
Charles E Stratton.
Executors of the will of
David B. Flint, deceased.

THE

by

Hanlrrnnt

■ i"

Order of Notice Thereon.
Distbiot or Mains ss.
On this 30th day of February, a. d. 1904, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the Uth day of March,
a. d 1904, before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district. and that all known creditors and other
persons in interest may appear at the sakf
time and place, and show cause, If any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be gr-tnted.
And it is further ordered by the conrt, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all knows
creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale.
Judge of the said court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 20th
day
of February, a. d. 1904.
Jambs ft. Hbwby. Clerk.
[L. 8.)
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
E. Hkwiy, Clerk.

_Attest:—Jambs

Notice of First Mooting of Creditors.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine, Hancock county.
In the matter of
*
Edwabu 8was*y,
5 In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt.
J
To the creditors of Edward Hwaaey. of Bncksport. In the county of Hancock, and district aforesaid,a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 13th
dny of February, a. d. 1904, the said
Edward Swazey was duly adjodtested bankrupt; and that the first meeting of his creditors will be held at my
chambers, at 16 Central street, in Bangor. Maine, on the 3d
day of March, a. d. i»i, at 10JO o'clock in
the forenoon, at which time the said creditors
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt and transact
such other business as may properly come
before said meeting.
John R. Mason,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Bangor, Maine, Peb. 19. 1904.

NOTICE

Notice of First Meeting of Creditors.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Mtine. Hancock
county.
I n the matter of
>
Lin wood H. Campbbll,
In Bankruptcy.
1
Bankrupt,
To the creditors of Lin wood H. Campbell, of
Oouldsboro. in tne county of Hancock and
district aforesaid,a bankrupt:
VOTICE is hereby given that on the 13th
X-T
day of February, a. d. 1904. the said
Liu wood H. Campbell was duly adjudicated
bankrupt; and tnat the first meeting of his
creditors will be held at the American house,
Ellsworth, Maine, on the 12th day of March,
J90?' at 2 0’clock in the afiernoon, at
which time the said creditors
may attend,
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt and transact such other business as may properly come before said meetin*John R. Mason,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Bangor, Maine, Feb. 22, 1904.
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NICHOLSON
OF Ol)R NAVY

Recommends Pe ru na—Other
Prominent Men Testify.
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By Helen Hobuland 0
Onvtffht. tsus. Iiy T. C. SleClurt.

<y

G-iOiO KXsOSOiCO tOs©; OsO* O 0
Dorothy Brockwuy ran gnyly up the
steps to the first class passenger couch
as It stood In the Itichwond depot
"Ta, ta!" she called gnyly to a big
fellow who stood beside the coach "By
by, Teddy,” and with a pretty little
she blow a kiss to the wnltlug man, then disappeared within the
door of the train.
movement

The tnnn lifted his hat solemnly.
Then he strode uwuy with a quiet, hurt
look In bis eyes, not even waiting to
see the merry fnce thnt peered out of
the wludow as the train panted and
puffed out of the station.
“Oh, brace t|p. Morrison! This won’t
da

There’s no use making a mute of
yourself for any fool girl who doesn't
half appreciate you.”
"You don't know anything about It!"
And Terry Morrison walked off, leaving
the man who hnd been trying to cheer
him up standing where he was, a little

chagrined and
k

COHMOOORE'^T'
JVichohon

fays:
44Your Peruna has been and is now
used by so many of my frien Is and
acquaintances as a sure cure for catarrh
that I am convinced of its curative
qualities and I unhesitatingly recommend It to all persons suffering from
that complaint.*9--R. Nicholson.
The highest men in our nation have
given Peruna a strong endorsement.
Men of ail classes and stations are

equally represented.
If you do not derivo prompt and satisresults from the use of Peruna,
write at once to Dr. Hartman, giving a
full statement of your case and he will
he pleased to give you his valuable ad-

factory

gratis.

Address Dr. Hartman, President of
The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus, Q.

COUNTY NEWS.
Oountp »

For additional

Vi, ...

olhor pay#*

ORLAND.
Mra. Ann. Or.;, whose health baa been
poor alt winter, la now quit. III.
MlNeill. B. Moon.;, who*. Illoeee
WM reported l.et week, I. Improving.
Tbe Y. P. 8. O. E. will give an entertainment et tbe veetr; Friday evening.
John Cotton, an aged and blgbly-re
epeeted citizen, I. reported ar quite III at
bla borne on Ibe Canine road.
t/>nts B. Parnbam, euperlntandent of
echoola, U Inline alter
ot tan week,

aa

a

aucceealul term

principal ol the Addteoo

blgb acbool.
George Gray and wile are at borne after
a tew deya at Mra. Qray'a former borne In
Biueblll, where they were called to attend
funeral of Vernou, Infant cblld of
Everett Carter and wife,ot Vermont. Mra
Carter Is a slater of Mra. Gray.

tbe

Congratulation, are extended to Mr
Mra. Walter Jordan, of Caattne, on
tbe blrtb ot a daughter. Mr. Jordan wee
formerly of tbls town; hie wife wee Mice
Maude Morey, of Caatine, who bee many
relatives and a large circle ol frlende.

and

Rev. H. D. French, pastor of tbe Contbl.
arrive
church, will
gregational
week, after several month.’ absence In
West Newton, Mao.., wbere be wee called
Daring bla
by tbe deatb of bla father.
abaence tbe pulpit bee been supplied by
• tudenta ot Bangor theological seminary.
G.
Feb. 23.
_

Mies

day

LAMOINE.
Ethel Reynolds was In Bangor one

hut week.

Charles E. Perkins, of Bar Harbor,
In town

was

Saturday.

Clara Hodgkins Is visiting relatives in Sharon, Mass.
Mrs.

William King, who has
seriously III, Is slowly recovering.

been

The blgb school closed Friday after a
successful term of eleven weeks, under
the Instruction of John Reed, of Mexico,
a junior In Bates college.
At the close of
the term the

pupils presented

him

with

slight token of
good-will.
Friday evening the pupils
was
an
gave
entertainment, which
enjoyed by a good gathering of parents
and friends of the school. The parts
were all well taken, and gave evidenoe of
careful preparation and training.
H.
Feb. 23.
small

sum

of money

as tne tram wnizzeu post tne outskirts of the city Dorothy Brockway
stretched out her arms aud drew a

deep sigh of relief.
“Free, free, free!" she breathed in a
passionate whisper ntnl leaned hack in
the seat with a wonderful smile in her
eyes and deep, joyous satisfaction |>ermeating her whole being. "No more
mammas!

No more Teddy! No more
chaperons! No more tea parties!" she
“Just fun and work and do
went on.
as I please and be bohemian.
Oh, how
I hate It all! Mumnm's conventionalities! Teddy's bossing —deur old Ted!
How broken up be looked”— And some
of the merriment faded from her eyes.
It was dusk ns her train steamed Into
Jersey City and the tall skyscrapers on
Park row were sending forth a million
twinkling lights that streamed over the
water.
Dorothy looked about her a little bewildered, hut made her way hurriedly to the gates, followed by a fat
porter who carried her grips. Through
the bars she spied a smiling pair of
eyes, aud Corinne Morrison came to
meet her with an amused look on her
face.
“You dear little Idiot.” said Corinne
as she kissed her and led the way to
little
the ferryboat.
“You absurd
greenle! Why on earth did you leave
my good and glorious brother to come
Why
up to this seething caldron?
didn't you stay at home aud marry
him and get supported for the rest of
your life?”

“Connie,” saif} Dorothy

as a

TRENTON.
Mrs. K. L. Moore, jr., who haa been 111,
Is out again.
Mias Ella Plrle is visiting John Donlln
In Frankfort.
Eben Hodgkins, of Kenduskeag, Is
home tor a few weeks.
Miss Bernice Dunham visited ber parents In Ellsworth Falls Sunday.
been
Maud Orchard, who has
her friend. Mrs. Guy Emery, returned to Bar Harbor Sunday.
J.
Feb. 23.
Mra.

visiting

NORTH LAMOINE.
Ooleman Hagen le home from Bar Harbor, where he haa been employed.
Mina Brooks spent last week In Ellsworth, returning Saturday.
Alfred Frye, of Prospect, lathe guest of
Mrs. D Y. McFarland.
Feb. 22.
Y.

The American:

S?^i*Ciiv*n“

sev'erejy,

"you

don't know w!a»t it Is to he bossed and
bossed and bosSe*. 1-wart -4b be-bobb'
mlan.”
T1.a.s

«.ns

Itself

«

11

e

tn

eyes ss she answered: "All
right, dear, we’ll begin right away.
Come, we'll take a street car instead
of a cab. It wouldn't be bohemian to
take a cab. you know. Bohemians are
all poor. I'm a bohemian.''
“But—but—all these bags!” And Dorothy looked helplessly at the pile of
leather satchels beside her.
"They aren’t bohemian either." And
Corinne relentlessly led the way to the
car. tugging two satchels, while Dorothy followed helplessly with the rest.
Three-quarters of an hour later they
were
wenrlly climbing the stairs to
Corlnne's studio.
Up one long flight,
up two, up three! Dorothy sat down in
a heap on the dirty floor to rest.
“Connie, Is your studio In heaven?”
“Yes, when I sell anything. Come
along, glrly; you’ll get there. It merely
requires perseverance.” And one more
flight brought the two to a battered
doofcln n dirty hall, smelling of mold
and dampness.
Corinne took out her
latchkey and unlocked the door.
“Oh. how glorious!" sighed Dorothy,
riune's

"to carry your

own

latchkey!”

THE REAL THING

Consequently

the men. looking at Dorothy.

we were

Irritated at this

“Why—why—oh. anything. I think baby faced boy who had just come
I’d like a chocolate frappe.”
| down from the cool north and had not
A loud laugh from the other three
j yet got heated up. There seems to lie a
this
remark.
greeted
natural law that veterans shall malie

Martinis to start
“Bring
with.” said Koggie Cutting to the waiter. who wore a soiled collar and a cutus

four

away.

Dorothy
hensively.

looked

at

Corinne

appre-

“Are Martinis cocktails,” she asked
shyly, “because if they are I’ve never
tasted one?”
Just then one of the college boys
arose, looked around nnd blew a kiss
toward Corinne and Dorothy.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” he began,
“in the presence of a lady who has
just declared that she never before
tast€*d a cocktail 1 blush to remark”—
“Oh. oh. I'm going home this minnte!” said Dorothy, rising and looking
about her with misty eyes und cheeks
burning with mortification.
“Sit down, Dolly.” whispered Corinne. “He doesn't mean anything. Sit
Here’s
dowu and don't notice him.
your cocktail.”
*

i„

.,11

♦

IWnlliv

qvop

po.

membered of that horrible evening.
The next morning she stooil before the
washstand, miserably, towel In hand.
"Connie, Connie, this water's so cold,
and I can’t Hnd any soap, and haven't
you got anything but a tin basin to
wash In?”
“Other's broken.” came cheerfully
from the inner recesses of a closet.
"Oh, my head!" sakl Dorothy, sinking down on the hard pillows of the
How
“Oh my bend!
"fake" couch.
could you make me drink that cocktail—and the table and everything
went around nr.d—oh. Connie. I’m sick
I’ll never touch another—and
yet.
what would Teddy say?”
“Oh, he'd Just be bossy and particuYou'll get used to Bolar about it.
hemia after awhile. Are you tired of
And Corinne glanced
It already?”

oddly

at

Dorothy.

tired of something.
My last
story came back by the post tills morning, declined 'with thanks.’ and I’ve
tried the last place I know of for a
position on a stuff. Why, there aren’t
And everybody’s
any positions here.
such an atom In New York, and editors don’t take off their hats when you
go to see them, but just keep right on
smoking their pipes, and in their shirt
sleeves too. Ob. my head," and Dorothy was sobbing violently In half u
minute.
"Dorothy Brockway, if you muss
that pillow up I'll make you pay for
It It's my best so you just stop your
crying on It right away."
Dorothy arose witb a sudden gulp
and glared at her companion.
"Y'ou’re a cold, hard hearted, coarse
person,” she said, with blazing eyes,
“and I’m going back home tomorrow.”
Two days later Mr. Ted Morrison sat
In his office in the afternoon sunshine
looking over the mall which had Just
His hat was pushed back
come in.
from ills forehead, showing a fine head
of curly brown hair. He was laughing
softly and reading over for the third
time two letters he had Just received.
The first ran In this vein:
“I’m

Dearest Teddy—Meet me tomorrow at
the station. 6 p. m. I'm coming borne forNew York Is the most unever and ever.
interesting place 1 have ever been in.
Publishers up here aren’t a bit Interested
In yuung talent.
They seem to be anxious. above all things, to nip It In the bud.
Socially. New York is degrading. People
do nothing but wash in tin basins, drink
You dear,
cocktails and live In attics.
darling old boy! 1 am Just longing tc
come home and cry it all out on your coat
DOROTHY.
lapel. Your penitent

The other lc"cr was quite different in
thus:
purport It
Dear Ted—I've done the very beat 1
could for you. and you owe me that J10C
I
you promised me if I'd send her back.
followed her about and persuaded every
look
be
Inclined
to
publisher who mtght
favorubly upon her work to turn It coldly
and peremptorily down. I took her to the
meanest restaurant I know of and made
1 even persuaded
her drink a cocktail.
Reggie Cutting to be rude to her. Ail O
K. She leaves in the morning. Remember the hundred. Your affectionate sister.
CONNIE.

Ami Corlnne’s voice
was a bit ironical.
Just three weeks later Dorothy rolled
over wearily In her automatic combination bed and folding couch that did
duty by day as an “oriental corner"
with a lot of gaudy pillows plied upon
It.
••Connie.” she said tragically, “do you
Their First Failles Oat.
know Just how much money I have
The speeding trains came together
between ine and the cold, cold world?
with a dull, sickening thud. A moment
Just $15!
And 1 haven't sold a single
Inter the hupp.v pair sat facing each
thing I’ve written, and. Connie, is there other in the cornfield fur away.
anything else in Bohemia besides work
"Well, what are you crying for?"
und disappointment and editors who
asked the man. The lady wept anew.
won't see you?”
"It—It Is our first falling out,” she
“Yes," said Connie doubtfully, “I be- sobbed.—Cincinnati Commercial Triblieve there are the Hungarian restauune.
rants.
Y'ou need cheering up. glrly.
We’ll do a Hungarian restaurant toThe Sort of a Fellow He la.
night. I'll telephone tfFo of the hoys
Knlppe—What sort of a fellow is
from Park row to meet us somewhere,
Johnson?
and we’ll go to Martinetti’s.”
Tueque—Oh. he Is one of that kind of
“Meet us? Meet us? Can't they call
who are always remarking. “It
men
for us beret”
looks as though we'd have a little rate
reand
no.”
Corinne
turned
"Why,
before night.”—Syracuse Herald.
proachful eyes on Dorothy. “They are
can
newspaper men. you know, and
Too IlnstT.
only steal an hour or so from the office.
“Jones has a new addition to his
awful
convenBesides, that would be
family.”
tional. No, not that low cut frock,
“Indeed? I must congratulate him.”
goosie. Pick out your plainest shirt
“Hold on—it’s a son-in-law!”—Atlanwith
waist If you’re going slumming
ta Constitution.
me.”
Dorothy set her teeth firmly and
A Bark Namber.
smiled away the little frown that had
Deferential Barber—Where do yon
begun to cloud her forehead.
hair, sir?
The tweezy orchestra was playing part your
Bald Headed and Irritable Customer
the latest air from a popular comic
—I parted with it twenty-seven years
opera as Dorothy Brockway, followed
ago.—Chicago Tribune.
by Corinne and the two newspaper
men, in their morning clothes, entered
Man’s recuperative power after an
the third rate bohemian cafe. The
injury is in an inverse ratio to his <olights flashed on a hundred women in clai advancement.
gaudy gowns, wearing every color and

“Delightful!”

Miss

a

hit sorry for the big

fellow.

/iw

Commodore Somerville Nicholson, of
the United Staten Navy, in a letter from
1837 R KU., N. W., Washington, D. C.,

vice

a

variety or nnt. Jewels, real and paste,
twinkled under the chandeliers, and
the fumes from a hundred cigarettes
rose to heaven. Pome college boys were
singing “Bola Bola!" totally oblivious
(Original.!
of time and tune, and were pounding
We were all waving palm leaf fans.
on the table with their forks in wild
I Young Lacy had reported for duty on
applause at their own jokes.
the staff and was crazy to Ree lighting.
“How do you like It?” asked Corinne
We who had been In Cuba for months
as they took their seats.
“It’s choky,” said Dorothy noncom- j and had all we could do to survive
under the heat didn't care especially
mittally.
“What do you take?” asked one of for anything hotter than a broiling sun.

j

j

the service of those newly joined as
bitter as possible. We let Lacy off by
merely giving him the worst side of
the story in words.

"Spoiling for a tight, are you?" said
Captain Knowles, the brigade adjutant. "You'll get It, and soon enough,
don't you worry.
Perhaps you'd like
to know some of the blessings of this
happy land. The first Is the fevers.
There

are all kinds of fevers laid down
In the medical books under the command of General Yellow Jack. When
Yellow Jack takes hold he begins with
a gentle chill.
Then he hits you in the
smull of the back with a club and
makes you feel
that you must be
rubbed with a brick. Then the vomiting begins. If It hasn’t begun already,
followed in bad cases by throwing up
blood. Then tn fatal cases"—
"Shut up, Knowles,” said Lieutenant
Anderson, an aid. "I'm turning yello*"

at

listening
*

uum

to

iiur

you.”
gniiiiK

»u.&

rt?-

marked the pew man.
“I think I’d
rather be kil'ed In battle.
Anyway,
it’s more glorious.”
“Oh. you’d like that sort of death,
would you?” snarled Knowles.
“Perhaps it won’t feel ns well as it rends In
the papers. “It ’ll go in, ‘Lieutenant
Francis Lacy was shot through tlie
lungs while gnllantly fighting ids way
up to the enemy’s works.’ That’s the
romance of it.
Do you want to hear
the real till g?”
“No,” said all the party of fan
wavers.

®JbrrtlarmnU*.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
rue ladle-’

«*»

mi

ole wiil meet

«

with

Mrs. A. W EMa Thursday.
Mrn. H. E. Pio-id i« visiting her
parents^
Frnfi Grace and wife, at the Green Lake

hatchery.
Mra.

C. M. vviiitcouib, who baa been in
for several weeks, came home

S'oningtou
Saturday.

Leech,

Bluehill,

of

teacher

rhe

Intermediate school here, is kept at
home this week bv ilinesa.
G. R. Lowell Saturday went to Franklin, where he la surveying the winter's
dining made by Biaisdell Bros., landed
on DonnelPa pond.
n

H. Haynes and wife and

M.

Treworgy

science

to the proper treatment of
and neurasthenia,
nervous weakness, in which the need
of more and better nourishment is so
as

Bangor

in

were

Mrs.

C. J.

Saturday.

Mrs. Haynes goes to the eastern Maine
general hospital this week for an operation for appendicitis.
A

patent has recently been Issued to C.
H O'Brien, Augusta. for electrical
appar-

apparent.

They combine the best tonics, nervines and nutrients for all pale, nervous
sufferers;

girls, invalids

tut'

aujuiuuif;

1111

“Some one »o over there and see to
it that that gfp is closed," he said.
He had a way of saying "some one"
Instead of ordering a special officer to
perform a work, and usually his order
was obeyed, but on this occasion the
way was not only difficult, but dangerous.
Not a member of the staff stirred.
The general ."coked at them surprised
and with a scowl.
"What Is it, general?” said I.acy, who
rode up at the moment.
"I want some one to ride over there
and see that that gap Is closed.”
“All right." said the new man. and
digging his spurs into his horse’s flanks
he dashed away.
"By thunder!" exclaimed the general. "Is that fool boy going right beHe’ll never get there
tween the llne'i?
in the world.”
We
after
all looted
Lacy with
He shot
mouth and ey*s wide open.
through the thick tire of both armies,
never wavering, never slackening his
pace, while e<“rv moment we looked
His horse
see
him go down.
to
stumbled once or twice and we saw liim
change the reins from his left to bi»
right hand, lntflcating that the left arm
had been hit. But lie kept on in a bee
line, not even picking the easiest path,
till we aaw h'm ride up to a general
officer, salute, and deliver his message.
"The Lord Tavors greenhorns.” exclaimed the general with a sigh of relief.
"He deserves to be court marBaled for want of brains, but I’tn going
to give him a good send off for that.
Captain Knowles, as soon as this is
over promulgate an order reciting Mr.
Lacy's service, mentioning him for con-

and con-

valescents.
They put iron into the blood, strength
into the nerves, color into the cheeks;
aid digestion and promote sweet, refreshing, natural sleep.

Peptiron Pills, (chocolate-coated.)

•1

the

—

latter

a

full

50c. as
treatment

month’i

Prepared by C. I. HOOD CO.^Lowell, Mast

atus for

producing sound signals
Col. E. C. Milliken, of Portland, waa
last Friday
e.acted department
com*
mnnder of the Maine

invaluable to delicate

are

and

women

Soiling Agent In Ellsworth
G. A. Parcher. 14 Main Street.
Railroabe ant)

G. A. R.

ittamboe

BORN.
BUNKER —At Trvmont, Feb 8, to Mr and Mrs
George il Bunker, a daughter.
FI F1EI.D— At *tOidn«ton, Feb II, to Mr and
Mrs Charles Hatch FI field, a son.
GILLEY—AtTremont, Feb 4, to Mr and Mrs
Andrew L Gilley, a son.
GRAY At Little Deer Lie, Jan 30, to Mr and
Mrs Frank B Gra*, a daughter. [KuthDel'a]
LAWRIK--At Eaetlirook, Fob 19, to Mr and
Mrs Waller B La writ', a daughter.
| Helen
—

Theresa.]

LORD—At West Rrooksvllle, Feb 21, to Mrand
Mrs Melville Lord, a sou
M'GOWN-At E iswortb, Feb 20, to Mrand Mrs
Monroe Y McGown, a son.
ROBINSON
At Tremont, Feb 3, to Mr and
Mrs Joseph R Robinson, a son.
—

TOURTELOTTK—At Ellsworth, Feb 23, to Mr
and Mrs Percy G Tourtelotie, a son.
WARD— At Tremout, Feb 20, to Mr and Mrs
William II Ward, a son
WlllTCOMIt-At Ellsworth, Feb 21, to Mrand
Mrs llowari F Whitcomb, a daughter
WILBUR—At Waltham, Feb 7. to Mr and Mrs
Ellery Wilbur, a son. fCoarles D.J

HA KRIS—HA MOR—At Bar Harbor, Feb L*, by
Kev S L Hanecom, Sadie M Harris to Albert
E tlanior, both of Bar Harbor.
JOHNSON—GASPER— At Surry, Feb 20, by
Kev J D McGrow, Mies Vunetiu li Johnson
to Roscoe A Gar pur, both Surry.

Commencing Oct. 12, 1903.
BAR

HAKBOK TO BA.NtX•'
AM

DIED.
COI.BY
At Lynn, Mass, Rebecca, wife of
Arthur A Coll.'y, formerly of Waltham, aged
6k years, 10 months, 27 days.
IM)DGE—At North Brooklln, Feb 19, A oner E
Dodge, aged 78 years, 9 months, 9 days.
MOORE— At Bangor, Feb 19, Mrs Mary L
Moore, of Ellsworth, aged 65 years, 6 mouths,
—

5

days.

REED—At Tremont. Feb 20, Giles E
1 year, 1 mouth, 26 days.

Reed, aged

PH

r ■
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PM,
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BANGOR.
Bargor, Ex 8t.
Brewer June
Holden.
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Green Lake.
Ntcollu.
Ellsworth Falls.
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Wa*h’gton June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock..
Waukeag, 8 Fy.
Mi Desert Ferry.
Sullivan
Sorrento..
BAR HARBOR.
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“This yotin* man needs it and I’m
to give It to him.
This is about
the size of it: When the fight opens
you try to pull yourself forward w hen
it seems as if twenty strong men had
a rope around your body trying to pull
you back. Ttien the bullets begin to
slug by your ears and you duck those
that come too near. You see men hit
beside you ard lying down in pools of
their own blood.
*A pool of blood’
sounds very w’ell in a description of
the death of u hero, but It’s a disgusting, disagreeable sight. Well, now we
come to Mr.
Lacy. A Mauser bullet
goes through his lung and be knows
he's either got to bleed to death or
choke”—
“Oh, give r» a rest. Knowles. The
thing's ba< enough w'hen it comes
without dWciMng on it beforehand.”
“We muF* All die some time, I suppose.” said Ldcy, but w’lth none of the
tire that had been in him when the
cutalogue of horrors commenced.
“Yes; but you go out and stand in
front of a Gatling gun and that ‘some
time*”ll be pretty quick.”
Lacy got up and went away. “Reck
on be don’t want to see a fight," said
Knowles, “ns much as he did.”
The next morning we pushed forward to take up a position nearer to
Santiago. The general had us all out
at 2 o’clock, sending us off on missions
to different commanders whose corps
were supporting
or touching elbows
with us. I wts sent back to see to the
bringing forward of some ammunition
When I rejoi led the staff fighting was
going on all along the line. As 1 rode
up to the getferal I sav that most of
the staff except Lacy were with him.
Ills eye was fixed on a gap that was
every mini'** widening between our
extrem.e lei. ?-nd the extreme right of

going

Pills

(Chocolate-coated)
Are nutritive as well as tonic, and
therefore in full accord with advanced

anemia, paleness,

Miss Addle
•

Peptiron
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fStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with throat*
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Baa*
ton and St. John.

2lMjn:Usnnrnta.

Tickets for all points South a*4
West for sale at the M. C. R. R.
ticket office, Ellsworth.
Passengers are earnestly requested to proeara
tickets before entering the trains, and especially

Ayer’s

Ellsworth

p-v

Falls

and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager,
roothnv G P AT. a.
to

three helps, and
nearly every case of consumption will recover. Fresh
air, most important of all.

Give

nature

Cherry
Pectoral

BANGOR DIVISION.

Nourishing food comes next.
Then, a medicine to control
the cough and heal the lungs.
Ask any good doctor.

Ice Embargo of Penobscot
Steamers

first used Ayer’* Cherry Pectoral 53 yean
ago. I have seen terrible cases of lung diseases cured by It. I am never without It.”
ALBsur G. Hamilton, Marietta, Ohio.

I

2»c..5fle.. fl.OO.
All druggists.

withdraw*

temporarily

from route.
t

Service will be resumed upon th*

J.C.AYKRCO.,

for

Bay.

«■

opening

of navigation.

E. S. J.

MORSE, Agent,

Consumption
Health demands daily action of the
bowels. Aid nature with Ayer’s Pills.

C.

CALVIN AUSTIN,

PARCHER,

A.

APOTHECARY.
Ellsworth,

Bar Harbor.

V. P. and Gen’l Manager.

Maine

Sfibrrtiacmmta.

L. W.

IC8»5C8»sra» o?c8a jK Mao a«^
JOR

O

DAN,|Jj

UNDERTAKER,
ELL8WOBTH.

We wish to announce to the pnblio
that we have opened a store in building
formerly occupied by John A. Hale,
Main street, where we shall keep a
nice assortment of

Yarns and Blankets,

X

OOOtflWOCHXHXXSOO^

FURNITURE
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

WALL PAPERS and DRAPERIES
-AT-

M

WOOLEN MILL

Cloths, Dress Goods,

Pants

Mittens and

Stockings.

which we will exchange for Wool or Cash, also
We also make the
for Mittens and Stockings.
exchange at the mill.
If you waul good YARNS andyarn that will
ELLSWORTH
for
wear, ask your dealer
YARNS. All dealers handling this yarn will
be furnished with a large card showing the yan
and name.
All wool sent by stage and boats to M. J.
Dews will be left at this store, and will receive
prompt attention. All bundles mnst be marked
with description what to m&ko
plainly, and
them into, as it saves lots of mistakes.
Address all letters and bundles to
same

M. J.

DEWS,

E. J. DAVIS*

KLLSWOKTH,

Oriental Rug Works.

t

EDWIN Iff. MOORE,

B

dealer In all kinds of

9 Freak,

Beit,

Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs made from old
Woolen, Tapestry. Brussels or Velvet Carpets.
Carpets cleaned clean.

spicuous bravery."
"Yes. general.” said Knowles, saluting respectfully. Then to me he snarled

SK0WHE6AN. ME.-BARRE, MASS.

aside:
"If the war lasts long enough the boy
will be shirking and hiding every
chance he gets. He hasn't realized the
horror of it yet.”
"Nonsense. Knowles.” I replied. “He’s
K. A. MITCHEL.
a born soldier.”

Travelling Salesmen Wanted.

MAINE.

Smoked mad Dry

,

2

|

FISH.

l

J

Send for circular.

WHITING

NURSERY

CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.
Finest new fruit specialties ever offered. Experience not necessary Success assured. Writ:
at

once

for full information.

U

4
0

—

^

u

Halibut, Bluefiah,)
Mackerel, Oyetera, Clams, Scallope, •

5 Cod,

Haddock,

Lobatera and Finnan Haddiea.

Q

0 Campbell A True Bldg., Bast End Bridge, ■

f
4

ELLSWORTH,

MB.

%
|

COUNTY NEWS.
County .Wsrs

For additional

other pages

see

HANCOCK POINT.
Arthur Louuder is home fur

Joseph

is

Tuffts

|
few

a

Hyde's

from

home

days.

Point.
his

C. A. Penney has rioovered from

purpose of organising a eewlt g circte
The following officer* were elected: Mre.
Maude
Louisa Jelbson, president; Mrs
Robertson, vice-president; Mrs. Frances
Seavev, secretary; Mrs. Cora Btover, Ireas

j

Feb. 11.

W. A. Crabtree expects to retnru
home the last ef the week.

Thursday the ladies’ circle was entertained In the vestry by Mesdames Clara
Abram, Fannie Parker and 4Cate Ather-

Mrs.

J Johnson and wife

reported

are

as

Hackett la visiting her grandMrs
daughter, Mrs. Lily Merchant.
Henry A. Bali has so tar recovered from
to He able to be oat.

Mrs. Lettle Hopkins and little son, of
Trenton, are visit lag her parents, A. M.
Carter and wile.
All are sorry to learn that one of the
Children of J. Q. Brewster, formerly of
this place, is 111 with diphtheria.
There was a gift ball at the corner last
Friday evening, a rifle and shot-gun being
Arthnr Loonder drew the
the prizes
rifle, and Ruloa Stratton the shot gun.
E.
Feb. *2.
SOUTH HANCOCK.

day*.
R. C. Smith, attended
campment of the G. A. K.
a

department

the annual

en-

Bangor last

week.
Rev. J. E. Whitmore, of Lincoln, will
jtreach here Sunday morning', and at tbe
Corner in tbe afternoon.
A conference w*s held at the church
Thursday. Rev. I. it. Mower, State
•flcreiary, waa present, and spoke words
of encouragement.
Rev. G. F. Sibley, of Franklin, has
been holding a series of revival meetings
here and at Mt Desert Ferry the pest two
Weeks. Mr. Sibley ie a faithful, earnest
worker.
Arthur, Clifford and Colman, sons of
Jesse White, of East Sullivan, have been
here the past week, hauling wood for their
grandparents, Stephen Merchant and wife,
Who are occupying tbe home of the late
W. C. Crabtree.
who

Wooster,

has

been

the winter with her daughter
Waltham, Mas*., left last Wednesday

pending

ft
Ibr New York to join her sisters, Mrs. F.
M. Watson, of thet city, and Mra. H. A.
Brown, of Bar Harbor, for an extended
visit to tbeir eiater, Mrs. T. J. Hodgkina,
In Chicago.
Feb. 22.
W.t
__

OTTER CREEK.
Newman returned Friday
from Southwest Harbor, where she baa
Nira

Miaa

been with her aunt.
Mias Ruth Davis and her

brother

Mar-

tin entertained a party of young people
Friday evening. A pleasant time is

reported.
Mra. Charles Rlcbardaon went to tbe
Harbor hospital Thursday, Feb. 11,
Miaa Maude Grover la
fo* treatment.
Bar

keeping bouse for her in her absence.
A sociable for tbe benefit of tbe C. E.
•oclety wa^ held at tbe home of Thomas
Davis and wife Tuesday evening, Feb. 9.
It was a success socially and financially.
Nineteen from Seat Harbor attended the
meeting held here Thursday evening.
Rev. A. M. McDonald, of Bar Harbor, was
present, and spoke in a very interesting
manner. Tne people here were pleased
end very grateful for tbe gift of a pulpit,
presented to them at thia
meeting by Bar Harbor friends. It waa a
much-needed
piece of furniture, and
coming in thia way it truly appreciated.
ANOif.
Feb. 22.
which

was

GOTPS ISLAND.

Philip

Moore intends

hefe tbe coming

Each

members.

absent

of church work

was

re-

reported.

After the business meeting there was a
social. Refreshments were served by Mrs
Herrick’s Sunday school class.
Mrs. Ella M. Hinckley attended the
State department convention at Bangor
last week as delegate fr. m the James A.
Uarfield W. R. C. She will give a report
convention next Saturday evening
me

corps
evening tbe

•*

ureenug.

corps celebrated Washing
Tbe post was Invited.
ton’s birthday.
Mrs. Alice Butler, chairman of tbe enterhad
prepared a
tainment committee,
Washington .pie (an imitation one.

Peter 8. Webster, lieutenant of Hose 9 In Lin
ooln street, died suddenly shortly after l o’clock
this morning, death having resulted from neuralgia of the heart. The deceased was around
the firehouse yesterday enjoying the best of
health, and last night made a tour of tbe district
around the station to see if any of the street
lights were out, and returning went to bed
o'clock.
10.30 George Chapman, a; call man who
sleeps In the firehouse, when to bed, ard saw
Webster who was sound aleep at the time. At
12 3ft Webstar awoke and complained of a pain
across his chest, and asked Chapman to go for a
doctor
Chapman hurried to tbe residence of I>r
Wesley Sawyer, who was soon on hand, but orspite all that medical skill could do, he passed
9

At

away at 1.09 this morning.
The deceased had bean a member of the fire
department since May, 1*84, and had seemed to
be enjoying good health of late, excepting that
he complained of what he termed dyspep-la,
but an examination showed.tbat death resulted

days.
A letter received later t-ays: “It

was a

funeral.

The

uni impreafive
very
firemen marched to tbe grave, and

procession
Hose 9 tolled.”
Mrs. Webster
ter of the late

Emily Peters, daughFriers, of Bluehill.

was

Rufus

Tbe

family is deeply

of

kind husband and

a

filleted

b

a

tbe

in

1o»h

fat her.

Feb.

Clarence Nickerson

Ferry,

and

in loan

were

Robertson

were

Ellsworth last

in

Wed-

nesday.

building

a

weir

season.

Ernest F.
the iaiand

Robertson & Havey are going to
busings* Feb. 22, ewplo) tug

com-

tea

a

cotters.

Capt. Benjamin Murpby
Moore, of Base Harbor, were on
What came near being a bad accident
occurred last Wednesday night.
While
making calls tbe 14th.
Capt. Daniel Norwood, of tbe schooner Bridgbam Gordon was driving home from
Lillian, from Tremont, landed freight West Sullivan he eucoutered a huge snow
here for Philip Moore.
drift, npaetting the sleigh and throwing
About forty cords of wood have been him oat. Bat for tbe time'y ans stance of
grrtf out on Plancentia, all of which has F. C. Robertson, there probably woo’d
have been a smash-up. Toe damage wts
been hauled out by hand. The sledding
slight.

Iras been fine.
Amos
turned

Staples

and

Feb. 22.

Robert Trask have

from Atlantic

they bare
They report that

been visiting relatives.
<5apt. Barbour of the steamer Minneola,
dhrrying the msll between Swau'a Island
and Rockland, says he expects to be
obliged to lay off until the ice is broken
up.

Feb. 19.

Chips.

_

BASS HARBOR.
Daniel Benaon shot
M.

A.

town

SOMESVILLE.

Mrs.

Candage,

of Seal

Harbor,

L. E. Pray.
visiting
E. W. Richardson and Hoisey Blanchard are employed at Seal Harbor.
Mrs.

Is

The Drama, “My Lady Darrell,” or “The
Strange Marriage” was presented in
Masonic ball

Friday even12, under the auspices of
first night the bouse was

Thursday

ings, Feb. 11 and
tbe O. E. S. The

and

packed, and the second there wwa a fairaised audience, ft was a four-act drama
with the villain conspicuous at ail times.
It Mpit along very smoothly, and all parte

wi

well taken.

Feb. 16.

H.
MARIAVILLE.

a

fox last week.

Bar; Harbor,

was

in

Fellows here

are

planning to at-

tend the district convention at Ellsworth
on tbe 26tb.

day

Andrew Somes came home Thursday
from North field, Vt.

Gott, of

J. Bahbtdge and wife
their way home
have been visiting

on

They

here

were

to

Fri-

Harbor.
parents at

Bar

their

Gott’s Island.
The papers last week reported every
harbor ice-bound from
Eastport#to Portland. This harbor i6 entirely free from
ice, owing to tbe unremitting efforts of
tbe

scallop

and

lobster

fishermen,

who

broken up the ice nearly every day
Feb. 22.
Y. Z.

have

_X.

WEST

HANCOCK.

Milliken has gone to Bar Harbor
work.

Fred
to

W. K. Springer
improving.

has been very

ill, bat is

Melvin Smith, who is employed by tbe
Maine Central, is borne for a visit.
Mias Mertie Stratton, of

Hancock,

is

Mrs. Samuel Prost is quite ill with the
grip, and others are seriously afflicted.

stopping for a few
Springer and wife.

Frost has gone to Brewer to
the*>cnne of her sister for medical treat-

Mrs. Maud Googtos has gone to Framingham, Mass., to join her husband wno
is employed there.
Feb. 22.
Sumac.

Mrs. Frank

meat.
The

long-hoped for rain 1b filling many

wells and

Hprings

that have not

for years.
Feb.

22._

been

dry
S.

SORRENTO.
Several ladies In town met at the home
Mrs. Louisa Jellison Feb. 18 for tbe

of

Bessie

Jordan,

in tbe

woods for

!

weeks with

W.

K.

aa

all

lameneea and eoreneaa

wall aa aalarnai use. Prko Sc;
much 80c. At all druggists.

UISjryT
Nlclsin ■

ass Summer

OHS BOB * OO.

~

anywhere

thraa

tlmaa

u

St., Boston, Maos.

^

FATHER SAID “HURRAH”!

whom father tad ulten one
In a letter from Mist Annie C. Robert! of W.
bet.
Father «m
feeltMtm. R,
Ueof U rt oene. the new Rheumatic Cure, abe
about suite a little. We
of doors,
an
gets up out ot bis chair without help and goes out
of
out
Ms,
ayatem.
the
Rheumatism
certain that U-rt-cene Is driTing
at Parcber'a Unit store, fc Haworth. Me and money will be re
U-t+ecue la sold and
unded II a fair trial fail* to cure Rheumatism. In tablet form ooly. Frloe Me.

^“^^tMe„

writes^

Huntt^ks

walking

guaranteed

TUB

WOODBURY CHEMICAL COMPANY. Boston

__"I

of

will

she

now

nature’s bever-

regain her health.

Friday

Tbe masked ball at Masonic ball

evening called together a targe crowd of
dancers, and a merry affair was tne result,
it waa rumored that some of tbe good
rules laid down by tbe hall committee
It will he looked Into by
were broken.
Janitor Norwood, and meaaure* taken an
that the offence will not be repealed.
Tbe winter sale of the Congregatin'

a

sewing circle given at Masonic bail Feb.
Tne patriotic
16 was a pleasant sfMr.
presented nfl-c'ed much
pregramme

tbe

A vote of thanks

found favor with

candy and

equipment

HANCOCK.
Percy Walker and wife went to Donald’s
pond Saturday.
friends of

The
sre

pained

at t*e

Crahtr*e

Joseph

Mrs

to know of her

mm

hum

|iome of
daughter,
Stratton, iu Portland.
her

Mrs. W.8.

improve men' league, called
league, »ss bee" formed
with the following * tfic rs*
President,
Miss Bertha Cline; vice-president, Capt.
school

Lincoln

famous old-

Salt pork
fashioned remedy for consumption. “Eat plenty of
pork,” was the advice to the
consumptive 50 and 100
years ago.
Salt pork is

a

if a man
can stomach it.
The idea
behind it is that fat is the
food the consumptive needs

good

purchased

to their

Lizzie

homes.

Hinckley

has entered

tbe

Kemick, wife and little daughter
Egypt Saturday to visit his
daughter, Mrs. E. G. Burnham.
Several from

here attended the enter
last Friday evening
Melvtr< and
given by the high school.
Homer Wilbur attended thia school thin
winter, walking a distance of three mites
without mieeing a single dey, and were
late only once.
Feb.
H
SOUTH BLUE HILL.

“D.,” writing from Bnacb Cliffs, is respectfully informed that The American

j1

Supper

was

to about

a

eojoyable

most

Fines

Misses Helen
Mutphy and Evelyn
Luut, who attended tbe psrty given by
Miss Powers Friday evening, spent the
ulght and next day wltb Miss Luot’a
auut, Mrs. W. D. Walls.
Thelma
Feb. 22.

affair

were

<

“sootably”

dressed.

The wholi

1

affair

was
most successful, and grea
credit is due the committee who were li
charge.
Feb. 22.
8pec.

AMHERST.
L.

E. and Willtsm Crosby have movei I

Be sure that this picture in
the form of a label » on the
wrapper of every bottle of
Emulsion you buy.

out of the woods.

SCOTT &

a

William Andrews Is 111 again.
Mrs O. H. Bunker is lu poor bealth.
Ernest Myrlck cut bis toot quite badly
last week.

J. H. Hammond, who has been 111 for
several days wltb s bad cold, Is out.

The

! storj,

|
409 Pearl St., N. Y.
;
all
and
$1;
druggists.
50c.

grange has bought
and

corvenient

hall.
Feb. 22.

gr tnge

intends to

locality,

the

move

C. T. Hooper met wltb an accident last
week by getting upset while on tits way
to Winter Harbor He escaped injury, but
damaged bla sleigh badly.

Paper.

and

fit it

Capt. C. M. Coulter is home from Boston.

a mor

up for

H.
_

THEiAHERICAN

BURRY.

tanner;

it to

Only

COUNTY

Feb.22.

Freeman is with us again afte
week’s visit at his home in Brewer.

The

Miss Grace Woodworth, ot Winter Harbor, was tbe guest of her cousin, Miss
Sidle Hooper, Saturday night sod Sunday.

Rev. Mr.

I

HOOD RUBBERS

SOUTH GOULD8BORO.

col

from

the most

Improving.

Lurvey and daughter Dorothy,
Harbor, who have been vlsitlug ber brotber, W. H. Lunt, and other
relatives, returned borne Sunday,

those who were dressed to< 1
extravagantly for the occasion, and at
interesting
programme
consisting o
vocal and instrumental music and a farci
an
“Afternoon
with
the Doctor’
entitled,
was presented.
Mrs. Louise Hooper ant
Oliver Newman received prizes for beini
iecied

time ago, la

7 o’clocl

served from 6 until

seventy-five.

absolutely nothing.

Abble E.

WEST 8ULUVAN.

was

few days

ot Southwest

Oasis chapter, O. E. 8 held a “Hare
Times Soshul” Friday evening at Masonh
which

a

evening,

C

request.

CHEMISTS,

cannot

friends of

_

hall

Morpby spent

Miss Millie Reed, ot Duck Island, la
visiting ber (later, Mrs. Ashbury Lopaus.
Tbe teecher ot the grammar school,
Mies Myrs H. Powers, gsve s psrty to hsr
school at ber borne at Seel Cuve Friday

East Bluebill
Candage
sister, Mrs Jobn Cousins.
Is at

other articles.

will be

BOWNE,

some

Feb. 17.

Hallia

Gardner Lawton, who broke bla wrtet

from

Angus Henderson and
wife, who have recently moved Into tbeii
new bouse, met with them Feb. 10 for
reception. Mr. end Mrs. Henderson were
presented with e handsome couch, rockiog-cbatr, a soft pillow by Mrs. J. Eat or
and Mrs. 8. Webber, of Rockland, anc

him fat in this
is
which
often the only
way,
is
half
the
battle, but
way,
Scott’s Emulsion does more
than that.
There is something about the combination
of cod liver oil and hypophosphites in Scott’s Emulsion
that puts new life into the
weak parts and has a special
action on the diseased lungs.
sent free upon

ner

principle, impregnating

with ber slatera this week.

ill.

The

Feeding

sample

Miae

Roderick Candage and George Bickford

visit log

new

_

22._Abe

Scott’sEmulsion is the modern method of
feeding fat to
the consumptive. Pork is too
rough for sensitive stomachs.
Scott’s Emulsion is the most
refined of fats, especially
prepared for easy digestion.

by a

~

talnment at Lamolne

Linda

cures

the air you breathe with healing ami
(in this acgerm-killing balsams,
count it reaches the seat of the disease
in a way impossible to pills, drugs or
other stomach dosing.
Alany of Air. ParehePs customers
W. F. Davis and wife celled on friends
who have suffered with catarrh since
In Weet Gonldehoro Wednesday.
childhood have lieeu cured couip etelv
Mrs. J. W. Pettee, who has been very by this scientific remedy.
The complete Hyomei outfit costs
ill. Is so tar recovered at to ride out.
$1, and consists of an inhaler that can
bad
tbe
mlefortuoe
to
Over
Ezra
Capt.
be carried in the purse or pocket, a
fall Into bis lobster pound
Saturday. medicine dropper and a bottle of
he
suffered
at
hand,
nothing Hyomei. Kxtra bottles can be ol>Help being
tained for 60c., making it a most
worse then e cold bath.
economical remedy lor the cure of
At tbe ennnal meeting ot tbe Baptist
—
catarrh.
a>clety held Thursday evening the foll)o not suffer lunger with catarrhal
lowing officers were elected: President, disorder*, but
get a Hyonu-i outfit
C. A. Crane; vloepresldent, M. H. from (}. A. Parcher, under his
guarCoombs; treasurer, L. E. Hancock; clerk, antee to return the money if It fails.
F. W. Coombs; janitor, A. J. Lindsey.
You run no risk whatever.
If it
C.
Feb. 22
cures, the treatment is not expensive,
while if it fails, Mr. Parcher will refund your money, and it costs you
WEST TEE MONT.

Hodgkins

back

No

Stomach Dosing.
Hyomei Uiut made go many cures of
the most chronic and de«|r-seated
cases of catarrh,
that
(ieorgu A.
l'arclter considers it a .specific in this
disease.
Air. Parcher extends an invitation
to all catarrh sufferers to call at his
store and purchase a Hyomei outfit
with the distinct uiulerstai ding that
it will lie absolutely free unless it effects a cure.
The chief reaaon for the unusual
success of Hyomei in the treatment of
j catarrhal troubles and other diseases
of the air passages, is the fact that it

BIRCH HAHBOR.

to

Elmer Young has moved
Granite.

with

Return

P. Mills, of Btontugtou, wss la
town Sunday.
Frank Hucklns snd wile visited friends
In Winter Harbor Saturday.

8. H.

are

Dorothy

Miss
week

Will
Falls.

Sumner

poorly.

went

aud

spent last

22._

MAKLBOuO.
Nahum

have moved home.

the<r
uni, Mrs. J. B. Johnson, returned home
Sunday.
L.
Feb.

L.

and

daughter

and

wife

•

Miss Lizzie Campbell, who has been attending the high school at Ellsworth, is
home. This home coming is a sad one
for Uer, as she has recently lost her ouly
sister, and as the little one died of diphtheria, she was not allowed to return be-

ire

spent Sunday

Rice

Chandler

So yes, who

Portland, and will become a
trained nurse. Her friends here wish her
tbe beet of succces in tbe noble work.

Mosley

Shaw,

•jasier

si

David

The Guaranteed Catarrh Cure.
Ceorge A. Parcher
Money If Hyomei

ber

at

spent Sunday lu No. 7, Steuben.
Charles Sargent, of Sorrento, Is
visiting ber mother-in-law, Mr*. Epps
Sargent.
E. M. Stevens and wife, who have been
living with Mr*. Stevens’ mother, Mrs.

Lake ice Co. ceased operaFeb. 20, and most of the employees

hospital

sick Hat.

Mrs.

The Maine

Miss Abbie

ilSbrrtisnnrnts.

the

Geneva

proving.

returned

on

at Mrs.

Wytuao Young,

Ortudle, who has been
past week, is Im-

have

Sargent Is

home in Birch Harbor.

for the

town

B.

"I never saw tucb an exclusive family."
•‘That's easily
"Hoe?"
explained."
"Tbey’ve cut loose from the society they
bad, and they can’t gel Into 1 he society
they seek."

G.

Mias Lula

parties.
E. E. Griudle aud daughter Agatha, ol
Sloutuglou, were lu town recently.

tions

Feb 22.

L’zile A. Hall, of East Sullivan,
F. P. Noyes.

Miss
m

horse

s

uf Brooklin

seriously

wort h.

WEST GOULDSBOttO.

BROOKS VILLE.

>-s

A

18

Mrs. Lluwood

fore.

Consumption

per.
Feb.

SPEC

from out of

recent Are.

-eady

_

ill

many years a resident of Ibis town, regret
to beer of ble serious Ultieae at the borne
of bl* eon, C. C. Camber, at North Ellv-

_

Feb. 22.

Miss Carrie T.

Mrs. A. G. Hooper, wbo bat recently
undergone a critical surgical operation.
!i gaining. A boat ot friends bope tor
h-r rapid recovery.
The many friends of C. J. Camber, for

On Tuesday afterinvitation of Mr. Bye, slxyoung men of the village

boy§ acknowledged themselves
for Mra. Hatch’s baked-bean sup-

Perserrenuice the watch-word.
Success at last.

nss

ing.

fore the

Learning is wealth.

illness

employed on
Qpnnri’ A 0»Ve-. w‘»o
l;»e granite work 01 tne Haitian le courthouse, i« nt home for a short st*y. The
ork has been suspend d becau-e of tbe
A

nuts were

Mark H. Ortudle

Mlu Lena Black Is visiting In Bang

<ave him a chopping match. Eight cords
were sawed and a large part of It split be-

their motto:

of the stage.
Spray

noon, at the
the
•en of

O.

Calvin B'lllngton Is at work (or Waldo
Cowing getting out pulpwood.
Guy Burrlll la expected borne Feb. 27
from Little Deer Isle, where he Is teach-

rheumatic shoulder.

to meet at bet

Me-

DEDHAM.

be landed at Stonington,
passed through the village Wednesday,
en route for 8«rgentvllle.
Capt. Seth Hatch la suffering from a

passed around.
feeling wei
rep.Id for (he effort made to detnoustrau-

social entertainments, while the new
add* much to

Hluebfll with tbe pastor. Rev. j. D.
Grew, Sunday.
Feb 22.

Reach had to

Ail started for their homes

upon the commit tee 1*» chsrg*.
enlarged hall aff »rds ample facilities

Yar-

Three of Gray’s teams, heavily loaded
vlth grain, that because of Ice on the

uonie% after which the meeting was closer
in due form.
Then cams the social hour
when

from

blaparenta.

there.

extended to Mrs.

was

came

with

held Its Frances Willard memorial meeting Feb. 17 at Mra. Ida
Pert'a.
Mathew Roberta and wife, of Newton,
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Roberta’ stater,
Mrs. C. C. Warren.
Mrs Richard Smith has gone to Pembroke to visit ber eon, Kev. Ernest Smith,
who is pastor of the Methodist church

winter.

for the invitation

are

ot private school at tbe vl|l,ge
Monday ol last week.

roomi

Presiding-E'der F. L. Heyward bald
quarterly conference at tbe Methodist
veatry Saturday evening, and went to But

C. T. U.

The W.

Miss Erma Jordan
Song...Mrs Elizabeth Jordan
Music-...Miss Grace Jor^n

Hasiam

school

other pages

r», *M

Vernon Small and wife
mouth last week and

ttie

rredtt
Tbe

additional (\mnty N*

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

of the members who Is

one

short term

COUNTY NEWS.
•or

boys, and when they clapped at the
! end of the readlug the very dog appeared
age. To-day a part of tbd town is re.,u the scene, aud barked as though to
ceiving tbe water flow.
After tue
vouch for its truthfulness.
Stephen Gilley slipped and fell last week,
of the readlug paper the following proinjuring himself quite severely. Mrs.
was carried out:
Gil ey returned from Bangor la-t week, gramme
where she submitted to the pluckiog out ilualc-Instrumental.Miss Marlon Jordan
Duet, Mrs Elizabeth Jordan, Miss Erma Jordau
has so long been a
of the eye which
Music—Instrumental.Miss Bessie Jordau
Her friends hope
source of much pain.
iU-cltatlon—"Why i Went to the Foot,"
of

supp’\

upon their

Ml. DESERT.

print anonymous communications.
If “D.” will kindly send his (or her)
name, the matter sent can be used.

well

aa

_

LEAGUE.

Ljugie.low league

Dog” Story

"A True

most.

Friday.

Odd

A.

Arthur

M.

re-

where

nave

a

is

mence

and

wiram-n

ms

ana

Invitation the

Feb. 22

M. E. Moon and Mrs. Frank C.

Miss

«://C

*

gf

re

on

C/Yn’C quickly coral hythatnld reliable family remedy
a^Waftw Johnson's Anodyne Liniment. For Internal aa

came toe reading of tbe
paper by tue editor, Miss E.izabetb Jordan, which proved very interesting, especially tbe ''camping out” story by Miss

Stifrcrtisrmntfa.

wife, of Ml.
Thursday.

postpaid

s

After business

friend-

vialled

t

«<arJV
C"

oiler disease..

l'Ol’(>HS, COLDS, CROUP

No. 1 met with Mrs. Sadie Has
is 111 Feb. 19.
Althougu auowlog hard,
most of the members arrived early.
The meeting was called to order by the
vice-president, Mrs. Elizabeth Jordan.

be fine session.

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Miss Alice Q. Bunker
in Bar Harbor last week.

BAS

ATM

Taking one pill
case of Cholera.

JOHNSON A CO.. Boston, Mnsa.

t. S.

district

M.

22._

Desert

By

upon the woman suffrage conWashington, D. C has kindly
remembered many of her frlnuds here
with papers containing full rrp'rta of

tbe

indulgent

very

a

hold Kerer, mid
trugglata, or Bent

WALTHAM.
LONGFELLOW

vention at

Feb 22.

tu*

as

In valuable.
■evened many
ire

account of the winter at

an

con-

tendance

tbe

fire-bell of

left tbe bouse tbe

Hannah Gilley, who has been

abling her lame limb, causing great pain
and a helpless condition.
Dr. A. M. Fulton, who has been in at-

fv

and seven

sad

read

•cenery,x lately purchased,

from ueuralgla of the heart.
Mr. Webstei’s family, which consists of hie
wile and two children, reside* at 249 London
street, and though they were sent for, when t»
was found that he was dying, they did not arrive
until after his death. The body was removed
to his home this morning. His atre was ilftysix years, four months

Mrs.

a run

The following is taken from a Lowell
of
paper which also contained a£picture
Lieut. Webster:

about

j

fined to the house many months, slipped
and fell heavily last week, further dis-

tiresome hunt for tbe leaks in the
main water pipe, and for fully a week the
wellsand springs in the village have had

WEBSTER.

8

|

Springer

J. A. Freeman

tion to read relating to Washington. The
novel entertainment was much enjoyed.
DEATH OF P.

Mrs.

»'on,
for several

employed

A PREVENTIVE

tweuty roerobera of John Dority
Patnola
Sullivan, visit*!
grange. East
grange Saturday evening. After the flr*t
and second degrees were given two candidaiea, a Washington programme was prt
seuted. Mr- O. W. F<»e* gave the history
of the Washington family; Mtse Ethel

kinds.

had

paper), and each member,
piece of pie, drew forth a selec-

her

from

«"d

from B

returned

od

>

I Valley Forge; Washington monument
J Stephen Harmon went to Stomugton
was described by Mrs. H. W. Johnson;
last week to take the p'aee of hia brother,
Miss Kena Springer recited a poem of tt •
to the
has
who
gvua
Harmon,
Joseph
Farewell address; Mrs. Maud Bowden
to:
treatment
hospital
recited a portion of the eulogy on WashThe Frances E Willard comrremorailve ington; Mrs. Emilia Foes sang "Ml. Ver*
meeting will be held at the Congrtga- ! non Bella"; Mtse Naocy
AJbbott spoke of
28, a visit to Mount Vernon.
tioual church Sunday evening, Fe
Capt. A. I. Foes
In
the Will lard union and the Ya uniting
recited a poem, aiid at the close, the tabthe service.
leau, "The Army and Navy," was shown.
A. E. Farnsworth wVirt to Chicago fast
Miss Bertha CMnt impersonated ColumHia trip to Norway bia. K. C. Smith, In a military suit, rupweek on business.
was enjoyable in
many waya, and he reseuted the army, and A. B. Fosses s
brought home several specimens of Nor- sailor the navy.
wegian handiwork and curios of various
M.
Feb. 22.

t

covered with

last

Mrs. A. E.

the letters

also

and

report,

ceived from

at

few

at

the CongregaThe roll-call meeting
tional vestry Wednesday evening was a
atpleasant occasion, and there was a good
tendance. It opened with devotional exercises led by the pastor. Rev. E. Bean.
Mra. L. L. Partridge, clerk, read an exin

of the

R H. Young bas gone to Tunk pond
foT

again.

cellent

Mr

to

born

•

mouths.

ton.

in health.

improved

as

*o

j

GIHey Feb. 4, died tt»»* 15th.

Edwin Clark has

out

illness

little

F«*as

1.

A

Mrs.

Laws and Bertba Cline.

About

visit t^ Brooksvllle

a

where he baa been

ijbu ids boro far* visit.

fefs

The

beverett

BLUE H ILL.
confined
Arthur Howard,
to the house with erysipelas In the face, Is

annch

urday from

__

who baa been

committee,

utive

Harry HH! mid wife returned 8at-

Rev.

Spec.

8. J. Johnson has finished filling his icehonse at the Point.
Miss Msy Young has gone to West

O

pagr»

SOUTHWBST HARBOR

Robertson.

Mrs. Maude

see other

\r*e*

County

Misses Alice

on

entertained by

tie

recent illness.

8.

For addition*

work, Mrs. Cora
; Stover, Mrs. Amanda Nash, Mrs. Minnie
:
Bragdon. Next Thursday t be ladies will
committee

urer;

Gertrud*
W. Foss; secretary, Mias
Fuss; treasurer, Miss Carrie Foss; exec

COUNTY NE\V>.
I

1

Capt. Charles Wood and Mrs. J.
Gott are atili on tbe aide list.
Mrs.

Nellie Uagertby commenced

Subscribe

E-

a

For It.

i

news. I COUNTY NEWS.
■county
otAsr pae«. fbr additional County .\>v»
County A«»..
.M

tfdUional

BKOOKLIN.

I

I

I
I

tot. loe-boas..
0. C. Hall b« fitted
his horse last week.
j8me« Gray lost
Ba.pb Bant laauB.rlug from erysipelas.
Mrs. A W. Bridges visited friends at
Booth Uloeblll last week.
E

l.

Joliusoo, of Deer Isle, fa visiting at
William

Kreelhy’a.

Uapl.
Misses Florence Bartlett and Caro Mayo
acboot in Burry.
•re attending
Allies McDonuell la visiting her llttie
friend, .via be I Allen, at Sargentvllle,
Allen has sold hla Island in
j{
q
Centre Harbor to Mr. Klidufl, of New
York.
E.i vard

Griffin

Freeiny’s noose,
onto

has

and

purchased

lias

othrr

«««

bad

It

John
moved

uie tot.

Miles Brown, of SfirgentvUle, war
guest of her mother, .Mrs. Kramn
Kane, last week.
W.
Bmitb, Lewi*
John Staple*, R.
Smith and Frank Bowden went to Stuniogton.for freight Thursday.
Mr*.

the Icemen to Ellsworth
h'*me.

on

their way

L'xxle Pert, all hough quite IP. wan rehome of her
alater, Mra.

moved to the

Fugeraon,
Sedgwick, Thursday.
Mrs. George Jordan la
very 111 with

duugbter, of 8ar-

and

him

Torrey.

corn, which he
a long freight

Lewis and Irving Leach went to Penobscot Saturday to visit relatives.
8. D. Hinckley, of
Bluehlll, who has

gerously as she faced the bellboy.
The bellboy was Impressed. lie eyed
tl
door as if meditating escape before
she proceeded to stronger methods.

after

a

lauded tuere.
haul.

It Is

been employed at the Ice-works es cook
this winter, Is home.
The Royal Arch chapter of Northwest

Feb. '£1

M.

J. B. Sylvester bas written borne a
pleasing description of bis visit to an
ostrich farm in California, and bus sent
pictures of tbe oetricb eggs sod birds In
various sizes.

Feb. 22.

Substitute
SOUND.

A

son was

Bracey Feb

born to
16

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney

(George. H.)

Gerald Richardson hss returned from
Waltham, where be bas been employed.
A

born to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence

son was

WEST

Feb. 22

EDEN.

Nat ban Richardson and wife

B.
_

arc

home

FAVORITE AGES OF WOM

i n.

from Marlavllle.

Lizzie S. Stanley, of Hull’s Co\e

Miss

visiting

has been

friends at

iudian

Point

past week.
Judith Ktttredge has gone to
Northeast Harbor to visit her daughter,
Mrs. Alice Graves.

the

Mrs.

The d.ep

retarding the workto get the trees for
the Kaue and Blair jobs at Bar Harbor.
men

who

snow

are

is

trying

Mrs. Nettie Higgins, who has been employed st Thomas Knowles’, returned
home Sunday. Mrs. Knowles is convalescent.
Miss Carrie Wtggin, wbo has bee
spending u few weeks at Bayeide with her
brother, came .home last Saturday fora
short

stay.
Miss Hannah Stanley closed her school
Friday uoon, as she was obliged to return
to

her

home in Monticeiio

on

account of

the Illness of bur mother.

F nelon Higgins and wife, of Bar Harbor, were here Friday to see Mrs. Higgins’
mother, wbo has been quite ill, but wbo
Is

now

able to sit

up

a

short

time each

day
Feb. 22.

M.

SEDGWICK.
W. H. Stanley, 1h ill again after Jan
encouraging convalescence.
The foreign mission society of the Baptist church met with Mrs. Fanuie Herrick
the 18th.
Mrs.

Miss Josle Treworgy and boys, of Stonington, are visiting ber aunt, Mrs. Lizzie

Murphy.
D. D. G. Master B. H. Cushman, of Pe-

nobscot,

was

in town the 16th

on

an

of-

ficial visit to Eggeraoggin lodge.
Gross, high priest, and eighteen
members of Piue Tree lodge, R. A., visited the Sedgwick brethren the 17th, and
conferred the R. A. degree. The Sedgwick brethren were highly pleased with
the visit.
Fee. 22.
C,
A O.

NORTH SEDGWICK.

Eugene Allen is in Surry.
Myrtle Carter spent last week at North
Brookiin with ber cousin, Mrs. Hattie
Tyler.
Miss Lida Perkins, of Penobscot, was in
tow it Sunday with ber auut, Mrs. Eiiza
Durgan
Mr. and Mrs. dwelt, of Ellsworth, are
Mrs. W. E. Clossou.
Mr Swett is
working for H. D. Thurston.
E. K. Herrick and wife, of Bluehill,
were in town Sunday
calling on Mr.
Herrick’s sister, Mrs. Abbie Page.
Feb. 22.
Rae.
with

GOCLDSBORO.
Brewer Whitten is very ill with pneu-

tnouta.

David Guptill, who has been away at
wora siuce early last
fail, is home.
John Whitaker and wife have been
a
few days with friends at
■pending
South Gouidsboro.
Feb. 22

_Jkn.

Xu Cure

a Cold in One Lh»j.
Broatto Quinine Tableta. All
rafund the money If U falls to cure.
brove 8 signature Is on each box. 26c.

JrH5WS

A. w.

I'hoy Appear
teen
nntl

to

iCauttc

Between

Six-

Twenty-four Years.
It may worn strange that women
have preferences for particular ages.
An inspection of tbe census, however,
leaves no room for doubt that certain
years are preferred and certain other
years disliked by the. members of the

gentler

sex.

Of children fourteen years and under
the number of boys is nearly 400.000
greater than the numlH*r of girls; at
fifteen the boys are still G.000 ahead of
Ihe girls; at sixteen the girls are 0.000
Ihe more numerous, and each year
thereafter
until
the
twenty-fourth
there is an excess of women over men.
The favorite ages within these limits
ire eighteen and twenty. There are 24.100 more misses of eighteen than there
are boys of that age. and the young
ladies twenty years old exceed tl*»ir
At
masculine companions by 54.000.
twenty-four and twenty-five the numbers of tbe two sexes are nearly equal.
Then the women begin to grow less
with great rapidity. The most unpopular jiges are thirty and forty. At the
former age there is a difference of 78.
000 between the two sexes; at the latter

83,000.
One peculiar circumstance Is that
there are more women twenty years
old than there are gil ls of thirteen or
fourteen or any age up to twenty.
This fact conclusively demonstrates
that twenty Is a very healthful age.
But If the younger ages are unhealthy,
where did the Increased number who
are twenty years old come from?
No
women are born that old.
Only an unusually elastic theory can
account for these peculiarities with becoming gallantry to the lovelier sex.—
J. S. Gilliam in Ladies' Home Journal.
Used

to

Fill I'p.

Mrs. Billus (after the company had
gone)—Johnny, you shouldn’t have eaten those preserved fruits.
They were
not intended to be eaten. They were
put on the table to till up.
Johnny Billus—Well, that’s what I
nsed ’em for. mamma.
An Exception.
Ascum
He’s particularly pleasant
when you get him In a reminiscent
mood, don’t you think?
Borroughs— Not always. He was in
Just such a mood the other day and recalled a loan of 95 he had made to me.
—

—Exchange.
The Better Way.

"Shure ah’ I

hate to be Pavin’ ye.

>*nnls.”
*Ach. Nora, me darllnt. I can’t bear
the si [Miration. If we must part let’s go
Pglther."—Kansas City Journal.
candid Judgment, profesor. Will my daughter become a g od
violinist in time?” "Well, no,ma’am; not
In lime. But with the eiidlese agee ot
eternity to practice in, she might become one.”
“I

want your

I
i

|

load of

Wednesday
had

Stonlngton

long pole was suspended from
Higgins Feb. 18.
one part of the bMll, and a prize of a silk
Clarence Cousins and daughter Goldie,
sofa pillow was offered the person making
the best guess upon the length of the* of Bar Harbor, were calling on friends
stick. Capt. Charles Scott won the pil- here Saturday.
low. Dancing continued till 2 a. no.
Mrs. E. M. Higgins is working for Mrs.
Feb. 22.
E.
Sadie Higgins.
A

^

She was so decidedly petite that even
when she drew her figure to its greatest
height tlK assumption of dignity was
laughable. But her eyes sparkled dan-

Frank Gray

Mrs. Frank Moulton Is to poor health.

success.

The ball given by the North Deer Isle
sidewalk society at the town ball, Feb. 18,
waaone of the Interesting social events
of the seasoo. Music was furnished by
E. C. Woodworth, Charles Carman and
Miss Mary Green, assisted by George
Bletben, of Clark’s island. Capt. Charles
Scott made an admirable floor manager,
and with bis aids, Cspts. Leslie Hardy,
Frank Haskell, “Jack” Stinson and Wellington Torrey, left nothing further to be
desired. The guess-cake, made by Mrs.
Frank Haskell, was won by Capt. Judson

I

Copyright, tana, by TX. McClnrn
^

(
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....By MARY WOOD

to

J.

geiitviile, were guests of Mrs. George
BLUEHILL FALLS.
Knight Sunday.
Mrs.
O.
W.
Emerson and son, of 9uuErueat Torrey Is home from Providence
sblne, were tbe guest of her brother, A. K
waiting orders from New Haven, Conn.,
to take command of the three-master C. Conary, Saturday.
Roes Kane, of Sedgwick, was tbe guest
C. Lane.
This will be the young man’s
first charge, and his numerous friends of friends here Friday.
here wish

f

4

|

CHICAGO

went

measles.

Harbor, assisted the chspter at Sedgwick
Wednesday evening. They report a flue
time. Some remained over
night.
Mrs. Sneet Is uteklng extensive repsirs
on the Interior of her house.
Harry DorHy and Ed Byard are doing the work.
A party of forty-one from Deer Isle
Owing to the severe cold and storm,
crossed Eggemoggin Reach on the Ice
Colombia chapter of Eastern Star, of
Feb 14, and dined at Hotel Dorlty.
Sedgwick, omitted the ride to Northwest
Capt. Abner Dodge died at the home of Harbor. Toey look
supper at the Lytubis »un, M. L. Dodge, at North Brookliu, more.
About twenty-Bve were present.
Friday, Feb. 19, of pneumonia, aged sev- The Invited
guests were Hon. Henry Vr.
enty-nine years.
Sargent and wife, Harvard Grlndal and
Une Femme.
Feb 22.
wife, Roland Durgln and wife, of Wist
Sedgwick.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Percy Perkins and Mlsa Lida Perkins,
Mm. Eileu Hayes, wbo baa been ill, ia
of Penobscot, cslled on Mr. and Mrs. J.
better.
A. Moore Friday.
Opt. Deforest Small is visiting his
Many of the recent arrivals at the
parents.
Lynn more are W. N. Brown, W. CorllTne Maine Lake Ice Co. has suspended
ilsrd, W. J. Oammage, S. G. Hinckley,
operations.
Lou Smith.
Wood

|
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tbe

Edward

| MISS HALLOW AY!

page

8AKUENTVILLE.
On Tuesday Fred Saigent took sixteen

of

lastly and In nowise interfered with
her heart action or gradual Increase of
avoirdupois.
Now she looked entreatinglv at her
daughter and murmured, “Oh, Belle,

i

"Now, see here.” she exclaimed belligerently. "this Is the third note I have
written to the office, and 1 want a reply tills time."
“If you would go down to the desk,”
the bellboy insinuated apologetically,
"Mr. Parker”—
"No. 1 will not go down to the desk,”
Miss Ilalloway interrupted decidedly.
"That head clerk Parker, or whatever
name he answers to. shall come up here
or 1 will know the reason why.”
The bellboy departed promptly. "And,

by the way.” she called after him, "just
hustle along some telegraph blanks on
your way buck. I have a few things to
say to my father and some of his
friends concerning the lack of accommodations at the Great Eastern.”
‘■oil. Belle, Belle,” waileil Mrs. Hnllowuy, wliose ample form bad collapsed in one corner of a red plush sofa,
"how can you make such a disturbance? Now, If your father was only
here. But the two of us ulone, without
And she rolled her eyes
a protector!”

j

recklessly.

repeated

When Charles Dickens was a hoy at
ABSTRACT OF THB
Wi lllngton House academy it was the
ANNUAL STATEMENT
secret pride of the students there that
OF THB
AIM INSURANCE COMPANY,
they uv mal more white mice, red polls
and linnets thuu any other set of boys
HARTFORD, CONN.
within their ken. These were kept lu On the 81st day of December, 1903, made to
the State of Maine.
hut boxes, drawers and even in the
school desks. A small but very accom- Incorporated 1819. Commenced business 1819.
Wu. B. Clark, Presid nt.
plished mouse which lived In the corner
W. H. Kino, Secretary.
of a Latin dictionary In Dickens’ desk
Capital paid up in cash, $4,000,000.
und could draw Itoman chariots, fire
ASSETS. DEC. 81, 1903.
Paper muskets and scale pasteboard Real estate owned by the company, unincumbered,
$277,249 8$
ladders fell at last Into an overfull Ink Loans on
bond and mortgage
(flr«t liens),
1J,(00 0»
pot and lost both Its white coat and ita
Stocks and bonds owned by the
life. Dickens nevertheless won a priza
company, market value,
18,138,02497
Cash in the company’s princifor his Latin.
pal office and in bank,
1,207 ofitfBa
Agents’ balances.
480 59I 5
Interest
due and accrued,
&30 1®
Tajir'i Full Name.
“Mamma, what Is Topsy’s other
Cross assets,
$15,12 .lt>2 41
Deduct items not admitted,
nnme?”
115.2 2 97
“Topsy in the play? I don’t know,
Admitted assets,
$15,004 8J9 45
dear. I guess she hnsn't any other.
LIABILITIES, DEC. 81. 1903.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
It's Just Topsy. that’s all.”
claims,
$ 596.4rti 24
"Oh, she has another name. I heard Amount
required to safely re-insure all outstanding risks,
papa speak of It yesterday, but I can’t
4,299.099 $9
think of It now. Oh, yes, I remember. Total
liabilities,
$4 89>,5M/)5B
It’s Topsy Tnrvy!’’—Kansas City Jour- Capital actually paid up in cash.
4 OOO.OuOJDO
Net surplus beyond capital and
nal.
liabilities,

as

some

"They must be taught the deference
due to us, the Halloways of Chicago,”
said the girl. She was very young and
possessed of the follies as well as the
graces of youth.
The bellboy uow reappeared, bolding
out a handful of telegraph blunks like
a yellow flag of truce.
"Mr. Parker,”
lie averred, "he says—he’s coming.”
Miss
Ilalloway seized upon the
blanks and flung herself Into a chair
beside the writing table. "There will
probably be ample time lo get olT the
telegrams before he comes. Tilings
don't quickstep at the Great Eastern.”
"But. Belle,” Mrs. Ilalloway protested after the bellboy had closed the door
in reverential fashion, "had you not
better slip on another waist. Mr. Parker”—
“Mr. Parker.” tier daughter interrupted superciliously, “is a hotel clerk,
a servant.
This dressing sack is good
enougli for him.”
She dashed off a telegram and read it
aloud reflectively:

Elizabeth—Why?
Emeline—Everybody

says she talks
than I do.—Detroit Free Press.

more

fflrtlical.

A

Lasting Effect.

This Evidence Should Prove Every
Claim Made for Doan's Kidney

mes-

Pad—We are being shamefully
the Great Eastern.
If things
remedied we will change to the
Grand tonight.
But dun't worry.
1 am
running this affair, and you can bet on me.
ARABELLA HALLOWAY.
at

not

“I think that will nutfec tilings liot for
the Great Eastern.” she said triumphantly. She did not hear the knock at
the door nor Its noiseless opening. Her
mother's voice startled her. "Belle, here
Is Mr. Parker, but remember”—
Mrs. Holloway's voice trailed off into
a deprecating silence.
Miss Halloway
straightened up in her chair with the
laudable pride of a Judge about to eon“Mr. Parker,” she said Impressively,
"I have called you here to complain of
the treatment to which we have been
subjected by this hotel.” She began deliberately enough, hut the words soon
tumbled over each other In her vehemence.
"Ilow dare you.” she cried,
"how dare you put us Into this stuffy
back room, an eight dollar a day room,
when we have always been accustomed
to an eighteen dollar suit?
Do-you
know who we are—the Hallow ays of
Chicago? Is not our money as good as
or better than other people’s?”
The clerk remained silent And now
for the first time Miss Holloway looked
up—fur up—and encountered the serene
gaze of his brown eyes.
Mr. Parker, the clerk, was tall—unusually tall. I5ut it was not merely his
inches which gave authority of bearing. It was his self confidence, his mental poise. Intuitively Miss Hallowuy
of Chicago realized that here was a
man who would always be the master
of circumstances no matter how adverse the contrivlngs of fate. Her Judicial complacency vanished, and shame,
hot cheeked and defiant, stood as a culprit at the bar, for a twinkle lurked
In the cool depths of the brown eyes as
he said easily:
“1 can agree with you. Miss Halloway of Chicago, but only in part. Your
money is ns good as that of other people, but no better. At the Great Eastern first come must be first served, and
that” with a haif bow, "is why we
have been forced to give this room to
Miss Halloway of Chicago.”
His tone was courteous, but the girl
felt the sting of underlying reproof. It
All her
was a new experience for her.
twenty years had not discovered a per
The
son who should dare to cross her.
great T. P. Hallowuy himself lacked
the necessary courage, or. rather, he
openly encouraged her willfulness ns a
reincarnation of his own indomitable
spirit. As for Mrs. Halloway, she was
always a minus quantity on such occasions as demanded firmness.
She
preferred to lie comfortably seated and
wring her hands gently. Tears came

|
j

Miss Halloway laughed. “I won, but
I would not have If you had not been a
gentleman. Mamma and I are very
pleased to meet you, even in this informal fashion.”
Mrs. Halloway beamed upon them.
Peace and harmony were essential in
her scheme of things.
And peace and harmony—and Mr.
Parker attended her and her daughter
for the next few weeks. Mrs. Halloway
beamed. Miss Halloway was radiant.
Mr. Parker was assiduous—so assiduous. in fact, that Thomas P. Halloway
on his advent on the scene felt called
upon to interfere.
He did not hesitate, but Mr. Parker
spoke first. It is a way youth has. And
ho did not mince matters. He struck
straight from the shoulder.
“Mr. Halloway. I love your daughter;
she loves me. We are going to be married. Have we your approval?”
“The mischief!” ejaculated the astounded T. I\ Halloway. “Why, you’re
|
nothing but a hotel clerk. My daugh-'
ter”— Words failed him.
Mr. Parker was quite unmoved. “She
does not object.” he said easily. “Some
day I shall own this hotel, then you
will not object.”
T. P. Halloway glared at him. “I
will." he snorted. “And the sooner you
take yourself off the better it will be.”
“There is Iielle to b*» considered,” Mr.
Parker insinuated gently. “She usually
has her own way.”
T. P.
Halloway weakened visibly.
“Yes; she usually does.” he repeated
more

calmly.

And

the

matter

proved

no

exception

of

her marriag**
the rule. Sim
did. And that is how Miss Halloway
of Chicago became Mrs. Parker of New
York.
to

when

neys, and

either from

exertion

Pills have

never

During the
1

have

Pills to

proof

of

receive

or over-

stop it promptly.

which have elapsed
Doan’s

Kidney

and

I know of

resident who has

Doan’s Kidney Pills

than

more

one

be thankful

to

reason

easily

can so

be

obtained.

For sale by all dealers.

Price 60

cent*.

Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Remember the uame, Doan’s, and take
substitute.
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Insurance Statements.
ASM AL

STATEMENT.

Traders and Mechanics Ins. Co.,
LOWELL,

MASS.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1903.
Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
c ollateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

$ 14,250 00
75.311(0
12,350 00
530,8(5 25
28,188 06
17,483 00
3,426 79

Agents’balances,

lute rest and rents,

.*

Admitted assets,

$679,824 70

LIABILITIES DEC.

31, 1903.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
Ml other liabilities,
Surplus over all liabilities,

$

Total liabilities and

$679,824 70

1,100 00
311,375 22
6,606 53
$360,742 9)

surplus,

II.

GRANT

spellbound.
In the gallery sounded a clatter and
crash as one of the boys bolted for tlie
was

DOMINION OF CANADA.

Mortgage loans,
Stocks ai d bonds,
Cash in office and
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Gross assets,
Deduc. items not

bank,

20,000 00
1,80.5,488 86
143,912 88
443,la? 32
81,827 01

$2,444,366 0?
51,552 97

_

admitted,

$2,392,813

hi

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1903.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
Deposit Capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and
FRED

dis.”

O.

131,997 53

$

1,476,007
583,807

77
00
80

$2,392,813

10

201,000

surplus,

C. LYNAM, Agent,
BAR HARBOR.

COMMERCIAL

UNION

ASSURANCE

COMPANY, Ltd.
on

Gratitude.

The snake was trying to shed his
skin.
“Help me off with this, will you?”
he said to a frog that happened to be

passing.
The frog kindly complied with the
request and presently the discarded
pkin lay stretched along the ground.
“Now,” observed tbe frog, “I suppose
you will do with that as I do with my
castofT garments—eat it.”
“No.” said the snake. “There is something better In sight.”
Thereupon he ate the frog.
The moral of this, my dears, is that
there is more than one kind of skin
game, and some kinds are meaner than
others.—Chicago Tribune.

—.

—..

-——

--

ASSETS, DEC. 81,1903.

estate,
Mortgage loans,

Real

$ 888,148
112,000
2,218,693
452,524
610,697
6,292
12,235
6,353

Stocks and bonds,
C >sfc in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interests and rents,
All other assets,
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES, DEC.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums.
All other liabili ies,
Su'plus over all liabilities,

153, 65?3i

Gross assets,

$1,834,177 tk

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31,
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned piemiums.
Surplus over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus,
O. W TAPLEY,

$1,834,177.35
1903,
$

104,600 00

1,292,885ft
436,692.7®

$1,834,177 35
Agent,

ELL8WORTH, ME.

jUga.

_\ct:rce.

To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bucksport, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the seco'ful
day of February, a. d. 1904.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that no*
tice thereof be given to all persons interest*®,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Elisworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Elleworth, in Baid county, on the first day ft!
March, a. d. 1904, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

THE

cause.

Parke Godwin, late of Bar Harbor, in said
coiMity, dec ased. Certain instruments purporting to be the last will and testament and
co' icil
thereto of said deceased, togethsur
with petition for probate thereof, presented
by Harold Godwin, one of the exeoutor*
named therein.
Elizabeth A. Joy, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition that George W.
Patten or some other suitable person be apof the estate of stud
pointed adminibtrat
deceased, presented by George W. Patten, date
of the heirs of said decease !.
Frank E. Closson, late of Ellsworth, in said
Petition that A
O.
county, deceased.
Hagertny or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of safii
deceased, presented by Almeda J. Closson,
widow of said deceased.
Willis E. Treworgy, a perso
of unsound
mind of Ellsworth, i
s id
county. Petition
filed <y Ella Gordon, guardian, for license .to
sell certain of the real estate of said ward.
Emma E Kimball, late of Mount Desert, fn
said county, deceased.
Second account Of
Daniel E. Kimball, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Patrick Mulhern, late of Sullivan, in said
Petition filed by Bedford
county, deceased.
E. Tracy, one of the administrators of th*? estate of said deceased, t
have collateral inheritance tax assessed.
O. P. CUNNINGH AM. Judge of said Court.
A true copy. Attest:— (’has. P. Dorr. Register.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed administhe estate of William D. Thompson. late of Blueliill.in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all iudebted
thereto are requested to make pavment ImCharles F. Wkscott.
mediately.
February 2.1904.
he
THE
trator of

^T^HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
1
she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of John M. Merrill. 1st©
of Bluehill,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imAnnie M. Howe.
mediately.
February 2. 1904.
subscilbers

notice that
hereby
THE
they have been duly appointed
the last will and testament
give

executors
B.

of Gilbert

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed executOT
of the last will and testament of David M.
Rice, late of Gouldsboro, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indented thereto are requested to make
pavment immediately.
L. B. Deaby.
February ?, 1904.

■

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator with the will annexed of the estate
of Wellington S. Dunham, late of Orland, fn
the
county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as tne law directs. All persons having
demand? against the estate of said deceased
are desired to
present the same for settfement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Theodore H. Smith.
February 2, 1904.

69

00
75
16

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed administraTHE
of the estate of Olive Jennie
late

19
45
89

of Winter Harbor, in the county of Hancock
deceased, aud given bonds as the law directs
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imGborob W. Tracy.
mediately.
February 2,1901.

79

$4,306,946 22
12,194 31
$4,294,751 91
31, 1903.
$

TIHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
X
of the last will and testament of Nathaniel
C. Means, late of Surry, in the county df
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are
esired to present the same for settlement. and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Mary E. Means.
February 2, 1904.

THE

W. TAPLEY, Agent,
ELLSWORTH

as

Fable

Agents’ balances,

subscriber
r|^HE
he has been
X

$

Admitted assets,

“Come on. Jimmy!” he shouted back
“Hustle up!
to his “pal.”
Dey’ll be

A

U. 8. BRANCH
HAMBURG BREMEN FIRE INS. CO.,
OP HAMBURG, GERMANY.
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1903.
Stocks and bonds,
$l,622,04<Vj6
Cash in office and bank,
58,47233

demands against the estate of said deceased
Fire desired
to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Amanda M. Simpson.
Arthur T. Hill.
February ?, 1904.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1903.

door.

To him the acting had been at least
real as news.—Youth’s Companion.

The Baltimore Looses of tin
-®I'NA will be paid from Cask
hand—retained for exlKenda,
of this nature—without materially affecting the Assets or Supplus of the Company.

Simpson, late of Sullivan, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by ihe terms of said will. All persons having

CO., Agents,

WESTERN ASSURANCE CO.,
TORONTO,

$15,004,8984$
Agent,

on

rtf

ELLSWORTH.

This

story. \vhich*is reported from a Chicago
theater, is like the story of the artist
who painted a fire so vividly that his
servant threw water on it.
“Hamlet” was the play. In the gal
lerv two small newsboys were watching
with breathless interest. The last act
was drawing to a close.
The duel al
most dragged
the boys from their
chairs.
Before their eyes the queen was poisoned. Laertes killed, the king killed.
Hamlet killed.
On the final tragedy
the curtain started down. The audience

on

cold

unexpected

the realism of their art.

extras out

failed to

five years

a

of Doan’s Kidney

great many people in and around

a

Ellsworth,
that

attack has occurred

recommended

Realistic.

frequently

an

contraction of
few doses

a

GEO.
A (tors

and net surplus,
O. W. TAPLEY, Resident
ELLSWORTH, MB.

solation In life.

heartily
Doan’s Kidney Pills in the winter of 1897,
Influence radiated from her finger tips to his. There was added re- when I went to Wiggin & Moore’s drug
spect as well as admiration in the store for
my first box, 1 have never been
brown eyes. He recognized her powers
bothered so much with my back and kidas a strategist.
more

Aggregate, including capital

Competitor.
my greatest con-

Valued

Emeline—Sara is

meric

creet silence.

Pear
treated

Insurance Statements.

I*eta.

The girl lifted her head and laughed
She had not been crying at all. “You
can stop your crying now, mother,” she
Pills in Ellsworth.
said cheerfully; ‘‘it is all over with.”
She turned to the astonished Mr. ParRelief from the painB and aches of a bad
ker and extended her hand frankly.
back Ib always welcome to every backache
“And since you have acceded to my request,” she said sweetly, “let me apol- sufferer; but to cure a lame, weak or ach
ogize for having asked in—well—rather log back is what’s wanted. Cure it so it
peremptory fashion. It is a way I
have, unfortunately. Of course your will stay cured. It can be done. Here’s
promise holds good?”
the strongest evidence to prove It.
“Of course,” replied Mr. Parker a triJohn Chapman, of Spring St., near
fle stiffly. He could not avoid taking
her outstretched band. “Of course,” he Birch Ave., says:
“Since 1 first used

distractedly.
“Protector, fiddlesticks!" said the energetic Miss Holloway. “Have you no
spirit, mother?" She began to pace the
floor excitedly. "Would you be treated
as a nobody—you, the wife of Thomas
P. Ilalloway? Consider yonr position."
Mrs. Halloway doubtless considered
her position—she was absolutely at the
of her daughter’s scathing
mercy
tongue; therefore she maintained a dis-

are

don't, don’t!”
Miss Halloway did not hear.
Her
world seemed falling about her cars.
For the first time the shameful helplessness of her sex overcame her. But
woman's wit came to her aid.
Her
lips trembled piteously, and two large
tenrs ran down her cheeks.
This was a new method of warfare.
The redoubtable Mr. Parker stood
aghast: then, us became a prudent general, threw out scout lines.
“Really, Miss Halloway,” he said
soothingly, “the whole thing is a trifle
which we have foolishly exaggerated.
In the morning you will laugh at your
fancied grievances.”
But still the girl’s head was hidden
in her folded arms, and her shonlders
heaved. Mrs. Halloway sobbed, swaying comfortably back and forth, “if
your father were only here,” she
walled.
Mr. Parker looked from one to the
other despairingly. He was a young
man.
A woman’s tears are sacred—to
the chivalry of youth. He cast discretion to the winds and capitulated.
"Don’t cry, Miss Halloway,” he implored: "please don’t. I think that perhaps 1 can arrange the matter. A personal friend of mine has one of the
suits. Perhaps for you—yes, I am sure
I can arrange it.”
“On your word and honor?” asked
Miss Halloway of Chicago in a mutlled
tone.
On my word of honor,” he promised

=

Di.-ktfls' Sell mil

352,865 82
2,333.856 09
215,181 13
1,392,848 87

Total liabilities and surplus,
$4,294,751 91
O. W. TAPLEY, Agent,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Subscribe for The American.

subscriber

notice that

Tracy.

tor

subscribers

hereby give
that
THE
they have been duly appointed executors
of the last will and testament of George H.
notice

Parsons, late of Ellsworth, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bon^s being required
by the terms of said will. All persons
demands
the
having
estate
against

of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all inriel ted
thereto are requested to make payment imArno W. Kimg,
mediately.
Wblford H. Billings.

February 2,1904.

H
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f,.\uion swallowed his mirth and prepared to face the situation with her.
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It was the softest of spring days, and
Mowbray aud Miss Farrar strolled
through the greenery of the park with
tbe languid abstraction l»om of tbe
first warm weather and a friendship of
several years' standing. Though their
eyes drank in the beauty of the scene
the great stretches of
greensward, the trees ami bushes that
were bursting into the tender green of
the season as into a sort of silent song
—neither of them was thinking of it.
about

them

—

living over
other days inevitably brought back by
the warm breeze and the smell of
Miss Farrar, indeed,

was

j

other
springtimes
things
life meaut only the beautiful pos j
sibility of love. And Mowbray was j
thinking of her and wondering if by j
any chance it would be worth while to
tell her. for in spite of her unquestion-

growing

j

—

when

\

could not help
able attractiveness
feeling that be would find it hard to
look into those calm, dear eyes and
talk of love. Yet he was neither cow
he

simply
ardiv
iuexperieuv.-ed.
had a natural shrinking from being j
regarded with suppressed amusement j
by tbe woman he loved. And in her ap- j
i
parent immunity from such emotions
He

nor

that was what he feared. She would !
in all probability only laugh her light
frank laugh and say, "Nonsense, Clark: j
don't be silly!”
He sent a speculative glance toward j
her as she walked beside him looking j
.ifT into the distance with the preoecupied air of a woman whose whole mind
was given to some engrossing and per- j

j

siatent

“Let

thought
us

sit

for awhile,

she

proposed

they reached the top of a knoll
where, under a solitary tree, a bench in
as

vited relaxation.
Suiting the action
to the word, she seated herself comfortably with her elbows placed defiantly on the back of the bench, an
attitude peculiar to her aggressive
moods and one which Mowbray had
learned to recognize as premonitory of
an intention to talk tilings out to a fin
He wondered what it woukl be
ish.
this time, for he had long since dropped
into his role of mentor.
He waited patiently with eyes tlfet
roved carelessly over the mansions on
the far side of Fifth avenue, which in
turn sent back a well bred stare, knowing that her feelings would soon reach
At last she
the point of overflow.
broke the silence.
“Do I look to you like a person selected by fate to be distinguished among

women—disagreeably

distinguished.

1

J

vagneiy.
“Oh, now don't try to soften the
truth." she interrupted quickly. “I'm
after facts, and 1 am not going to la j
anything you may say up against you.'
“I haven't the least idea what it is
about, but I am glad that there is go-

j

ing to be no aminos.ty." Mowbray observed politely. Then be settled himself to listen. It was one of his virtues ;
that he never missed his cue.
Her next words came out rather ate

ruptly.

mm

uuaiwuc.

snow

"Stranger*

"Well—now—l didu’t say just that,
rnp'rrkiht, *■**. h T.c. Mr Hurt
you know!”
—
of
a
was
faint
There
a
suspicion
If Millie had imt worn her bine gown
Mush on Miss Farrar's smooth cheek*
but bcr glance met Mowbray’s with it- the story might have been different.
1
Whether it was tin* color or the fluff
usual unswerving honesty.
“Men have told me that they love*, I of it or the way if clung to and molded
But that's no', j her slim suppleness, nol*ody could say.
me— several of them!
was patent, somehow it
a proposal, you know, any more that, ! but the fact
it’s a purchase when I say that 1 adorv : transformed her from a very pretty
girl In; » un elflau 1 queen. Millie was
a string of p- .iris at TlHauy’s!”
you set*, a Spa* -*h blond, with velvet
“A-a-h!”
dark eyes and hair of the palest gold.
The ejaculation was full of enlighten
Small wonder in the blue gown she
meat. Mowbray was l ginning at last
to understand things that had always | swept John Eustace off his feet and
made him for;* ! some things he ought
s
his next question
puzzled bin
showed.
j to have remembered.
His betrothed. Alice Ellison, for ex
"Would it be impertinent to ask how
Ali<e was as good as her plenjrou have received these declarations?” ample.
"Why. I just listened! You see. it's tiful gold but stubby, dull colored and
She was.
on the s*jrfa<t» dull witted.
!* makes oue feel so
embarrassing.
above all things, dutiful.
Duty was
terribly conscious.”
indeed the early root of her love for
“What about the man?” Mowbray
John. If she had not happened to be
"Ikjosiit it occur to
asked quietly.
you that perhaps he might need a little bora, the Ellison fortune would have
encouragement—that perhaps he might gone to John's father. Ellison Eustace.
Her father laid married in a fit of
be a trifle conscious too?”
For a moment there was silence be- pique when he was on the edge of sevHe lived to see his daughter
The point of view was enty.
tween them.
utterly new to Miss Farrar, aud she nine years old am! to impress npon her
that she must marry her second cousin
was obviously impressed by it.
and so keep the money in the Ellison
“i never thought of that.” she ad
“1 thought that sort
blood.
mitted slowly.
of thing was so in a man's line— his
John, five years older than Alice, had
metier." She laughed a t it ruefully.
accepted hVs fate philosophically. UnA squirrel darted swiftly across the
til chance flung Millie across his path
An only child
he had never repined.
grass and. turning its head jauntily to
one side, fixed a bright, inquiring eye
and motherless, he had grown np his
Then, with a saucy wave father’s intimate comrade.
Thus wo
U{K>n them.
of its tail, it scurried away.
men. especially young women, had nev“I have it.” said Mowbray, “I have er worn for him the r '♦ate glamour « f
it!
Learn from the squirrel!
Light- unschooled youth. St ill his father had
airiness, coqttettishnoss!
Don't by uo means tried t.i put an old head
ness.
u»K>n y
you see what I mean?” And he looked
ung shoulders nor to breed in
at her teasingly.
It
his son contempt for womankind.
as not to op aivcrrpu.
nui sue
was only that love and women were
am serions." she assured him. “There's
pushed to the background, reckoned
always a reason for everything, and mere episodes beside the rush and
there must be a reason for this. There's scurry of truly manly pursuits. Mar
Alice Nixon.
She's not so awfully riage was honorable in all men—marpretty. I heard her say that she had riage w ith Alice would be thrice bon- ;
had nineteen proposals!"
Miss Far- orable, safe and profitable. Thus when
rar's voice was touched with awe
she came to eighteen John had a cer
Then a skeptical thought soiled her. tain satisfaction in putting the ring
"Still—she's from the south!" she add- upon her finger and even chafed a lit
ed. and her tone implied that an allow- tie over the fact that by her father’s
ance should lie made for the fact.
express desire she was to stay single
Mowbray bit his lip.
until she was one and twenty.
"Then there's her sister—Just an ordiHe honestly believed himself in love
narily nice girl—follows with fifteen. and truly felt for her a tender fondness
Marion Tierce owns up to a dozen, and that had begun when, a sturdy little
Beth Garrett—dear, homely Beth—ac- lad. he had guided her tottering baby
knowledges six! 1 asked her because steps.
He meant always to guide,
I specialty wanted to find out.
Per- guard and cherish her as t*ecame a gen
haps you can imagine how queer it tie man. even though in his swelling
makes me feel"
visions of the future she was no more
"What do you say upon such occa- than a dumb, submissive shade.
If!
sions?” demanded Mowbray, watching she would never be a brilliant figure,
the squirrel that was again eying them still less would she be one of whom a
j
from a distance.
husband must needs be ashamed. In
There was a palpable pause before deed he was altogether a little more
j
Miss Farrar replied.
But at last her than content with
the ordering of
straightforwardness prevailed.
things until six months before hia.wed"Sometimes I shake my head and ding day he came under Millie’s spell.
look rather shocked. Then they think
He saw her first upon a spring morn
that I disapprove of snch conversations it
full of hot. shining and Ian- d rif—think I'm noble you know! At other fling airs.
I>ew still sparkled on the
times I ianch and say, T have never gra><. and overhead in the green gold »
had one? in a tone which implies Just of new leafage robins fluted delicately
the reverse.”
the joy of life and love. To his en i
She finished this confession and look- chanted
eyes Millie embodied the shin j
ed at Mowbray out of the corner of her ing. the bird song, the softness of the
eyes in a way ftiat drove the last vessouth wind, the warmth of the sun. !
tige of fear out of his mind. This naive
\\ iiat
r or
tney sa;<i is immaterial.
woman, the person whose dignity and
two hours they walked together over
coldness he had stood aloof from in the ragged lawn turf or stood in rapt 1
absolute embarrassment for so long! contemplation of newly open rose*,
j
He could have laughed at the absurdity And then in a safe seclusion of greenof it. Why had she never shown him
est shade he drew her within his arms
j
her real self before?
and kiss<-d her. not lightly, but as one
“I think I shall propose to yon.” he who takes what is supremely to- own.
|
remarked deliberately.
Then followed a heavenly fortnight
For a second she looked surprised, Eustace masterfully pushed out of his !
and then her eyes danced.
mind all thought that might mar this j
"Let It be in yonr best style." she new bliss
He rarely spoke Ids love i
pleaded. "Remember, it's my first, and and after that first kiss was sparing ;
I fear it may lie my last too!”
of demonstration. There was no nisei ;
He leaned toward her and looked 1 of it when each understood so perfectstraight into her eyes.
ly what was in the other's heart Yet
“It will be your last, undoubtedly!” at the end of every day's comradery
His voice was low and tense.
For a Eustace had a sense of something imlong moment he looked at her—looked pending ever drawing nearer. He rein a way that first made her small ears fused to let himself look further than
|
burn and then troubled her clear gase. i the next day's end, but somehow, somewhich wavered and fell.
where, he knew he would be called to
“I love you. dear.” be said simply, I [iay a bitter scot
“and I think yon know the rest Tell
His chiefest care was for Millie. No
me that you do.”
harm must touch her, however it fared
1
Her cheeks were hot and her Ups with him. She was so young, so intrembled. A strong hand reached out oocently gay. so innocently foolish, he
j
and took hers in a masterful way. and was doubly bound to protect her. even
she suddenly knew that something against himself. It was heaven to see
which she had never even dreamed— her bloom and sparkie at his approach.
1
was true.
She left herself so artlessly undefended
“But I asked you!” she moaned when now and again there came a lamp in
at last she recovered something of her his throat. A man who could speak,
wonted serenity. “I positively asked who could even think, lightly of her
you!"
would deserve death twice over.
“Ton encouraged me," he corrected,
So the idyl drifted through hoars,
“and that's what they usually do, only sunlit and starlit Perhaps it was some
your method was brutally direct.”
ill star in its course that brought home
It was when she began to flush again Joe Cantrell. Millie's brother, who
that he added. “I shall always have liTed out in the big world and knew
something to tease you about, dearest” its ways. He came unannounced just
And the squirrel, which had been as dusk fell down, making his way
watching them in the lingering hope through the devious side path ail tan
that they might possibly have brought i gled with sweet shrubs. When Millie
him nuts, like sensible people, gave up I met him a little later, her eyes were
>
in disgust and scurried away.
starlike, her cheeks of damask bloom;
but sight of her could not win him
from icy anger.
He never explained
Fontenelle's Presence of Mlaf.
“Yon will be ready to go
The distinguished
French author, anything.
Fonteneile, was fond of asparagus back with me two days hence,” he said,
Millie got very
rooked in butter. Cardinal Dubois was frowning heavily.
equally in love with the vegetable serv- white, but went silently toward the
As she was mounting it
| stair foot.
ed with white sauce.
Being once invited to dine together at j her brother said, with a taunting laugh.
the house of a friend the effort was : “Next time you choose to kiss and fonmade to gratify the palates of both by dle a man take care that I am not In
or that be is not engaged to mar
preparing half the asparagus with but- sight
ter and half with white sauce.
While ! ry another woman.”
She knelt, shivering, by her bedside
the preparations were in progress the
until she heard him go ont after a leinews was brought in that the cardinal
surely supper. And she was still kneelwas dead.
Fonteneile did not wait a moment ing when lie came In. stamping heavRusiiing to the door of the klteben. be ily. well toward midnight. He stopped
cried to the chef: "Jean. Jean!
You beside her father's high black secretary, Sung down the lid with a bang.
may cock all the asparagus In butter.”

j

mean?" she demanded, turning toward
him with a directness which challenged
He regarded her in
a truthful answer.
a manner intended to convey that he
was making an exj>ert examination.
“No." he admitted. “I can't say that
He stopped rather
yon do—that is"—

“I'm not especially plain, do you
think ?”
Her tone was deprecating, but she
turned her face toward him in a man
ner as impersonal as if she were calling his attention to the landscape,
Then she continued impartially:
‘That is. I suppose I would be classed
’’
•is *fair to middling.’
He nodded assent with a gleam of
mischief in his eye.
‘To tell you the truth"—her tone had
dropped into the personal confidential
key—“I'm not at all conceited about
my looks, but I’ve always flattered myself that I am rather interesting."
The statement ended with a rising inflection which made it a question, and
it was evident that she was awaiting
bis decision with some anxiety.
"Rather interesting, I think we may
say." he agreed suavely.
“And I'm sure I’m affectionate and
fairly good tempered and—and'—
Mowbray encouraged her by a nod.
—“and domestic."
“I shall have to take your word for
that."

tone.

Martha.
M* Culloch-Vn a.lamy
Bv

j

j

j

1 am.

So I want yon to explain to me”—her
voice was growing tumultuous—“but
first promise on your honor that you’ll
never tell—bow it is that I’ve reached
the age of thirty-three without ever
having had a proposal.”
Mowbray threw himself back and
roared, while her arms came down off
the bench and she dropped her face i
upon her hands and sat looking at him
with the ponied air of a pupil at the
ieet of a master.
“When you’ve done laughing.” she
began with dignity.
“Pardon, dear, a thousand pardons!”
He had never called her that before,
ind there was something in his voice
which bespoke a new hope and conIdence. but she was too engrossed in
icr pursuit of se’f knowledge to notice.
“I forgot fo say that I’m sensible.
Men always like that, yon know. Anyway. they pretend to.”
She finished in a way that suggested
that she had her doubt of tbeir sin
eerity. With a mighty effort her com-

j

|
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upstair*. stll
But bis foot
of*## jw#e«
Otmnt» A’ww
steps did not mu*k another sound—tin
clicking of pistol locks. Intuitively tlx
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
understood—he had stroll**! over to the
TOWTl TKACH KBS* MKBTINO
witb
a quarrel
club,
Country
picked
j
On Saturday, Feu 20. a g jooly number
Eustace and would have him out al
of tbe teacher* of Mi. Dwm met In the
>
daybreak next morning.
here.
Owing t»>
No thought of appeal to him stirred grammar echoo room
Instead there came a Arm do- fatally matters. Rev. Joseph R. Norwood,
in her.
Slit superintendent« t scuoots, *»» unable to
| termination matching Ins owu
be present, and Chester A. Maddocks bad
knew her name laid not been mentioned in the quarrel quite a well as charge of tbe malting.
K- v
George E. King, of Somesvllle,
The
she knew herself Its real root.
w
She could not opened tbe meeting with prayer, and m
men must not fight.
tbe diecujsinitf. L.
have her brother's blood upon her con- and then look p«rt in
There Elm Molmn, member of the school board,
science; still less her lover’s.
«M present, and quite a number of vtsitwas but one way to stop them, a way
bitterer than death; still she set her ors gave stimulus to the work In hand.
Tut following programme with synopfeet toward it unfaltering.
She got up and sat by the window, sis of eat b paper read, in printed below ae
mu evidence of t he school standard of Mt.
watching with noteless eyes the wheelDesert
ing star*, the waning moonlight. But
The Education of Moral Thought,”
at the first pale dawn light she was 1.
Chester \ Maddocks. N. E. H gramBelow she heard a
tensely alive.
mar schoo'.
(Mr. Maddocks, In bit
stealthy stir, the cautious opening of a
modern way ha* failed to present to tbe
door, with muffled voices and cautious
superintendent an cuttli.e of hb wellsteps outside. She got up and crept to
presented p»per, but tbe writer knows
her brother’s room.
Lighted candles
full well on general principle that It
still glitter**! there.
Upon the table
(»••( have been of a high moral tone,
then* was a brief will, the ink not dry
and filled with timely and apt sugge*lieIn the heavily scrawled signature,
(tons.)
side it was a briefer statement; “Let it
he understood of all men if 1 die I 2. “History”—Mrs. Mae Hill Atherton,
Sound school.
1—Causew and Effects
shall have died in a man's quart* ’,
2—Practical use of History. 3—Mo il
founded on no personal grudge, hut
use of
Ht»tory. 4--Methods lor Preresenting unjust aspersions upou my
senting tbe Sutjtct.
native suite.” She almost smiled over
and
Ranking
Deporting
it.
The native state counted to Joe 3. “Dally
System,” Mbs Hattie Gll»ey, Pretty
for so very' little iu the ordinary course
"mb
school.
was
read
for Mira
Paper
of life.
Gilley, who could not be present, and It
weuiy nmiUTcs taier. jusi as iuc sue
met
with
adbeusaton of Its suggestive
peeped over rinm^.ig trees, she came
then after

..

AND DEATH

"No. indeed!”
“And no man has ever told you that
he loved you?” he murmured in a

By KEITH GORDON

..

TWIXT LOVE

haven’t wanted
to ask you?” he inquired diplo-

it because you

one

■■■■■■

*

matically.

*

T

C"

a

minute

came

moving ponderously.

»•

out

in

little clearing upon

a

hilltop and

saw

two

men

a

wooded

standing

JV>w«

_____

Information.

Eliza is au old retainer in a certain
Philadelphia family, for whom she hat
labored many years. The children ot
the family have grown to regard her
with mingled awe and fear, ail but
Tom. the youngest, who is now eight
In spite of her dominant
years old.
sway, says the Philadelphia Record
Eiiza is very unsophisticated.
She was horrified to learn that Totr
had discovered the whereabouts of her
wealth, for she had been putting awa;
her savings for years and had about
$800 in the savings fund.
Tom and some of his small cronies
wanted a nickel to spend for candy,
but all the mothers were out.
“I’ll tell you what we ll do." said
Tom.
Til borrow 5 cents from our
Eliza. She's got lots of money.”
"Aw," exclaimed the inevitable pessi
mist, “she ain't got any money H
“She has,'' replied Tom. “She's got
a lot of money in a bank downtown
next to Williams’ candy shop."
Eliza chanced to hear this remark
and she rushed out Into the yard, sent
MIC
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HTONINQrON.
Last
Frank

Bl'RNKI) TO DRATH.
Thursday the six year-old

jarlea

ao

the

following day.

mother 1«U

His

son 0f

Emerson, nf Crotch ialand.
W|,
b*d*y that he died from bis i0.

burned

him

with

two other
for
got low, or went
provisions.
while
to
and
trying
rebuild it hh
oat,
clothing caught fire.
children

while she

to the store

went

Are

The

Heroebrd from the house and rolled
enow, but to no purpose.

the

iQ

When

? >und

by

pmft«*er*-by the clothing
off. and his younger brother
was
four years old,
throwing ruow on
some

burned

was

blm.
____________

George Noyes

arrive! from

Cuba Tburs-

dsy.
R C Small has Ailed the Ice-bouse near
the

laundry.

H. M. Tspley hss opened «
dry
goods store in t be store formerly occupied
by Noyes Bros.
Mrs

Inn the ice
Steamer Mon began ran
one-fourth mile from the wharf on
Thursday and landed the freight. Thk
Is the first time it baa been done this
winter.
I he schooner

Charles Hont

chartered to take the

ha*

machinery

been

for the

Philadelphia paitiea
purchased
quarry formerly operated by E. {j.
who have

the

It is understood the firm will do

Small.
some

cutting.

tling

;31
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clared to be in every

way a success, and
many helpful suggestions were put out to
the advantage of all. It is
to be hoped

unhealthy

ccndiof the kidneys; if it stains
your linen it is
evidence cf kidney trouble. too
frequent desire to
pass it or pa n in
tion

me

oacn

s

a, no

convincing proof that the kidneys and fc.adder

are out

of order.

What

—

DanjrrroD*

«#«

The steamboat landing has been a busy
place here this winter, a* this I* the only
place the l>oat can make a landing in the
point* by all present.
Brook I In, Sedgbay east of R cklaod.
“Methods of Teaching Reading,” Miss
4.
Carrie Gushes, Somes?!lie primary. 1—: wick. Sargentville, Brooksvl.le and Deep
U>e of Script Words. 2— U*e of pbon- Hie are all dependent on this landing for
opbam* 3—Combining words and sylla frt ight.
Feb 22
bles first by script the** by print from
W.
tbe a mple to the complex. 4—Combin3Miat!3rn.nu*.
ing words with sentence*. 5—Dae of
qoe*i*orts ror exprewaiog.
5. -Un|0«ff,w
Mias
Mary Marshall, Tiiousauda ITave Kidney Trouble
Soroeaville grammar.
1—Kt aeons for
and Don’t Know it.
not oalng text-hooks until eighth
year.
Row To Find Out.
2—Cm of objects for sentences. 3—
Fill a bottle or common glass with your
Met bods for using kinds of sentences.
arater and let it stand twenty-four hour: a
4— Methods of teaching
and
nouns
sediment or setkmd«. 5— Read log. to Sod out parts of
indicates an

weapon in hand, fate to face, ten yards
apart. Three other men a little wajr
off had scared, white faiea but neither
combatant had lost wholesome color
Millie sprang between them, white a**
dawn wraith, but with eyes like
a
glowing coals. She flung up her anus
If
ana said clearly: “Fire, gentlemen!
anybody deserves death. I do!**
“Millie! Go back!” Joe Cantrell than
dered. Eustace dropped his pistol and
leaped to the girl’s side. In her ear he
whispered brokenly: "Darling, k't him
kill me.
It is the best way out of it
aiir
speech.
Millie shrank from him a
little 6
“The Batavia Method,” Mtsa Beulah
“There Is no need for bloodshed.” she
Sylvester, Seal Harbor grammar. 1—
said.
Then, raising her voice so the
History of the “Met bod”. 2 -What can
seconds could bear "I call all here to
be done to help an overcrowded school
witness that 1 have not been deceived.
room? 3—Need of second teacher for
I knew at the very tlrst of John Fus
lndu«trlai
instruction.
4—Advantage
We have done no
tace’s betrothal
of minute expanse ion.
We-we
love each 7 “Busy Wurk for Primary Grades,”,
wrong to anybody.
other !*ocnuse we cauuot help it.
Oh.
Mts* Alice Cox, Seal Harbor primary. 1
it Is hard that ray own brother brings
Recreation In school. 2-Inteliectual
me to such open shame!”
amusements. 3—Mo ai requisites. 4—
"Tome home.” Cantrell said roughly.
Awakening activity by construct lug.
Hinging away his pistol and clutching 8— “How to Develop Local Interest in
her arm.
Eustace caught the othe*
Local School*,” M as Cynthia Richardhand, saying.
Stay with me. Millie*
son, B*ech Hill school.
1—Election of
The whole world may go if 1 hav«*
C'fBcten? officers. 2—I.leal standard of
school system. 3 —Need of good school- 1
you!”
houses. 4—Iutereet of teacuer and pa“Goodby.” Millie said, drawing away
her hand.
**I alia'! love you always.
rents in the work.
John, but your wife need not be Jeal
9— Relative Position of F ee High School
OUa.”
Work to that of the Grammar School
•
••••••
and the Pupils’ Prospects with or without a College Education,” Isaac TrewBy the strange orderings of fate that
was a true word.
John Eustace went
orgy.
principal of the high school,
Sjmeaville. 1—Seed
of co-operation
straight to Alice and told her ail the
between high school
truth.
and
She gave him back hi» free
grammar
school. 2—Association of at udent* with
Uom and would have given him half
3—Cu
her money only he would not have it.
ttvation of intellectsuperior*
ual ideas in the high reboot.
But be could not persuade Millie to
4—High
a
school
and
a
goal
marry him until Joe. the masterful,
stepping atoue.
had wooed and won Alice Ellison and 10. Qu'zz Bex.
All the papers wqra “thre-htd out” by
her fortune.
all the teachers, and the meeting was de-
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For additional

to

Do.

There is comfort in the kncjv'edje so
Often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer’s S*- pRoot. the great kidney remedy fulfills every
wish in curing rheumat sm. pa n in 'he
back, kidneys, liver, b adder and every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects Inability
to hold water and sea.ding pan in passing
It. or bad effects followr.g use of
r,
wine cr beer, and o vercomes that
unpleasant
necessity of be ng competed to go often
during the day. and to get up mar./ v es
during the night. The mi d and the ex*aordmary effect cf Swamp-Root is r n
rea.ized. It stands the highest f;r its v- nderful cures cf the most distressing cases.
If you need a medicine you shou.d r.ave the
best. Sold by dr uggists n5Cc. and Si -ires.
You may have a sarnp.e bottle cf this
wonderful
discovery
f
and a beck that
te;:s£Tr"^~v **
mere about it. both sent
3
absolutely free by ma!!,
address Dr. Kilmer fit
h«»* of *w*mr-p «»
Co.. Binghamton. N. Y. When writing mention reading this generous of ter la this paper.
_

~

lV»n*i
name.

make

any

mi*tat»\

bat

remember

the

HwumRoot, I>r. Kilmer'* Swamp-Hoot,
Iltngnamtoo. N. Y, on ev» ry

and ibe adore**,
bottle

that these

meetiug* will become a factor
system of Ml. Dcaert.
Hearty ibauks are offered to ail who
took part.
Feb.
J. R. M.
23_
in the school

MADE HI A NEW IN

PENOBSCOT.

THINKS L. F. MEDICINE
A COON TO MANKIND

D. C. Littlefield, who la employed at
Waltham, spent Sunday with bis family
here.

Tte*e

waa

an

evening and

Gapt.

C.

H.
he

school bou*e

social dance

a

h&Q ed to and

spring

ice-cream accial at

district

Leach

Perkins

near

bis

will erect

manufacture

long

at

is

the

Saturday

*T wirh to tsy a lew weris in r raise cf the
True ‘L. F.’ Atwo.-'s Biters. I Lave take •:
t:r years and Und it to t« the be-t ail r- 'd
laxaii.e medicine I can get. I was fee. 5
very tad Ust a,
rig a d lock sever*! be.1 si
Mlie me feel like a new man. If this
tssi irr.on lal w J be of a.-.y oae to yon In Increas7
lac t he ua of your tne-idne you are at 11
to use It. This medicine is surety a boon to
all mankind. —5. W. Gordom^Cktsumih. Me.

grange hail.

having

brick-yard. In

steam-mill
lumber.
a

logs
the
and

i

|

The officers of Rising Star lodge F. and
M., Worked the t hird degree Saturday
evening. Two other candid tea will receive tbi* degree this week.
Peb 23
Scba
A.

Thk Ki.lsworth Americ

|

TRUE L. F. RENEWS THE ENERGIES AND IMPARTS VIGOR AND
STRENGTH TO BODY AND MIND
THE

l

a'

UJ

the collar and started to read him a
lecture on the value of prudence.
"Never tell that again"' she said earnestly. "Suppose a burglar had been
round and heard you Bay that? Where
would I be? Why. If he knew all that
money was there he'd go right to the
hank, break In and steal it!"

Bostons World-Renowned Hotel.
It's the place to sleep,
It's the place

to

eat

WHEN* YOU VISIT THE HUB.
the:

Age of the Omh.
extreme limit of the age
The

The
of the
oak Is not exactly known, but sound
and living specimens are at least a
thousand years old. The tree thrives
best in a deep, tenacious loam, with
rocks in it. Stagnant water is oue of
its aversions.
It grows better on a
comparatively poor, sandy soil than on
rich ground imperfectly drained. The
trunk, at first inclined to be irregular
In shape, straightens at maturity Into
a grand, cylindrical shaft.
The oak
does not prodace good seed until it Is
more than six years old.

■Revere House
BOWDOIN

city,

near

the theatres and wholesale and retail

Pleasant

rooms

Marine

d

—

Piek-He-Up.

In

a

central section of the

stores.

SI and upward; with bath $2 and upward.

The liest hotel table d'hote in America.

Mianus

Obvlowalr.

Benevolent Old Gentleman
Don't
you think fishing a cruel sport?
Fisherman—I should just think it
was.
I've been sitting here for five
hours and never bad a single bite, and
I’ve got three wasp stings and been
eaten op with flies, and the sun’s taken
all the skin off the back of my neck!—

SQUARE.

Nearest First-class Hotel to Union Station.

Cuisine unexcelled.

Stationary Engines

the KINGS OF GASOLINE Motors. Full” guaranteed
Fitted for all work. Lobster, Scallop and Winch Hoists. Woodare

k sawing

|
f

pumps,

outfits, hoisting outfits for vessels.
bilge, cargo, etc. Simple, safe and

Hoist anchor, sails,
sure.

M ianus Motor Works,

20 and 33 PORTLAND PIER,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

